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Pamdiscogastcr

~Ytvml.l~ It/ 3 'f'

1
GENERIC DucNosrs. Fellodistomidae Nicoll, 1913; Discogastennac (v.s.). Body pearshaped, armed with scale-like spines. Oral sucker ventrotenninal. Ventral adhesive organ
approximately quadrate, with more or less concave• anterior and posterior borders at junction
of middle with caudal third of body. Prepharynx present. Pharynx small. Esophagus
fairly long, bifurcating at about one third of body length from anterior extremity of body.
Ceca \'ery short. Testes symmetrical or slightly oblique, in posterior part of body and dorsal to
adhesive organ. Cirrus pouch plump, containing relatively small bipartite vesicula seminalis,
well developed pars prostatica and prostatic cells. Cirrus projecting into fairly large genital
:i.trium. Genital pore just behind cecal bifurcation. Ovary pretesticular, dorsal to adhe~ivc
organ. Receptaculum seminis present. Laurer's canal? Vitellarium follicular, aggregated
around ceca. Cterus extending between testes and adhesive organ to near posterior extremity
of body. Eggs not very numerous, oval. Excretory system? Parasitic in marine fishes.

L"'9"

Genotype.

Paradiscogaster pyri/onnis.

Paradiscogaster pyriformis

~r/
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SPECTF!C DrAGl\OSIS. Paradiscogaster; with generic characters. Body 0.74-0.91 X 0.40.SS mm. Oral sucker 0.095-0.13 mm in diameter. Pharynx 0.042-0.06 mm long.
Adhesive organ 0.28-0.3-1 mm in transverse dia~eter. Testes globular to oval, entire, 0.10.2 x 0.07-1-0.13 mm. Ovary globular to oval. entire, 0.063-0.11 x 0.1-0.12 mm. Eggs
0.024-0.03 x 0.016-0.018 mm.
Habitat. Small intestine of a pleuronectid (Japanese local name IIoso-garei.)
Locality and date. Ise Bay ; April 18, 19 2 9.
Type and paratypes in my collection.
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Paradiscogaster pirif<>rmi's Yamaguti, 1934.

Small intestine of Pleuronichthys c<>rnutus (T emm.
et Schle8.) 1).
Locality and date. T okoname, Aiti Prefecture ; April 17,
1941.
Eight full-grown specimens fixed in acetic sublimate under
cover glass pressure, stained and mounted, gave greater measurements than the original as follows.
Body 1.0-1.83 X 0.5- 1.08 mm; .oral sucker 0.1 -0.175X 0.1 0.175 mm; pharynx 57 - 81 X 54- 78 fl; . esophagus 0.07 -0.21 mm
long; intestine 0.18-0.3 mm long; acetabulum 0.3 -0.42X0.3-0.6
mm; testes 0.16-0.26X0.12-0.175mm; cirrus pouch 0.24-0.4X
0.12-0.21 mm; anterior portion of vesicula aeminalis 45- B4X 50123 fl, posterior porti<m 45- 111 X50-135 fl; ovary.0.12-0.21 XO. II 0.17 mm: receptaculum aeminis 90-130X45- IOO 11• Egga embryonated, 24- 33X 15 - 18 fl ~n life.
Jn the fresh state the posterior extremity may be produced
backward by cover glass pressure in the form of a blunt-pointed
cone, at the top of which the excretory pore opens. The main
lateral excretory stems of the two aides ioin together at the excretory pore, so that there is no typical excretory vesicle. Each of
them bifurcates at the level of the anterior part of the esophagus
into a short anterior and a long posterior collecting vessel.
Habitat.
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Fellodis tomidae

Paradillcogaater aluteri.......,

•

///,qc/,,•J.4., /9'/J..

A survey was made on parasites of the
sea fishes at Fukaura, on the southern coast
of the ,Bungo Channel, Ehime Prefecture,
Shikoku· Island, Japan, in May, 1972. In
this survey, a new digenetic trematode belonging to the family Fellodistomidae was
obtained from the small intestine of the
leatherjacket, Aluterus monoceros. The specimens were fixed in acetic sublimate under
cover glass pressure, stained with Heidenhain's hematoxylin and mounted in balsam.
All specimens are deposited in the Department
of Zoology, National Science Museum, Tokyo.
Host. Aluteros monoceros (LinnaeJis) ; family
Aluteridae.
Location. Small intestine.
Locality. Southern Bungo Channel, Ehime
Prefecture, Shikoku Island, Japan.
Date. May 21 and 24, 1972.
Frequency. Three to 30, in three out of
five hosts e)tamined.
' Description. Based on ten specimens.
Body oval, 1.17-1.62 mm long by 0.91-1.22
mm wide. Cuticle with minute squamules
except for posterior part of body. Oral
sucker terminal, rounded, 0.243--0.354X0.350
--0.468 mm; prepharynx short, about 0.1 mm
long; pharynx globular, 0.122--0.162X0.1320.278 mm; esophagus short, 0.062--0.075 mm
long, bifurcating about middle of anterior
half of body; caeca saccular, terminating
near equator.
Acetabulum very large,
rounded, 0.390--0.587 X 0.576--0.830 mm, with
its center somewhat behind middle otbody,
sometimes with ripple orifice which reddish
in colour in life. Sucker ratio 1: 1.56-1.86.
Testes oval or elliptical, 0.20--0.33X0.lll0.162 mm, situated symmetrically at variable
levels in hindbody, i.e., in holotype they
situated at posterior end of body, while in
some paratypes they located at level of
posterior margin of acetabulum ; each vas
efferens running into seminal vesicle at
posterior end of cirrus pouch ; cirrus pouch
oval, well developed, 0.202--0.405X0.233--0.314
mm, lying pre-equator, containing bipartite
seminal vesicle, pars prostatica and prostatic
cells ; short cirrus, 0.080 X 0.060 mm, alwa,s
protruded into a fairly wide genital atrium;
genital pore situated almost median at level
of posterior end of pharynx. Ovary rounded, 0.125--0.243X0.101--0.223 mm. submedian,
postequatorial, pretesticular ; receptaculum
seminis elliptical, 0.091--0.22 X0.071--0.162 mm,
obliquely posterodexter to ovary; ,Laurer:1
canal winding and opening medially at por
terior margin of acetabulum dorsad. Vitellaria consisting of many irregularly lobed
small follicles, extending symmetrically from
level of posterior part of oral sucker to caecal
termination ; vitelline ducts united with each
(ner)

0-2

:

other at middle of body to form short tubular
vitelline reservoir. ' Uterus first ascending to
near caudal end of cirrus pouch, descending
on right side towards posterior extremity of
body, then ascending on left side of body to
form short metraterm which opens into
genital atrium along with cirrus. Eggs oval,
embryonated, relatively thick-shelled, 0.0260.036 X 0.015--0.019 mm in balsam. Excretory
vesTcle --Y-shaped,i extending to posterior
margin of acetabulurn, pore terminal.
Discussion. The genus Paradiscogastn· contains seven species : P. pyriformis Y amaguti,
1934; P. chaetodontis Yamaguti, 1938; P.
manteri Kurochkin, 1970 ; P. eniwetokensis
Martin et Hammerich, 1970 ; P. Jarooqii
Hafeezullah et Siddiqi, 1970 ; P. yamagutii
Hafeezullah et Siddiqi, 1970 ( =P. chaetudontis
okinawaensis Yamaguti, 1971) ; P. drepanei
Mamaev, 1970. The present new species
differs from all of them in having larger
pharynx, small sucker ratio and in the vitellaria being extended more anteriorly. The
vas efferens does not unite with each other
to form vas deferens before entering into
the cirrrus pouch, though there are no
descriptions of the vas efferen-.. except for
P. p,yrifonnis, P. chaetodontis and P. yamaf!Utii.

Paradiscogaster chaetodontls

Kmaguti,1938

Length 1. to 2.1 width o.45 to 0.9, with a bmnt pointed tail
cone; with fine spines
Orali sucker 0.11 to O. 2 mm in diameter
Acetabulum (adhesive disc) 0.3 to 0.77 wide, just post equatorial,
its anterior and posterior margins undulating.
Testes subglobular almost symmetrical, posterodorsal to
adhesive organ.
Cirrus sac nearly fusiform, 0.3 to 0.51 by 0.075 to 0.15
in median line between ~1frucat1on and adhesive organ.
Seminal vesicle indistinctly bipartite.
Cirrus projecting as a conical papilla.
Genital pore immediately behind bifurcation.
Ovary subglobular, smaller than testes, antero1extral to
left testis
Eggs 42 to 48 by 21 to 27 u
Vitellaria forming a grape-like bunch at posterior end of
each cecum.
Host: Chaetodon collaria
Japan; Koti
Compare with P.piriformis, differing in e gg size and tail cone.
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Length 1. to 1.8; width 0.5 to 0.7 mm; spined anteriorly
Oral sucker 0.15 to 0.2 wide; acetabulum very large, discoid,
b~oader than long, 0.37 to 0.63, at middle third
Sucker ratio;:
Prepharynx very short; esopha~us 45 to 100 u long, bifurcating
at about middle of anterior third.
Ceca narrow diver~ent ending at posterior end of anterior third
or anterior end of middle third, a little in front of acetab.
Testes oval to elliptical, symmetrical just behind acetabulum.
Cirrus sac elliptical extending oblique froT anterior border
of acetabium to genital pore, containing a bipartite internal
seminal vesicle.
Cirrus short often protruded into metraterm.
3-enital pore median or(s133ghtly to right or left shortly behind
bifurcation.
Ovary subglobular to oval posterodorsal to acetabulum, usually
to the right just in front of testicular zone.
3em. rec. rounded
Uterus filling hindbody
Vitellaria a compact mass of 8 to 10 on each side, immediately
behind cecal end.
Eggs 21 to 27 by 11 to 15 u.
Excretory system not weel seen; ex. vesicle not reaching to
middle of posterior third.

Japan; Okinawa
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Paradiscogaster chaetodontis Yamaguti,1942

Host: Chaetodon strigangutus (Gmelin) type host
C.trifasciatus
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Fellosidtomidae

Paradisc1Jgaster drepanei

sp. nov.

P11c. 11
1 H 11 1 ·

n.

n,,,pa11c punrtata,
I

longimana.
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u 1 > -.
'In · 1 t. y D,epu11e punctata, 5,2%, OT I JJ.O
longiman(l, ) J llJ 8 HCCJleJ,OBHHHbI\ pbt6, 1, 4 H 8 3K3.
n e H He (rnno1rnw 3K3eMITJIHp OT D. punctata). MeJJKaH, rpyweeu.u..1rn,1a, .llJIHHOii 1,56 MM M MaKCHMaJibHOii urnµ1rnoii 0,51 MM, B 3a,u-

, o Ta

'

" re.Tia. PoroBaH npHCOCKa cy6anHK8JlbH85I, Y.LlJIHHeHHaH, pa3MepoM
TipecpapHHKC OlleHb KOP,OTKHH, cpap»HKC 0,064 X 0,056 .MM.
,lf)<l:>KeF-1 CJia6o, KHWel!Hble BeTBH .llOBO.'lbHO illHpOKHe H KOpOTKHe,
tllh .llO nepe.rrnero KpclH 6p!OUJHOH npHCOCKH (C1<pH61rn Ii K.oBaJib,
I . 'T ce «llHCKOM 51MaryTH»). TTocJie,LI.HHH pacnoJio:>KeHa B 3aD.HeH
',i H Hl\leeT xapaKTepHyJO cpopMy: OHa nonepe4HO BLITHHYTaH,
'\V fOJlbHa51, C Y3KHM BOJilllfCTblM xpaeM. LI..r1111-1a 6p!OUJHOH
\/M, lllttp,rna 0,48 MM.
~reHHHKH, pa3MepaMH 0,13X0,09 11 0,12X0,09 .M.~t, JJe:>KaT ·
, ·110 no KpaHM TeJia n03ann 6p10urnoi"1 npncocK'H. Kpyn1-1aH
1130rHyTa5I B BH.!le 3HaKa Bonpota 13 1I.Op30-Bl~~lTpaJibHOi°I
l rrn y rrepe11.Hero KpaH 6p!OWHOII npHCOCKll. B1-1yrp11 6yp60JJblIJOH .llBypa3.[le.nbHbli°l ceMeHHOii IIY3blpeK II npocTafOHll{aH H3 MeJJKHX KPYrJiblX KJie1 Oh. OoJIOBOe OTBepcT·"le
nnepellH nepe,nttero KpaH 6p10mttoh np11cocKH.
· · ',Ill, 0,092 MM a .[lHaMeTpe, pacn·OJIO:>KeH •Me,lll!clH!-10 Brre! lH1.'ro KpaH 6pJOlllHOH npucoo;u; PH.UOM c H'HM Kpyrrl 'e.rl T04HHKH B BH.[le llBYX rp03.[leC! KpyrrHbiX qlOJIJIHKy,;l(,t, \
h1>H1:,1n Y.HWeil:11>1 x J:KTHdi sr.
pe,'lll 6p!Ollld!lii np11COCKH. 0e'f.'JH M81
KH Jano.rn 11M see cB060,!I.Hne np1 ,l:TpaHcrno B 3~r!lfl
KOH U,e TeJia 0038,ll.li
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Fellodistomidae

Genus Paradiscogaster

Yamaguti,

1934

P,muliscogaster eniwetokensis ~ /Yl~ ....t:,,, ~
Fig. l
Body oval to pyriform, orange-red in life.
Body length 0.42-0.6, body width 0.196-0.322.
Tegument bearing fine spines over most of
body. Oral sucker length (anterior-posterior)
0.065-0.090, width 0.087-0.106, subterminal.
Acetabulum length 0.182-0.252, width 0.24, in
midbody. Prepharynx very short; pharynx nearly
spherical 0.028--0.03 7 long and 0.028--0.034
wide. Esophagus length varies with degree of
extension of anterior part of body. Ceca short,
saccular, reaching to acetabulum. Testes two in
posterior part of body, side by side, oval, 0.0620.078 long. and 0.03 7--0.075 wide. Cirrus sac
elongate, enclosing bipartite seminal vesicle,
well-developed prostate complex and weakly
developed cirrus, length 0.098-0.182, width
0.037-0.050, extending posteriorly from genital
pore to overlap acetabulum. Genital pore ventral
about midway between suckers when anterior
part of body is extended, serves as exit for both
male and female systems. Vitellaria lateral at
level of anterior portion of acetabulum, 7 to I 0
follicles on each side. Seminal receptacle spherical, sometimes larger than ovary, between ovary
and testes in hind body. Ovary oval to spherical,
usually on right side, a short distance anterior
to testes in hind body, approximately 0.043
in diameter. Loops of uterus extending from
near posterior end of body to near mid-acetabular level, then anteriad to genital pore. Eggs
oval, 22-25µ long and l 2-15~t wide, average
23µ long and 13µ wide.
HOST:

Chaetodo11 striga11,[!.1rl11s (Gmelin).

HABITAT:
LOCALITY:

Intestine.

N

Sfeci,,,,ens

(1939) described Discogasteroides caranxi from
the fish Caranx kalla obtained in the Bay of
Bengal, India. Y amaguti ( 19 53 )_ transferred
Discogasteroides ca,·anxi to P,mtd1Sco~t1J/er .. P.
eniwetokensis differs from all of these m having

Eniwetok, Marshall Islands.

DATE COLLECTED:

Febru,uy 23, 1957 .

DEPOSITED: Type ( circled on slide) and 5
paratypes in Hancock Foundation, Par,tsitology
Collection, University of Southern California.

( 1934)

fewer vitelline follicles, not more than LO on
each side of the body, while other species h.we
from 15 to 38. It has smaller eggs, suckers,
ovary, cirrus pouch, and body size than all the
other species. These differences could not be
due to a difference of host in the case of P.
chaetodontis for it was found in the same host,

Chaetodon strigangttf11s.

DISCUSSION

Yamaguti

I

established

the genus

Paradiscogaster foe P. PJrifonnis that he found
in the small intestine of a pleuronectid fish
caught in Japan, later ( 19-; L) designated
P/e11ro11ichthys comat11s. He has spelled this
species name piriformis in later works ( 19 )8,
1953, 1958). Yamaguti ( 1938) described
another species, P. chaelodontis, found in Chaetodon collaris in Japan and in C. strigaug;dm
and C. 1rifa1ciat11s in Okinawa. Sriva\tJ.va

· , ·.·:, i~,,\'/~: :·.) . · ··
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Fellodistomatidae
Paradiscogas~er farooqii sp.

J"9 ? O

Hafeezulah<F§· ~idciiq1,
Host: Scatophagus argus ( L.); spotted butter
fish; Scatophagidae.
Site: Intestine.
Number of specimens: ,5.
Locality: Tuticorin.
Holoty11e: USNM Helm. Coll. No. 63218.
Dc~rriptiou ( with measurements on 3 specimens
2 were not in good condition): Body 1.69 to 1.8]
111111 long. 0.46 to 0.54 mm wide, fusiform witl
round ed ends . Cnticle thin, spines not evident
AcPtahulum 253 to 372 by 239 to 324, discoid
c•marginate, in middle third of body. Oral sucke
113 to 128 by 123 to 141, spherical, terminal
Prepharynx short; pharynx .36 to 4,5 hy 51 to 66
spherical; esophagus 396 to 420 long; cecal l,ifur
cation at 540 to 600 from anterior encl of body
cx•ea short, sacc:nlar, club-shaped.
Testl?s 104 to 149 by 69 to 98, oval or spherical
symmetrical or suhsynunetrical, posterolateral tc
acctahular disc . Cirrus sac elongate, distal enc
~li!.!htly c111Yccl to right. between cecal bifurcatio1

..

I!

,·

md acetabular disc, containing bipartite se111i11al
vesicle, long pars prostatica, and protrusihle cirrns.
nostly filled with prostatic gland cells. Cenital
Jore postbifurcal, median or submedian.
Ovary 78 to 104 in diameter, spherical. postero,inistral to acetahnlar disc, prete~ticular. St'minal
·eceptacle large, spherical, immediately postovarian.
-ietween testes. Laurer's canal opening clnrsa!l)near po~terior md of bocly. Vitellaria adnous. lat".'ral, sparsely distrihuted from level of cecal hifnr~ation to ovary. Uterm yo)uminous, filling most
Jf posterior part of body: rnetraterm und ifferentiated. Eggs 27 to 31 by 1~ to 18, thick-:-.lwlkd
·mmerous. Excretory vesicle not obscn ed.
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Yamaguti ( J!'Y38, JDt2) descrilwll two :-.pt':ies un<ler the same nan1e-I'aradi,,·cngast<•:c1wetndmttis. The l\\'o are, no clo11hl , disti11ct

from each olhN antl. the1 cfore, the juniN
homon}m , P. c1taetodontis Yamaguti, 19-12, i:-.
renamecl as P. ya111ag11tii nom. 11.
~ow Paradiscogasl <' r Ya111agnti, 1934, ha
three species: P pyriformis Yam,1gnti. 19:3--L
I'. cfwetndontL\· \ amaguti, H):38, and P. ymll'1 g11tii. P. faronc/ii differs from all of them i1 1
the 1,ature, sparse distribution, and extC'nl ol
, itl'll.1rin. ThP -..ped<'~ i~ nanwtl after \ 1t

II isarn lT. Farooqi.
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Fellodistomatidae
Paradiscogaster manteri Kurochkin, 1970
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Allocrc-:ai ido.e

Subfamil,· .! 1a1noaia: Al1Jcread1id .u· : 8 >J), foliate, broadeneJ poatcriorly, bMadrtl near posterior en J, un1pi11 :alate. Cuucle a 11001b. Subcuti•
cular mu1c11l.&l •1re furly well ,Jevel,pe,J Oral au : ~er 1ubtera,inal. Acetabulum 1.u ~er 1h1rt l)ral lucker, pre equatorial. Prephuyns di11inct; pharynx
rou ed ; oeupba~u• moiera1ely lo~g, caeca terminating• liule in front
of p'»ter;or ntremity. Genital p'>rc 1li1btl1 dextral, al level of io1c1tiQal
bifuration. fe11et 1ym1DetriC\l, medial to caeca, immediately poatequatorial. '":irru, aa ~• na(ate, claviform, nt~'liling ali~htly behind anterior border
of acetabulam, e-iclosinit vesicuh 1eminali1, indi11inc1 para proatatica and
cirru1. r)vuy digb•ly 1ini1ual, equarorial between acetabulum and te■1e1.
Rccepr~-ulum serninia present~ Uterus large, m ·1ch coiled, moad:, ))Oil•
test icular, cxtc ndinit between testes 10 more th.\n half of pntt-teuicular
reg i o; rnetraterm present. Vitellar1a lateral. of small grape-l ike bunches of

Folliclll, ntending rrom intestir 11 bifurntion to rostuior r'lltrrmity pa11ing
meaially near po1terior end on either aide of ucretcry ,e!liclc behind and
along po1tnior end of caeca and behind u1eru1. Excretory vesicle tubular,
bifurcating into lateral horn, immediately behind ovary. Parasitic in in•
tcatine of marine 61be1.
Type genu1: PJ.1llolr1ma Yamaguti, 1934 with P. hica"dalMm Yamaguti, 1934 a1 the genotype.
Yamaguti (1934) tbinkt that pjJUo,,,,,.. 1howa affinitie, with both the
families Allocreadiidae and Fdlodi1tomidae. Thia ~cnu1 in our opinion 1tand1
intermediate benrcea Plagioporinae of Opecotlidae anJ Allocread1idae.

'

'

>::

PJ,yUot,NM Yamaguti, 1934
Generic diagnosis. - Allocreadiidae, Allocreadiinae: Body foliate,
broadenNi posteriorly, unarmNi. Acetabulum well developed, preequatorial Oral sucker subterminal, prepharynx present. Esophagus of
moderate length, ceca t~rminating near posterior extremity. Testes

symmetrical, medial to ceca, postequatorial. Cirrus pouch pre-acetabular
116
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for most part, containing winding seminal vesicle, indistinct prostatic
complex and protrusible cirrus. No vesicula seminalis extema. Genital
por-e out of median line at about level of intestinal bifurcation. Ovary to
one side of median line between acetabulum and testes. Receptaculum
seminis present. Uterus passing between testes and occupying most of
posttesticular intercecal field. Vitellaria extending in lateral fields from
level of intestinal bifurcation to posterior extremity, forming bunch-like
groups of follicles. Excretory vesicle simple, tubular, bifurcating into lateral horns immediately behind ovary. Parasitic in intestine of marine fishes.
Genotype: P.bicaudatum Yamaguti, 193' (Pl. JO, Fig.125)inOp4icl,tJ,ys
asakusae; Seto Marine Biol. Stat., Wakayama Prefecture, Japan.

PHYLLOTREMA

Yamaguti,1934

Phyllotrema n. g.
Allocreadiidae Stoss., 1903. Body flat, foliate, broadest near
posterior end. Cuticle smooth. Subcuticular musculature fairly well developed. Oral sucker
subterminal. Prepharynx present. Pharynx globular. Esophagus moderately long. Ceca
simple, terminating near posterior end of body. Acetabulum larger than oral sucker , a~out
one third of body length from anterior end or a little more behind. Testes symmetnc~l,
inside ceca, postequatorial. Cirrus pouch extending a little farther backwards :ha~ a~t~nor
border of acetabulum, enclosing well developed vesicula seminalis. Pars prostatica mdistmct.
Cirrus opening with metraterm a little to right at about level of intestin~l _bifurcation. Ovar,y
only slightly to left, between acetabulum and testes. Receptaculum sem~ms pr~sent. Laure~ s
canal? Vitellaria follicular, lateral, extending from level of cecal bifurcation to postenor
end of body. Vitelline reservoir dorsal to ovary. Uterus extending between testes as far
backwards as middle of posttestitular region. Eggs elliptical, not very numerous. Excretory vesicle simple, tubular, bifurcating into lateral horns immediately behind ovary.
GENERIC DIAGNOSIS.

Parasitic in marine fishes.
Genotype.

j

Ph;1llotrema bica1tdatum.

Phyllotrema bicaudatum Yamaguti,1934. Two specimens
from small intestine of Ophichthus asakusae Jordan & Snyder
Type: 3.125 by 1. Cuticle smooth.
Oral sucker 0.22 by 0.26. Pharynx 0.13 by 0.16
Acetabulum about 0.4, about 1/3 from anterior end.
Small seminal receptacle. Laurer's canal present.
Metraterm distinct. Eggs 90 to 96 by 40 to 48 µ
Wide simple excretory vesicle extending to ovary to
bifurcate into lateral horns.
D1scussroN. This species cannot be assigned to any known genus of
Allocreadiidae or Fellodistomidae, although it bears a certain affinity to both
families. From the disposition of the testes, ovary and uterus it is apparently of fellodistomid type, but the characters of the cirrus pouch, vitellaria
and excretory vesicle prevent it from being placed in Fellodistomidae.
Notwithstanding this inconsistency, I pref er to assign my species to Allocreadiidae. Whether it represents a distinct subfamily or should be included in Plesiocreadiinae Winfield, 1929, I cannot determine at present.
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Fellodistomatidae

Lat10·"'3' 1 J..c.~~t
PHYLLOTREMA MJCRORCHIS

M-td.

61~Ah1f I l'lr'f

~

Fluke of medium size w;ith anterio,r end slightly pointed and posterior end truncate
but concave in the middle. Body smooth, 8.4--9.8 X 2.2-2.3 mm. Oral sucker 0.570.58 X 0.67-0.68 mm. Acetabu.lum situated at the anterior third of body, 0.92-0.94 X
8.86---0.98 mm. Prepharynx. observed in on~ of the two specimens, 0.12 mm. Pharynx
0.27-0.29 X 0.38-0.40 mm. Oesophagus 0.'71~1.08 mm. Intestinal crura ending in
front of the last group of vitelline glands, not reaching posterior end.
Testes very smaU, oval, parallel, in middle of body, 0.21-0.25 X 0.21-0.29
Cirrus sac claviform, with its posterior end not reachilng acefabulum. Seminal vesicle
sac-like. Genital atrium at level of middle and to right of oesophagus.
Ovary oval or round, about the size of testes, 0.23-0.24 X 0.29 mm situated about
midway between acetabulum and left testis. Seminal receptacle lateral, close to and
in front of ovary. Mehlis' gland well developed. Vitelline glands with follicles in
groups of branches, distributed from anterior to intestinal bifurcation to posterior end
of body and overlapping crura. Vitelline ducts at level of ,ovary. Uter,ine coils few,
behind acetabu.lum and extending posterior to testes, occupying only about one third of
the body length. Metraterm with eggs, running from anterior of acetabu.lum along
cirrus sac to genital atrium. Eggs oval, 0.052-0.060 X 0.030-0.036 mm.
Excretory bladder long, tubular, reaching to level of testes. Parasitic in digest
tract of Opkicktkys sp., Huian County, FU:j.jan Province, August 1964.
The genus .Phyllotrema was established iI!, 1934 by Yamaguti with P. bicauda.tum
as the type which remains unique .in the genus. P. microrckis sp. nov. may be distinguished from the type species by ( 1) the larger size of the body and the smaller size of
the eggs, (2) the presence of about one third of the total uterine loops between
acetabu.lum and ovary and the uterus not extending as far behind the testes as that of
the type spec~es, (3) the cirrus sac being shorter, with its proximal end not overlapping ·
acetabu.lum, ( 4) the testes being very small as comparing with the larger size of the
worm. hence the name Pkyllotrema microrckis sp. nov.
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P. microrchis (~fill)
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1$,U Ct1-,4Alfr1'1H.lt:, l'MJD 5Jt£AJ -Ji-W&t, l'171-f/

(4) Phyllotrema quadricaudatum, ......-nev. (fig. 4)
Twelve ~pecimens were discovered· from the intestine of one out of five Muraenesoz cine1·eus (Fm·skal) from Haikou, Hainaii Island, Guangdong Province, on May
8, 1958.
This species differs from PhyNiOtrema b-icOIUdatiim Y amaguti, 1934 not only in
the number of caudal lobes, but •also in the shape of testes and ovary, in the distri;hution of vitellaria, in the poste:t?ior limit iof uterine loops, and in the smaller eggs.
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Pirifonninae n. subfam.
Subfamily diagnosis. - Fellodistomidae: Body pyrifonn, unarmed.
uca united posteriorly. Acetabulum large, ,.;th anterior and
·
lips of lamellar muscles, postequat(Jrial. T estt>S diagonal. at
extnmity. Ovary immediately anterulateral to posterior t · 'itellaria
forming bunches of follicles in lateral fields of ·
y. l:tttUS occupying most of cecal zone, not extending backward over testes.Escretoey
vesicle V-shaped.
PirifonM Yamaguti, 1938
Generic diagnosis. - Fellodistomidae, Piriforrninae: Body pyriform,
unarmed. Oral sucker subtennina.l. pharynx small; esophagus short; ceca
united posteriorly AcetahuJum lar~• po~tequatorial. provided with two
lip& of lamPlw muscles. r~te'- rnnugu"u.s with each other, at posterior
extttnuty. Cirrus pouch pre-acetabular. cont.unmg bipartite seminal
vesicle and well developed prostatic complex. Genital pore pre-acetabular,
submedian. Ovary lobed, anterolateral to posterior testis. So receptaculum seminis. l"terus occupying most of body except two extremities.
Vitellaria- forming bunches of follicles in lateral fields of forebody.
Excretory vesicle \' -shaped. Parasites of marine fishes.
Genotype: P. Macrorhampltosi Yamaguti, 1938 (Pl. 3, Fig. 29), in
Mac,orlui.p/tos"5 japcmict1t; Maisaka and Koti, Japan.
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Fellod1stom14ae
Piriforma macrorhamphos1 Yamagut1, 1938
Length: 1.2-2.4 mm.
T-'idth : 0.58-1.3 mm. at level of acetabulum.
Oral sucker: 0.5-0.24 X 0.15-0.31 mm.
Acetabulum (size) !: 0.25-0.68 X 0.28-0.78 mm.
( lo cat ionJ : I ts center 1 s be~ind the middle of the body.

Esophagu~-: Short, only 90 u long in the large st type.
Pharynx: . 50-90 X 70-140

u, less muscular than oral sucker.

G~nital pore: To the left of the median line a little in front of
· the acetabulum.
Testei (shape): Globular to oval.
.(loca~ion) : Obliquely side by side at posterior extremity; the
.
· . • left usually in front.
Cirrus sac:. E~tends to right of median line & to midbodp level.
ovary (shape) ·: Divided into three subglobular lobes.
· (loca~ion): Anterodextral to righ~ tastis.
Vitellaria: Consists of bunches of follicles extending along outer aid
of intestine from pharynx level to middle of acetabulum.
E;~ s: Elongate.. oval, light brown; ·thick-shelled, 33-38 X 18-24 u.
Other features: Eggs have punctumuat broader antiopercular pole.
Host: .Macr~rhamphosis

Japonicus (Gunther)

. Locality:
Maisaka, Japan am Kot1, Japan.
•Comnarisons: Rhodotrema Odhner, 1911
•
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Referenc'e:Yamagut1, s. Studies on the helminth fauna of Japan
·'
· _Part 21. Tremabodes of fishes, IV'.
Kyoto, Japan, 1938
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P. mafo'r Yamag-uti, rn:34, Ill Pai;ros omus auratus: T.trumi, J.tp.11 1.
P. ostreae Fujita in Vollfu:,,, 19:!,'i, ml't,1cercaria m i_:,,r:ad 1,f ,,,r,,·"
~iRas; Japan. ·
P. subtenuis (Linton, 1907) (syn. D1slt•mum s11Jto11u I. 1 :11 ,·al,,m:i~
calamus; Bt'rmuda, ~ew Zealand, Rt·1l :--t ,l.
P. larva (Yamaguti, 1938) in livt'r nf Br.ich, ,,j. ,,,ft-~ ~,-,,/iJ1H1; l .uumi, Japan.
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Genus PROCTOECES Odhner, 1911
DIAGNOSTIC FEATURES. External seminal vesicle absent. Vasa efferentia unite at, or close to, base of
cirrus-sac.
TYPE-SPECIES. Proctoeces maculatus (Looss, 190 I) (by subsequent designation: Fujita, 1925 : 56).
COMMENT. Fourteen species have been assigned to this genus, seven of which we believe to be
synonymous with the type-species. We consider the status of the others as follows:
(I) Proctoeces insolitus (Nicoll, 1915) Yamaguti, 1953; the type-species of the genus Xenopera
Nicoll, 1915 (see above).
(2) P. lintoni Siddiqi & Cable, 1960; from sparid and labrid fishes in and around the Caribbean
Sea. This species differs from P. maculatus in having a globular posterior portion in addition
to the convoluted, tubular part of the seminal vesicle.
(3) P. macrovitellus Winter, 1954; it was pointed out by Freeman & Llewellyn (1958) that this
was not a Proctoeces, and Winter later ( 1960) transferred it to the zoogonid genus Diplangus
Linton, 1910.
(4) P. magnorus Manter, 1940; from Caulolatilus anomalus off the Pacific Coast of Mexico. This
species is known only from a single spct:irnen in whid1 the oral sucker is larger than the
slightly pedunculate ventral sucker. In addition to these features, it differs from P. maculatus
in apparently possessing a smaller average egg-size (32-37 x 15-19 µm). Nevertheless,
Freeman & Llewellyn ( 1958) considered it to be a synonym of P. subtenuis (Linton, I 907)
[ =P. maculatus]. In view of the differences listed above and until more material has been
examined from the type-host and locality, we prefer to consider this species a species inquirendum.
(5) P. neomagnorus Siddiqi & Cable, 1960; this is considered a synonym of Mesolecitha linearis
Linton, 1910, by Nahhas ·& Cable (1964).
(6) P. ostreae Fujita, 1925; described as a metacercaria which may be progenetic from the
gonads of the bivalve Crassostrea gigas off Japan. It is said to occur as an adult in Pagrosomus
major and Epinephe/us aka'ara (Korringa, 1952), but Komiya (1965) believed that the final
host was still unknown. Dollfus (see above) considered that it was possibly the metacercaria
of Xenopera insolita.
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Proctoeces species:
P.maculatu~ (I.a6ss,1901) Odhner,1911
Host: La.brus merula
at Trieste
Crenilabrus pavo
Med.

------

-

Japan
Sparus macrocephalus
Spanus aries
u
Pagrosomus auratus
"
_lfl•f 111..tt
Epinephelus akaara
''
·
Semicossyphus reticulatus__
-•__
1)_ ~_rn~~aM. •

11..tJ.~

s~~~-n1

Chrysophrys bifasciata
Iulis lunaris -immature
Black Sea
P.subtenue (Linton,1907) Hanson,1950
Hosts: Calamus calamus

Bermuda
Tortugas
Calamus bajonado
Tortugas
La.trldopsis ciliaris
New Zealand

P.ma,1or Yamaggti, 1934
Host: Pagrosomus auratus
P.magnorus Manter,1940
Host: Caulolatilus anomalus

Japan
Mexican Pacific

P.ostreae Fujita,1925
Host: for metacercariae :Ostrea ~igas

Japan
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P. fnuxini,

Y

P. scrobi,:,ulmiae

I. P. 11wculat1u; (Looss, 1901) aus Labriden: Ba.u('hsaugnapf etwas weiter hinten.
Verluiltnis rnn groI3ter Korpcrliingc zur grofltPn Bauchsaugnapflange (nirht Breite !)
nach ODHNER (1911) 3Ji: l; hei P. hurcini 7.7: l. Eier mit. 70 -< 2o µ grofler als bei
l'. burcini.
2. P. subtenu.is (LI-STON, 1907) am, SparidPr1: :\Iundsaugnapf breiter als Jang,
Pharynx mit 150 µ uncl Ba11C'hs,rngnapf mit :300 4HO µ hei gleiclwt K<>rperHingr
kleinl'r als bci J>. bucrini. Eicr \"it>l schmaler a.ls bri <liesmn. Kdrpcrform Rd11· ahnlil'h.
:3. I'. aylhmnts On1H,~:R. 1!11 I auR Sµaride11: Ba11.-l1sa11gnapf mit :!80 400 µ
kleiner. Eier kll'iner bzw. gr6fl<>r als bci I'. lmccini.
4. P. i11solitus (XH·ur.r., 1915) a11s Sparide11: 1\11111dsaug11apf liinglich, Rauc·hsaugnapf mit 280 · :190 µ kleiner. Pharynx mit 140 µ Rreitt> i,c-hmaler als bti
P. buccini. Darmschenkel rPichcn his Korperhinter<'nde, Cirrusbeutcl vie) Wt>ite1·
nac-h hinten alR hei P. bucrini .
•'5. I'. ostreaP F1·.nTA. H)2fi a11s 0,<trea l)igas: :\Iit O,H7 nun \'iel bn•iterer Hinfrrkorper. dazu wcitcr nal'h hint.en reichenrlc und mit 200 µ breiterc Darrnsclwnkcl ab
P. burrini. Eicr mit 40 , 201.1. Rehrnalcr als b(•i dic:-1em.
Ii. P. major YA:-.IAC:!"Tl, 1934 aus Spnrideri: Langen-..Breihm-Verhiiltnis des
Korpers grofler, sonst abcr G~~stalt wi<:' P. buccini . .vlundsaugnapf breiter als Jang.
Ovar dreilappig oder dreiPckig. l'teruswinclungen bis nahe Bauchsaugnapf.
7. /'. 111agr10r111,1 .'.\IL,:-.T~:K. l!'.140 ans Hranrh1"o.9ffgiden (Literatur in Deutschland
nic-ht erhaltlich).

Fellod1stom1dae
/./4-~~'U-

PROC~OECES

Odhner /q;;
/

Body elongate,equally wide in hindbody,rather flattened,
unspined. suckers strong, near each other; ventral sucker larger,
strongly protruding. Short prepharynx, large Pharynx, esophagus
shorter than pharynx. Ceca reaching to hind end. Excretory vesicle
Y-shaped, bhe forking occurring between the testes, the branches
reaching to the pharynx. Genital pore a little to the lef) not
far in front of the ventral sucker. Genital sinus very wide.
Cirrus sac elongate at dorsal edge of ventral sucker,parallel with
long axis of body. It contains a rather long cylindrical, thickwalled pars prostatica. In its posterior half a thin,tube-like,
much coiled seminal vesicle. On each side of the often strongly
nipple-like opening of the pars prostatica occurm 1n the genital
sinus, small muscular, lip-like structures.
(According to Odhner,
in Looss' figure the cirrus sac is too far posterior because of
pinching). Testes round, entire, slightly oblique, in or about
the middle of the body. Ovary round, pretesticular, at hind edge
of ventral sucker. No seminal receptacle. Laurer'a canal present.
Vitellaria weakly developed, with sparse follicles at level of
ovary and.testes. Uterus completely fillingffi hind body. Eggs very
elongate, yellow, containing ciliated larvae. Type species:
P.maculatus (Looss,1901) rrom Labrus merula at Trieste
P.maculatus (Loose)

Length 2.5 to 3.2 but mature at 1. hindbody
0.5 to 0.7 wide. Oral sucker 0.2 to 0.3;
pharynx 0J5 to 0.23; ventral sucker 0.4 to
0.7 by 0.28 to 0.42. Egge (living) 72 to 79
by27 µ. Vitellaria slightly overreaching the
hind testis. Hosts: Labrus merula;
Crenilabrus pavo.
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P. erythraeu s

Odhner

Ventral suckerat least ti 1/3 smaller than
in the:; above species. .h;ggs about 45 µ
long. Vitellaria shorter. From the Hd Sea.
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(Loos-;, 19111, Fig. J .;
Lange bis 2,6, nach Looss his 3,2 mm; sclwn 1 mm lange Exemplare sind aber von Eiern stark gefiillt. Breite im Hinterkorper o,5 bis
0,7 mm. Dicke 0,3-0,45 mm. Mundsaugnapf 0,2-0 1 3, Pharynx 0,15
bis 0,23 und Bauchsaugnapf 0,42-U,7 x 0 1 28-0,42 mm im Durchmesser; letzterer auf der Grcnze zwiscben en,tem und zweiterri Korperdrittel. Eier1 in vivo gemessen 1 0,072- 0 1079 mm Jang hei einer Dicke
von etwa 0,027 mm. Dotterstocke nach hinten zu den hinteren Roden
leicht Uberragend. ·

In mehreren Labriden rler Adria (Triest, Loos s, ipse leg.); auBerdem habe ich in Neapel ein :Kxemplar in Blmnius ocrllori.<? gefunden.
Icb kann die Yermutung nicht unterdrUcken, <laB dievon,J.l\IUller
bei Triest gefisc11te frei~chwimmcncl1· O·rc. srti(un 16 , wovon La Valette
{ 1ti55 1 Tab. II, Fig. II cine.-\ bhililung ohn1• Bc~d1rl'ibui1g veroffentlicbt
hat, auf Pr. 111rtrnlat11s zu U<·1.ich1·n i-,;t. lcl1 wiiBle wenigstens k,,in
zweites , Distomum, au. :\littt•ln1c·edi,chen. ,las einen so gro.13en Pbaryn.
mit mangeln<lem o<ler ganz ku1z, ·n '. ( )r~uplrngus und Pr;ipbarynx ebt'n~o
wie mit das HintC'rentlc l'rreielu·n11L•11 J>armschl'nkeln Yereinigt. Dall
die l:,augni.ipfe Lei cler ( 'l'rcaric ziL•mlicl1 gleil'ligroB sein sullen, brauclit
nicht gc•gen meine A11nahmt· zu . . pr,•,·lwll , da ihre relativen (-hoBen sicl1
ja oft beim spii.teren \\'acli-.turn bl·d, ·utt·rnl ver-.chiehen.

From ~ .nter & Pritchard (1962):
Proctoeces maculatus (Looss, 1901) Odhner, 1911
(Syn. P. erythraeus Odhner, 1911 and P. subtenuis
(Linton, 1907) Hanson, 1950)
(Fig. 2)
Host: Thalassoma duperreyi (Quoy and Gaimard), hinalea lauwili or 'a'ala'ihi
(Labridae, wrasses); four specimens from two of 49 fishes.
Location: Intestine.
Specimen deposited: U. S. Nat. Mus. Helminth. Coll., No. 39459.
D1scussrnN: Freeman and Llewellyn (1958) reported progenetic trematodes
in the kidneys of a lamellibranch, Scrobicularia plana, inhabiting the Thames
estuary, and concluded that at least in this locality, no fish hosts were involved.
They identified these trematodes as Proctoeces subtenuis (Linton, 1907) (syn. P.
erythraeus Odhner, 1911), but suggested more knowledge of intraspecific variation
might lead to the synonymy of P. subtenuis with P. maculatus (Looss, 1901).
Stunkard and Uzman (1959) reported Protoeces maculatus progenetic in the
gonads of mussels Mytilus edulis, collected at Woods Hole (Massachusetts), in
Long Island Sound, and along the coast of Connecticut. They believed these
trematodes to be the same species named Distomum subtenue by Linton, and that
P. subtenuis is a synonym of P. maculatus.
P. subtenuis (syn. P. erythraeus) has been distinguished from P. maculatus on
the basis of smaller sucker ratio, less extensive vitelline glands, and smaller eggs.
The importance of sucker ratio and vitelline extent has decreased as P. subtenuis
has been reported from various localities, but the smaller eggs seemed a constant
difference. Freeman and Llewellyn found three of 100 eggs to be longer than 52
microns (up to 73 microns) but considered them as abnormal, as some very small
eggs (26 microns) were also abnormal. We had available one specimen identified
by Yamaguti as P. maculatus from S/arus macrocephalus from the Inland Sea of
Japan. Fifty eggs were measured; most were 64 to 67 _by 21 to 24; but 11 eggs
were less than 60 microns long and five were over 67 microns long; the range (48
to 75 by 18 to 29) completely overlapped the ranges for P. maculatus and P. subtenuis. The eggs are thin-shelled and may vary according to physiological condition~ an~ methods of fixation.
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In view of the variation of egg-size within a single specimen, it seems necessary
to accept the synonymy of P. subtenuis with P. maculatus. P. maculatus is, then,
world-wide and occurs in many different fish hosts, though usually in small numbers. As suggested by Stunkard and U zman, the variety of hosts is not necessarily
significant because the worms are progenetic and could be taken from the digestive
tract of any fish which had recently ingested the molluscan host. P. maculatus
is one of two species of Digenea occurring in both the Mediterranean and the
Red Sea. It is now evident that this species has a more or less continuous means
of dispersal between these seas by oceanic pathways.
We have examined specimens from Bermuda, Tortugas, Hawaii, New Zealand,
and Japan. In all but one of these specimens the cirrus sac extended posterior to
the acetabulum. The extent of this structure was not clearly indicated by Stunkard and Uzman; and Freeman and Llewellyn reported that although considerable
variation was possible, normally the cirrus sac overlapped the acetabulum both
anteriorly described
and posteriorly.
Proctoeces
to date. The same condition is probably true of all species of
P. magnorus Manter, 1940, was considered a synonym of P. subtenuis by Freeman and Llewellyn, but we believe the large oral sucker and a sucker ratio of less
than 1: 1 distinctive. P. neomagnorus Siddiqi and Cable, 1960 has a similar sucker
ratio. These authors also named P. lintoni characterized by a bipartite seminal
vesicle.
Xenopera Nicoll, 1915 was considered a synonym of Proctoeces by Dollfus (1952)
and by Y amaguti (1954, 1958). Freeman and Llewellyn even questioned the
validity of the species P. insolitus (Nicoll, 1915) ( = X. insolita) from Australia.
It differs from P. maculatus only in having an external seminal vesicle. Y amaguti
doubted the presence of this external seminal vesicle and suggested the character
needed confirmation. One of us (Manter) collected a fellodistomid in New Zealand that belongs to the genus Xenope,a (Fig. 3), although agreeing with Proctoeces
in other respects, a part of the seminal vesicle (Fig. 4) is, indeed, outside the
cirrus sac. This species was omitted from Manter's New Zealand paper (1954)
because it is a single specimen for which the host record is uncertain. It does
not seem to be X. insolita; it is mentioned here only to verify the genus Xenopera.

PmooacJ mac11lat11s ( Looss, I 901)
Odhner, I 91 l
-.) ynon1 ,m: Di.11omum . r11b1~n1u! Limon,
1907· Prounecc,1 r,,bten,11s (Linton) Hanson .. l 950; Proanece.r erythrat:UJ Odhner,
1911.

,.
3
[Jistom11m mac11la' ig. · ·
von <ler Bauch11m n. ~p.,
13

·eitc.

Vngr. ca. . .

r110 ,,,. Looss,
i,.EMtAIT.

l'fOI. Ss&:

.
Host: •LaoophrJJ tricor,m ( .1 J.
Site: intestine.
Hererofore, this trematode has ·bee~ reported from species of ~alamu.r. Our single
specimen from a trunkf 1sh may represent an
accidental infenion.
'f

Proctoeces maculatus ( Looss, 1901)
Odhner, 1911
Distomum maculatum Looss, 1901.
Distomum subtenue Linton, 1907.
Proctoeces erythraeus Odhner, 1911.
Proctoeces subtenuis (Linton, 1907) Hanson, 1950.
Host: Calamus bajonado ( 1 of 1).
Site: Rectum.
. .
.
Discussion: In view of the var1at10n m
specimens from various_ parts of the world,
it seems pertinent to give a few characteristics of my four specimens. They are 1.7 to
2.2 long with sucker ratios of 1: 1.5 ~o 1.8
and eggs 45 to 62 by 19 to 24 n:1cron_s.
They have a long genital si~us and v1tellana
extending to a level posterior to the testes.
Manter and Pritchard ( 1962: 115-116) gave
a review of the species. ( 7 ~ ll/i1

Other helminth parasites

(1) Metacercariae ofProctoeces maculatus (Looss,
1901) Odhner, 12.11 (Trematoda: Fe/lodistomidae)
Unencysted metacercariae were found in the
gonads of A. crassispina (two specimens, NSMTPI 2640), D. setosum (two specimens, NSMT-Pl
2641) and H. pu/cherrimus (one specimen, NSMT-

Pl 2642). The incidence of infection of each of
these sea urchins was not recorded. The morphology and measurements of the five metacercariae were: body immature, 1.80-4.20 long by
0.44-1.00 wide; oral sucker 0.26-0.56 long by
0.26-0.54 wide; pharynx 0.16-0.32 long by 0.120.34 wide; ventral sucker 0.36-0.76 long by 0.400.86 wide; sucker width ratio 1: 1.40-1.81; testes
0.10-0.44 in diameter; cirrus pouch 0.28-1.00 long;
ovary rounded or trilobed, 0.06-0.30 in diameter.
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FELLODISTOMIDAE
Proctoeces maculatus (Looss, 1901) Odhner, 1911
Distomum macu/atum Looss, 1901.
Distomum subtenue Linton, 1907.
Proctoeces subtenuis (Linton) Hanson, 1950.
Proctoeces erythraeus Odhner, 1911.
( ?) Proctoeces major Yamaguti, 1934.
( ?) Cercaria te11ua11s Cole, 1935.
Cercaria mi/fordensis Uzman, 1953.
Proctoeces progeneticus Dollfus, 1965.
Proctoeces sp. of lchihara (1964, 1965).
Proctoeces buccini Loos-Frank, 1969.
Proctoeces scrobicu/ariae Loos-Frank, 1969.
Proctoeces hawaiiensis Yamaguti, 1970.

TYPE-HOST AND LOCALITY. Labrus merula, Trieste, Adriatic Sea.
RECORDS. All records from the NE Atlantic are from molluscs.
(i) Material studied
(a) From the NE Atlantic
Buccinum undatum [kidney] Solent, Hampshire, England. Material of F. R. Stranack.
Nuce/la /apillus [ ?] Dawlish, Devon, England (Sept., 1978). BM(N H) I 978.10.2.1.
Scrobicularia plana [kidney] Chalkwell, Essex, England. Material of J. Llewellyn.
(b) From elsewhere
Halichaeres bivittata [intestine] Bermuda (see Rees, 1970 : 205; as Proctoeces subtenuis). BM(N H)
1976.4.8.174.
(ii) NE Atlantic records from the literature
Buccinum undatum [kidney] Mellum Island, North Sea. Loos-Frank (1969 : 326; as Proctoeces
buccini).
(?)--[?]Scotland. Wootten, in White (1972: 458; as Proctoeces sp.).
Scrohirnlaria pla11a [kidney] Chalkwcll, [ssex, England. Freeman & Lkwcllyn ( 1958 : 435; a~
Proctoeces subtenuis); Freeman (1962: 199; 1963a: 113; 1963b: 253; as P. subtenuis); White
( 1972 : 458; as P. subtenuis).
- - [kidney] Whitstable, Kent, England. Freeman & Llewellyn (1958 : 435; as Proctoeces
subtenuis).
- - [kidney] Dawlish Warren, Exe estuary, Devon, England. White (1972: 458; as Proctoeces
subtenuis).
- - [kidney] Estuaries of Rivers Jade and Wesef, Langwarden, West Germany. Loos-Frank
( 1969 : 329; as Proctoeces scrobiculariae).
- - [?] Burry Inlet, South Wales. James et al. (1977 : 13; as Proctoeces subtenuis).
ASPECTS OF BIOLOGY. The life-history and biology of this worm have been the object of a number
of studies, and an interesting picture has emerged. It is apparent that in the warmer waters of its
range, this species occurs as an adult in fishes. These fishes are normally shallow-water forms,
principally labrids and sparids. This part of its range includes the shallow-waters of the Mediterranean and Black Seas, the southern North Atlantic, the eastern South Atlantic, the Caribbean
Sea, the Red Sea, New Zealand, Japanese and Hawaiian waters, the latter records indicating that
it may occur widely in the shallow and warmer waters of the Pacific Ocean. There is a single report
of Proctoeces in deep-water fishes by Kamegai ( 1974), who found them in Peristedion orie11tale and
Synchirops a/til'elis off Japan. In the colder waters of its range in the northern hemisphere adults
are found in molluscs. The degree to which the life-history is abbreviated varies. Sometimes the
whole life-history apparently takes place in one host or, alternatively, adults sometimes occur in
what app.:!ars to be a secondary molluscan host. Prevot (1965) and Lang & D~nnis (1976), in
pointing out that this so-called 'progenesis' appears to be more pronounced in temperate regions,
have suggested that this may represent a mechanism to enable the species to extend into cooler
waters without a dependence on its normal warm-water fish-hosts. Yet, it is appiuent that sewral
labrids and sparids are common around the British coast, and, although capable of being infested
(Freeman, 1963a}, there are no records in nature.
The daughter-sporocysts of this species have been found in the blood-vessels, blood-sinuses
and digestive gland of Mytilus spp. Ulman ( 1953) described the cercariae shed by M_rti/11s edulis
from the northca~tcrn coast or the USA as CC'/'caria 111ilfvrdc11sis, anJ simultaneously found

Fig. 16_ Proctoeces macu!atus: ~a & b) flattened specimens - (a) ventral view of specimen from
Bucc111um u11da~um: (b) ~or~al view ?f specimen from Scrobicu/aria p/ana; (c) cirrus- sac; (d) diagram
of female proximal genitalia (modified after Freeman & Llewellyn, 1958). Bar scale: a, b= l mm.
-OIIIU?..-
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igerous specimens of Proctol!ces in the same host. Stunkard & Uzma~ ( 19_59) found at_ le_ast
0 sporocyst-generations, ccrcariae, metaccrcariae and ovigerous adults 111 this_ host, ~sso~1at111g
ercaria milfordensis with P. maculatus, and postulated a telescoped or abbreviated life-history.
he mother-sporocysts are globular and saccular, and each cont_ain several daughter-spor~cysts,
hich are simple, motile and orange. Evidently the sporocysts m the vascular system_ seri~u~ly
duce the efficiency of the circulatory system and destroy the gonads of the host, 1mpa1r its
tality and are probably lethal. Dennis et al. (1974), however, found that the_ carbohydrate
serves and phosphatase activity of the mussel are not affected by the presence of P. maculatus.
he cercaria is microcercous, but with a tendency to lose its tail, and possesses a 'Y'-shaped
cretory vesicle. Although in some cases t!le entire life-history occurs in the one host, it is
resumed that the mollusc is often ingested by a fish which becomes the final host. There may also
ea transfer of cercariae from one mollusc to another. Lang & Dennis ( 1976) have summarized
hat is known of the seasonal incidence of P. maculatus in Mytilus edulis from the northeastern
ast of the USA. Daughter-sporocysts evidently accumulate in the mussels and probably persist
ntil the death of the host, whereas adult infestations in the kidney and pericardium of this host
0 not exhibit a cumulative pattern of intensity and apparently terminate annually with the
eath of the parasites.
.
Prevot (1965) discovered sporocysts of this species in Mytilus galloprovincialis m the Mediternean. The second intermediate hosts he found were the polychaetes Nereis caudata and Hydroi, 5 nonegica and the molluscs Patella coeru/ea and Acanthochites discrepens. He was una_ble to
nd complete progenesis in M. galloprovincialis or N. caudata, many exa~ples of which he
amined, although some specimens did contain anomalous eggs. On bemg transferred to
rious fishes with a pipette, the parasites survived without maturation in Gobius niger and
oris ju/is, but matured in the labrid Symphodus cinereus [ = Crenilabrus griseus]. Dupouy &
artinez ( 1973) similarly found the sporocysts in M. galloprovincialis and metacercariae in the
olychaete Leptonereis glauca, and they stated that P. maculatus only rarely or indirectly
astrated' this mussel.
The first intermediate host . in north-eastern Atlantic waters is not known, unless Cercaria
,wans Cole, 1935, is a synonym of C. milfordensis Uzman, 1953, as tentatively suggested by
anzonier (1972). C. tenuans has been found in Mytilus edulis from Conway, North Wales and
oston, Lincolnshire, England (Coles, 1935), Padstow, Devon, England (Atkins, 1931), Ria de
rosa, northwestern coast of Spain (Canzonier, 1972) and Ria de Aveiro, Portugal (Dias &
errano, 1972).
Jn our region unencysted adult specimens of P. maculatus occur in the kidney of the bivalve
·crobicularia plana. Its biology in this host has been studied by Freeman & Llewellyn (1958),
reeman ( 1962, 1963a, 1963b) and White ( 1972) from which the following data are taken. At
halkwell in the Thames estuary every specimen of this bivalve examined was infested, and the
tal number of S. plana in the region numbered several million. The distribution, however, is
stricted. It has been reported from Dawlish, Devon; but all of the specimens which we have
xamined from this region were uninfested. At Whitstable on the opposite bank of the Thames
stuary from Chalkwell only three of many S. plana were found to be infested. In the severe
inter of I 962-63 S. p/ana was eliminated from the part of the Thames estuary where it has been
fested with P. maculatus; but on its return a build up of infestation was observed. Little seasonal
ariation occurs in the Th~mes esluary. Other bivalves in the Thames (e.g. Mya and Macoma)
ere not found to harbour P. maculatus. In S. plana an increase in the intensity of the infestation,
p to a maximum or 14 per host, was found to be related to the size or the hosl. Parasites of
arying sizes were found in the same host, so it would appear that there 1s no intraspec1tic
hibition to secondary infestations. In addition, many dead and 'petrified' worms were found in
e kidneys of S. plana.
The environment in S. plana is osmotically variable, as the osmolarity of the host's bodyuids tends to follow that of the estuary. In this respect, therefore, the environment is more like
at of a free-living estuarine turbellarian than a normal adult digenean. The trematode is red or
ink due to the presence of a haem pigment but when the worm is in fishes this pigment declines
intensity. The haemoglobin was thought to have a respiratory function only when the oxygen
nsion is lowered as the valves close. Freeman (1963b) estimated that this oxygen store could last
5 minutes but Lee & Smith (1965) have corrected this figure to 2·5 minutes.
It has been suggested that Proctoeces is a recent addition to the British fauna and does not
ccur regularly in fish in this area, thus possibly explaining its apparent disjunctive distribution.
ith regard to its absence from fish-hosts, it should be pointed out, however, that there appears
be no evidence that labrid fishes which occur in the region of known foci of this parasite in
. plana have actually been examined. The only common labrid in the Thames estuary is Symwdus [ = Crenilabrus] me/ops, which, although unlikely to feed on S. plana, is known to feed on
ytilus edulis. Attempts to infest the two labrids available in sufficient numbers at Plymouth,
tenolabrus rupestris and Symphodus me/ops, have been made. Kidneys of S. plana from Chalkell, where the incidence is I 00 %, were fed to the wrasses. Over half of these fishes were later
und to be infested with P. maculatus; but the level of infestation decreased temporally. None
ere left after 6 days in C. rupestris; but on one occasion 5 specimens remained in S. me/ops for
out 12-:-15 days. There were no significant morphological differences between the parasites
om the mvertebrate and the vertebrate hosts. The infestations in these wrasses were believed to
e the result of being fed with the infested kidneys and it is possible that these parasites never
rvive for long in the fish-host.
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FELLODISTOMIDAE

Proctoeces maculatus {Looss, 1901) Odhner, 1911

(continued)

'Progenetic metacercariae', or 'fully adult', P. maculatus have also been found in the gastropods
Buccinum undatum (kidney) in the North Sea, Nuce/la lapil/us in the English Channel (see above),
Gibbufa umbi/icalis (intestine & radula) from Morocco (Dollfus, 1965, 1966), Turbo cornutus
(kidney) from Japan (lchihara, 1964, 1965) and Rissoa splendida (body-cavity) from the Black
Sea (Dolgikh, 1965b, 1967). Loos-Frank (1969) believed that the whole life-history of this parasite
could be completed in the whelk Buccinum undatum. Two further records, of unencysted nonovigerous metacercariae of Proctoeces, may be the same species. These are those of Yamaguti
(1938) from the liver of the bivalve Brachidontes senhausi and of Shimazu ( 1972) from between the
epipodium and mantle of the gastropod Haliotus discus hamai. Both of the latter records are from
Japan.
Timon-David (1934) described Metacercaria psammechini from the muscles of Aristotle's
lantern, in the echinoderms (sea-urchins) Psammechinus microtuberculatus and Sphaerechinus
granularis in the Mediterranean. He considered that it possibly belonged to Proctoeces, in the
family Steringophoridae and pointed out that labrids commonly feed on echinoderms. In 1938,
however, he stated that he was unsuccessful in his attempts at experimental 'contaminations',
and his hypothetical attribution of these specimens to be Steringophoridae could not be maintained. Although certain superficial characteristics are reminiscent of Proctoeces, it appears that
a number of features, notably the excretory system, may not conform to the fellodistomid pattern.
PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS. Looss (1901 : 402; as Distomum maculatum); Linton (1907 : 106; as
Distomum subtenue); Odhner (1911 : 108); Vlasenko (1931 : 100); Yamaguti (1934: 410);
Manter (1947 : 321; as Proctoeres erythraeus; 1954 : 528; as P. subtenue); Hanson (1950: 83;
figured); Koval, in Skrjabin & Koval (1957 : 394); Freeman & Llewellyn (1958 : 438; as Proctoeces subtenuis); Stunkard & Uzmann (1959 : 187); Manter & Pritchard (1962 : 115; figured);
Freeman (1963a: 113; as Proctoeces subtenuis); Dollfus (1965: 755; as Proctoeces progeneticus);
Ichihara (1965: 426; as Proctoeces sp.); Prevot (1965: 178; figured); Dolgikh (1967: 219);
Naidenova (1967 : 487); Loos-Frank ( I969 : 326; as Proctoeces buccini; 329; as P. scrobiculariae);
Yamaguti (1970: 39; asProctoeces hawaiiense); Martinez(l974: 39); Lang & Dennis (1976: 66).
DESCRIPTION (Fig. 16). Six flattened whole-mounts were available for study. The subcylindrical
worms taper at both ends and are widest at the level of the ventral sucker (Fig. 16a & b). The
body-surface is smooth. The dimensions are included in Table 12. The subterminal oral sucker is
smaller than the subglobular to oval l'entral sucker, which is situated at about one-third of the
body-length from the anterior end. There is a short prepharynx, a well-developed, globular
pharynx and an oesophagus which is variable in length, normally being short or apparently absent.
The intestinal bifurcation occurs in the mid-forebody, and the caeca, which are often dilate
ll.:rrninally, n.:ach back to about half-way between the posterior testis and the posterior extremity
of the body.
The terminal excretory pore opens into a 'Y'-shaped vesicle, which bifurcates at about the level
of the testes. The arms reach anteriorly to about the level of the pharynx.
Table 12

Hosts
Locality
Length (mm)
Breadth (mm)
Length : forcbody
ratio
Oral sucker (mm)
Ventral sucker (mm)
Sucker-ratio
Pharynx (mm)
Oesophagus (mm)
Cirrus-sac (mm)
Testes (mm)
Ovary (mm)
Eggs (µm)

Dimensions of Proctoeces maculatus from the present material
Bucci11um
1111datum
Solent.
2·3- 4·4
0·95 I ·3
I : 0·19 0·22

Scrobicularia
p/a11a
Thames estuary
2·6
0·95 I ·27
I : 0·28

Halichaeres
birittaw
Bermuda
1-46
0·65

0·27- 0·36 /
0·30-0-44
0·40-0·54 X
0·49-0·64
I : 1·5-1·7
0·18-0·27 /
0·20- 0·27
0·00-0·09
0·42- 0·64 <0·20-0·32
0·19-0·33 .x
0· I 5-0·33
0· 19-0·23
0·14-0·24
42-53 22-30

0·23 · 0·23- 0·24

0·20

0·28

0·35-0·37 X
0·42-0·43
I : 1·7-1·9
0·19- 0·21 "
0·15 0·18
0·02- 0·04
0·39 0-48 "0·11-0·13
0·13-0·22 ,
0·15-0·25
0•13- 0•17 A
0·14 0·18
27- 52 13- 28

0·33

0·40

I : 0·JJ

1·7

0·56
I : 0·24
0·17 · 0·18

I : l ·7

I : 1·4
0·23

.\ucellu
/apillus
De\on

0·17

0·15 · 0·12

0·05
0·34 0· 13

0·04

0·16- 0·23 ·
0· 13- 0· 14

0· 15- 0· 16
0·11 0·12
0·13 0·13

0·32- 0·09

47 54

24 26
-61Jp/2.. ·-

·.:
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The globular or subglobular testes lie in tandem to obliquely in the middle of the hindbody.
The vasa efferentia pass forward, uniting almost immediately before they pass through the wall
of the cirrus-sac. The latter organ, which is elongate-oval to claviform varies in position from
being entirely in the hindbody, to partly in the forebody (Fig. 16a & b), but usually lies posterodorsal, postero-lateral, dorsal or antero-dorsal to the ventral sucker. Its actual position depends
upon the degree of contraction of the genital atrium. The cirrus-sac contains the entire seminal
vesicle, the pars prostatica and the ejaculatory duct (Fig. 16c). The small, tubular seminal vesicle
is coiled at the proximal extremity of the cirrus-sac. The well-developed, wide pars prostatica
fills much of the cirrus-sac, sometimes extending to its proximal extremity. It is almost straight
to arcuate, and possesses a filamentous lining and a dense covering of gland-cells that fill much
of the space remaining in the cirrus-sac. The ejaculatory duct is short, muscular and capable of
being everted to form a small, conical cirrus. Beside the opening of the male duct, or the cirru,;,
is a prominent muscular papilla. The cirrus and associated papilla may be extruded through the
genital pore in certain specimens. The genital atrium is variable in length, but 1s usually long
(deep) and narrow (Figs 16a & b). The genital por~ lies ventrally to the left of the median line at
about the level of the intestinal bifurcation.
The ovary is globular or slightly lobed, and is usually slightly smaller than the testes. It lies
anteriorly to the testes, more or less in the median line. The oviduct leaves the ?v_ary mid-ventrally 1
and passes posteriorly, receiving Laurer's canal, and then ventrally, rece1v111g the common
vitelline duct, before entering an inconspicuous Mehlis' gland and dilating to form a distinct !
ootype. Laurer's canal is short, simple and opens mid-dorsally at the level of the region between
the ovary and the anterior testis (Fig. 16d). There is no seminal receptacle, and although no
uterine seminal r~ceptacle has been reported or is visible in the flattened whole-mounts which we
have examined, we suggest that, in the absence of any other seminal storage mechanism, one may
be present. The uterus is variable in size, usually extending throughout the hindbody, occasionally
filling it, or sometimes consisting of only a small number or loops. It initially loop!:> posteriorly
towards the posterior extremity, whereupon it passes forward to about the level of the ovjlry,
where it forms a distinct, muscular metraterm. The latter duct passes anteriorly more or less
directly and enters the base of the genital atrium. The uterine coils, which reach extra-caecally,
occur mainly posterior to the testes, lateral to the testes, and to a lesser extent between the ovary
and the ventral sucker. The uterus contains numerous op~rculate eggs with unmodified shells.
The ri1e/lariwn is irregularly follicular, the follicles exhibiting different degrees of development.
The follicles occur in two symmetrical. lateral fields, the normal limits of distribution of which
are the levels of the anterior margin of the ovary and the posterior margin of the hind testis, but
they occasionally overreach these limits. Alternatively, the vitellarium may be greatly reduced or
difficult to distinguish, and apparently consist of only a few scattered globular or elongate follicles
( Figs 16a & b). The main transverse vitelline collecting ducts, when visible, unite postero-ventrally
to the o,ary and form a short common vitelline duct. The latter may swell, forming a small
\ itell1ne resenoir.
D1scLss10,. Looss ( 1901) originally- described this species, as Distomum maculatum, from the
labrid-. Labru.1· mcrula, Thalassvma [ = Crrnilabrus] pavo and Symplwdus cinereus [ = Crenilabrus
gri seus] in the Adriatic Sea at Trieste. Linton ( 1907) then described a similar worm as Distomum
sub1<:nue from the sparid Calamus calamus and the labrids Bodianus rufus [=Harpe riifa], Halichaeres [ = !ridio] bii'attata and Lachnolaimus maximus from off Bermuda. It was not differentiated from D. maculatum, but the egg-measurement given is rather smaller. Further studies,
however, have shown egg-size to be a particularly unreliable criterion for this species, and no
further convincing evidence has been produced to uphold the validity of D. subtenue as a distinct
species.
In 1911 Odhner erected the genus Proctoeces for D. maculatum and a new species, P. erythraeus,
from Sparus [ = Chrysophrys] bifasciata and Thalassoma [ = lulus] lunare in the Red Sea. Subsequent
studies (Hanson, 1950; Freeman & Llewellyn, 1958) have shown that P. erythraeus, which was
originally distinguished on egg-size, sucker-size and vitelline configuration, falls well within the
knov. n morphological range of P. macu/atus. Recent workers (Manter & Pritchard, 1962;
Overstreet, 1969; Lang & Dennis, 1976) have considered both P. subtenuis and P. erythraeus as
synonyms of P. maculatus.
Proctoeces major Yamaguti, 1934, was originally described from Pagrosomus auratus off Japan.
It v.as said to differ from P. maculatus in having a distinctly trilobed ovary. Although in some
f'ellodistomid groups the ovary appears to be constant, in others it varies considerably. Despite
the fact that the ovary of P. maculatus is usually described as globular, occasional specimens of
this spec.:ies with a trilobed ovary have been found (Vlasenko, 1931; Freeman, 1963b; Dollfus,
1965). Dolgikh (1967) figured a specimen which she called 'P. major(?)' that was found in her
collection of P. maculatus from the gastropod Rissoa sp/endida in the Black Sea. Ichihara (l 965)
described Proctoeces sp. from the gastropod Turbo cornutus in Japan as having 54 ~. ~ of the
specimens "ith trilobed ovaries and 46 ",{>with globular ovaries. lchihara's specimens are herein
comidere<l to he P. marnlatus. We tentatively include P. major as a synonym of this sp~cies; but
\'-C note certain morphological similarities between Yamaguti's (1934) description of P. major
and Xe_nopera ~11soli1a Nicoll, 1915. The posterior limit of the caeca is closer to the posterior
extremity t~an ,_s apparent in the descriptions of P. maculatus, and there is a hint of an external
seminal ves11.:le 111 Yamaguti's figure (1934, fig. 79).
Dollfus ( 1965) described P. progeneticus from Gibbula umbilica/is in Morocco. The differentiat-
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] . PrndPl'f"<',~ l,11rri11i ~ - /.oos- rr1t11k, l'lll'l
\\'irt: JJ11cci11111,1 u11,lnt11111 L.
Organ : :'\ ic l't'.
Locus t_,·picus: :\,,rJst·t-> l1f'i In:-1•1 :\!l'llnm.
Holotyp: in Alkohol fixit'rte:-- u111I in Unwers Carmin gefarbte:- Total-

praparat.
Trcmato<len nm sc·hlankt->m , abf'r zu ~rolkr Kontrnktion fiihi~crn
AuBt>rem. mit stark nlrspringendem grof3<·n Rauchsaugnapf , <l<'r ihm•n
in Seitenansieht dif' <1<':-tnlt cine's Y \'C>rlC'iht (Ahl,. I b).· Kurzer \·orclcrkorpcr und schma!f,rer IIintcrkurpN. TPgunwnt unbestachelt. dick.
)lundsaugnapf Yf'rhiiltni:-unallig grnl3, fast k11gelig . Priipharynx seh1
kurz, nur in 1:,clmitten Nkennhar. Pharynx nur wenig kleiner als 1'1nndsaugnapf, et was brt>ifrr als lang. Osophagus kurz , Darmschenkel sC'hmal.
nicht bi:-; zum Korpcrhinterendc reiclwnd. mit hohen Zellcn ausgek!Pi<let.
BauC'hsaugnapf g:roB. brciter als Ianµ- . rnit quergestelltC'r Offnuny;
(Abb. la).
Exkretionsblase mit flachen Zellt>n ausgekleidct. Schenkel rrichcn
bis ztll' Hoh<' cler Darml,ifllrkatinn 11ml vereinigt'n si<'h im z"·eitcn Drittel
<les HinterkoqJers z11 einern unpaarC'n Stamm, der kurz vor dem Austritt
von einer G-ruppe kleinrr Driisenzellen umgeben ist.
Testes kugelig:, schrag hintereinandcr. Vasa C'fferentia direkt am Hinterrand des Cirru:,;beuteb vereinigt. CirrusbenteL gewundcne Samenbh,se,
Pars prostatica, Pro:-;tata<lri1,-t>n . kurzcr Cirrus unrl muskuloser Bul\..Jnr,;
wie in andt>rt'n bisllt'r bcsl'hriebenen ArtPn. Genitalatrium lang und
schmal , Genitalporns knrz ,·or rlcm Haut'hsaugmtpf. d r ntlieh rm.di links
verscho I,en .
Ovar oYal. !anger als brcit ! Zwisehc>n Yorderern Hotlen un<l ( 'irrus.
beutel gelegen. mcist dorsal ehvas iil,er dc:-;spu rlistales Ende gescholwn.
Ovidukt. Yorn O,·ar aus nach hinten zielwnd . nach Piner Dorsalhiegun~
Einmi.indung de:-; Laurerschcn Kanals, nach crneuter VentraJhiqiung
Einmiinclun~ des Dotterg.-1nges. danach qrn der groBen . lockt>rrn
Mehlisschen Driisc mngc•bc11. Dann enn'it.crt ::,ich der Ovidukt znrn rnwh
hinten ziehenden l'terus, dC'ssen HauptmaHse zwischen (har und Korpcrende liegt. Einmi"lndung in clas Genitalatrium wntral kurz vor cler Cir.
rusbeutel-Offnung.
Die unsclu,inbaren und schwer sichtharen Dotterstocke bestehen a.us
40-80 µ groBt>n Follikeln (Ahb. :1a) . die zwischen Vorderrand des ()yars
und Hinterrand <les zweiten Hotlens hauptsachlich in der lateralen
Korperregion liegen. aber aul'h naC'h dorsal uncl Yentral i.ibergreifen .
Dottergang und klcines Dotterreservoir zwischeu_(h·ar und \'orclert'rn
Roden im Leben gut sichtbar.
Eier oval, braunlicb, mit kleincm Knotchen an eincm Pol. De('kel
am anderen Pol springt naeh Fixierung c.lPr \Viirnwr oder U<'illl
Schliipfen der Miracidien auf , sonst nicht sichthar. :\liraC'idien sehr Ian)-!
bewimpert. schlupfen ans dt>n meisten Eicrn aus, :-nlH1ld dies<' in Seewasser gelangen , starben auer sofort ah .
Erst an fixierten Wurmern wurclen zwei versehiPclene EigroBen mit
Mitteln von 29 x ISµ und nO • :!i5 [..L gemessf'n und zwar beide irn glC'ichcn
Wurm nebeneinandcr (Abl,. -t-) . Da di<'sl' Beobachtung erst. grmneht
wurde, als keine lcbenden \\'iirrnPr mchr nirhandrn waren, kann nur
vermutet werden, daB es HiC'h urn unbefruehtde uncl um rmbryonierte
Eier handelt. STUNKARD and lTz1,u);:-- ( Hl39) beric:hh-'ll clas gleiche von
einer Proctoece.s-Art ans Mytilus eclulis, geben aber nm den kleineren
Eiern keine Ma8e an.
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µ. nur Lii11y,• in mm) rn11 jf 1fJ fi .dtr/fll u11d r}l'/Jfl'/Jln1
Kp. / 11 Kla 1111111·r11 die I Jurchscl1.11ill111rnt1•

/' . .~crnbicula.riae n.

P. lmcrilli

P. srrobi-

c·ul,uiae
Liingc-

:.!.I :Li
(:.!,8)

2,li -- :J.;;

Breite iihPr Un11d1sa11gnapf

li:W -85:i
(7:lti)

HOH - I rn:J
(895)

Brcitc (iber Tc•i;tis 11

4113 - 698

(591)

W-!:.! - 930
(771)

:.!:.!4--:J{iO
(29,j)

(:.!30)

:\Inn<lsaugn,ipf
Pharynxliingc
PhiirynxbrPite

Osophagus
Baurhsaugna pfliinge
Ba11l'hi;a11gnapfbreite

Korper\"OrderPnde
hi1-1 Baur·hsaug-

1:tO)

1Ht 240

)li8 - 248

ltiO - 184

(2:.!I)

(170)

184- 2.,u

144- 178

(:.!29)

(l{i2)

411 - 80

91i - 240

(;i:J)

(153)

:J7u--49u
(42:1)

:120-- 400
(:1.i8)

440 - :368

40C) - 4~8

(510)

(-140)

612 1184
(W2)

744 -- 1080
(89:JJ

napf-Zentr.
Ovarlange
OvarbrC'ik

Testis I
Testis II
Eiliingen

178 - 23;'5

14:1 - 21ti

(200)

(192)

J 18-- )8;°)
(1411)

lli3 - 200
(181)

1:14

241

(181)

(84 -- 248
(:.!O!i)

:.!Ill- 274

201:1- :120

(~t:11

(241)

2H - :n

29 - Iii
(4:1)

(2!))

48 - ii4
(!lO)

14- 2:.!

Eibreiten

(18)
26- 29

22- :15
(29)

(28)

Pffl(!/1,1•rr1J

buui11i

Prnctoere11 srr,,l,ir11btrit1r

breit, abg<'rund«>t

:WgNJlit:it

schmal

hreit

stark voraprinp:<'ml,
Korper in HeiwnansiC'ht
Y-forrnig

Wt'lti~ ht>rvortrrtenrl,
Kiirpt'r in St•itt>nanHil'ht
fladt clreie<·ki!!

auf der ( ;renzP \'Ort
1. und 2. KorperviPrtel

a.uf der ( :renze von
I. unrl 2. Korpt•nlrittel

8tirke der
Darmachenkel

100-150 µ

t:\0-!?1Ml!L

Ovu-

lii.nglich

runci

Dotteratoc-kfollikel

40-80µ

10 - ;iO µ

Uteruswinduogen

zwis<'hen Ovar und
Korperende

zwiMC'lum &uc-hsnugnapf
und Korperende

Bima8e

2 Gro6entypen:

variah<'l zwis<.:hen
34 ~ 24 bii; 67 x 34 µ

Vordenmde
Hinterkorper
ll'Ol'lll dea Bauch•upapfea
LapdeaBau<'h-

Mupapfea

28 "' 18 !J,, 50 x 2~ µ
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Proctoeces erythraeus Odhner,1911
Thi~ ~pecies 1~ distingyished from ~.maculatus (Loose) at
fir~t glance by the acetabulum being 1/3 smaller. In a full grown
apec1men of 3 mm. it had a diameter of 0.38 to 0.4 m~. and must
have had anumcompres~ea ~ize of at most 0.3 mm. Eggs appear much
~maller, about 45 u long. Finally, the vitellaria appear aomewhat
ahorter ~ince their po?terior border appears to lie at the anterior
edge of the hind teeti~.
No figure given.
Host: Chrysophrys bifaEciata, porgy; and 1~mature 1n
Iulis lunaris
Locality: Red Sea
H~S"7'- ,, 'l~O
21. Proctoeces s1~btenue (Linton, 1907) •• eo~ (Fig. 9) Synonyms:
Distomum subtenue Linton, 1907; Proctoeces erythraeus Odhner, 1911.
Host: Porgy, Calamus sp. Location: Intestine.
When Odhner (1911) described Proctoeces erythraeus from the Red Sea, he
distinguished it from P. maculafos (Looss, 1901) Odhner, 1911 on the basis of
smaller ventral sucker, less extensive vitellaria, and smaller eggs. Dawes (1946)
considered P. erythraeus a synonym of P. maculatus, stating that of the above
mentioned differences only the smaller egg size was of significance and that was
"marred by the fact that only a solitary specimen was found." Manter (1947)6
retained the species on the basis of six additional specimens collected from
Calamus bajonado and C. calamus (porgies) at Tortugas. The two specimens
from the porgy ( Calamus sp.) at Bermuda also agree with the description of
P. erythraeus in sucker ratio, vitelline extent, and egg size. Linton's ( 1907)
description of Distomum subteni1,e also collected from Calamus calamus at Bermuda agrees with the description of P. erythraeus sufficiently to be considered
the same species. The valid name of the species is, therefore, Proctoeces subtenue (Linton, 1907) n. comb.
Very conspicuous glands extending from the anterior to the posterior extremities of the body were first thought to be vitellaria. Sectioning proved th&
vitellaria to be located lateral to the anterior testis and obscured by the uterus.
The glands were also noted by Looss (1901) in P. maculatus and by Yamaguti
(1934) in his description of P. major.

J

L. Family FELLODIITOMATIDAE
Nicoll, 1935
Proctoeces subtenue (Linton, 1907)
Hanson, 1950
Host.-Calamus bajonado (Bloch

&

Schnieder), jolt-head porgy.
Location.-Intestine.
Locality.-Lerner fish pens, N. Bimini,
B.W.I. [new locality record].
Discussion.-P. subtenue was reported
from Calamus at Bermuda by Linton (1907)
and Hanson ( 1950) and from Calamus spp.
at Tortugas by Manter ( 1947) under the
name of P, erythraeus Odhner, 1911. Odhner
described his material from Julis lunaris and
Chrysophrys bifasciatus in the Red Sea.
Hanson considered P. erythraeus a synonym
of P, subtenue, which is found almost exclusively in the family Sparidae from Bermuda, Torcugas, Fla., Bimini, B.W.I. and
the Red Sea. Julis lunaris is a Labrid fish.
P. subtenue is also reported from New Zealand ( Manter, 1954) from Latridopsis ciliaris, family Lacridae.
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Proctoeces erythraeus Odhner,l9ll
sp. ·
r .1!. 1 q, 1
Die.,c Art untersclwiilet ~id1 illtf d"n l'f,ten Blick :·on der _\uri~en
da1l11rch 1 daB der Bauel1,aug11apf \\1•11i!!,t"11" u111 f'tli Untti·~. kli:rner J:,t.
·
1·1 ~· iw {tlul•hd11,raparnt 1·t wa
H1•1· t:>tllC'lll
au-..!!ewa<' I l',L'llL'II J'•.:,,.ellq• I·,L 1· , L,
·
1·w J) ur, I111w ,,·1 • 11,--. ,~.tuh
.._,, •11·111tes
;; mm m18t 1 betrag1•11,
•
· 11 , :lM uL.w. U, J. lllll1 ,
·
· ,• I' ' ' ' • I11L· ·I 1"'t •Jh 1.•'
> !i w111 :,cbl1eB1•11
wa
nuf t•1u,•
lltl/-'L'P't II t,· ( ,1,,,,
.
.
lti.Bt. Die Ei,·r ,in I ,.,.111 ,u 111111 • 11-'.• k111thrt • ..,,•hl'111en 111dl's~<·11 \tl·l
k!P1t1t r ,u :n d }i, 1 J ', , ,, ,
11, 11 ·, 111111 laug. l1,11Llhch
f'mclrH r·t~" v1·11tlinfl us 11.

1111·, l1llltl I I
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u C'hrysophrys lnfa r-iala un(l zwei um~ 'f
, l l.

fUt t -el,t \'Orliegend (Tor, Rotes :M

e leg
Die n1rliegende GattunE! 1bt f'in ehr zu heachtendes Bei pi 1 tlavon
, daB man bei der Ergriindun • tin \'<'rwandtschaftlichen Beziehungen
r >Distomen, mitunter durch r in histologische Merkmale auf die
htige Spur geflibrt werden kann . Auch nachdem mir die Y-formige
usbildung der Excretionsblase bekannt geworden war, waren mir nimch die Beziehungen von Procroeces so lange vollig rii.tselhaft, als ich mir
och keine Schnitte hatte machen }assen. Erst an der Hand von solchen
onnte ich iiberhaupt erkennen, da.B die Gattung in Beziebungen zu
• 'fe,·ingoph<lT'us steht. Looss erwa.hnt nach Quetschprii.paraten von Pr.
,naculatus, daB >massige, gruppenformige Anha.ufungen von groBen
augenscheinlich Driisen-) Zellen mit im konservierten Zustand spongisem Plasma.• tiberall, ganz besonders aber im Vorderkorper 11 unter den
Hautschichten zu finden sind. Diese Zell en, die sich mit Hilmatein
nz auUerordentlich stark tingieren, fallen noch mehr in Schnitten auf
den ersten Blick auf; ganz 'a.bnliche Zellen in freilich nicht ganz so
1tarker Entwicklung waren mir indessen von Bteringophonu furcig.,.
1chon lange bekannt, und weiter zeigt in beiden Fallen zugleich die ganze. Korpercuticula dieselbe auffallende Farbbarkeit wie jene subcuticu1 ren Driisenzellen; mit diesen in Struktur und Farb~ngsreaktion tibereinstimmende Zell en sind weiter bei beiden Gattungen auch in den Saugnii.pfen reichlich vorhanden. Auch das Darmepithel zeigt bei Proctoecu
und Steringophorus eine auffa.llende Ahnlichkeit: es ist ein wohl entwickeltes, dicht zusammengeschlossenes Cylinderepithel mit deutlichenZellgrenzen und wenig vacuolisiertem Plasma.
Dall diese histologi,chen Ahnlichkeiten auf eine wirkliche Ver.:
wandtschaft zurilckzufiihren sind, stellen die anatomiscben Ubereintimmungen auller Zweifel. In erster Linie ist da auf die Y-formige Exrretionsblase hinzuweisen. Im Genitalapparat begegnet uns bei beiden,attungen dieselbe Lage des Genitalporus; der Genitalsinus ist bei
'+octoooes bedeutend erweitert und die Samenblase anders gestaltet, die
Pars prostatica zeigt aber eine ahnliche Ausbildung wie bei Steringowrus, und fiir die eigentilmlichen muskulosen » Lippen c an ihrer Mtinung ergibt sich eine befriedigende morphologische Erklarung, wenn
nan si~ auf den kurzen Ul}(l " it n I gt>falteten Cirrus der Steringoboriden zuri.ickfiihrt. DaB die Ho,ien im einen Falle neben, im andem
intereinander placiert sind, bedeutct b i ihrer lt-i l,ten Verschiebbareit gar nichts. Die weiLlich n Genitalor an folgen ungefiihr demselben
11 Aud a, Jlmterrande d
Drlisenzellen vurbandcn.
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Fellodistomidae

Subfamily HETERORCHUNAE Dollfus, 1950
50. Proctoeces bawaiiensis~.

(Fig. 50)

'/ 0 "' 4 ~1.di,l~~O

HABIT AT: Intestine of Mono taxis sp. (MonotaxiJ
grandoculis?); Hawaii.
HOLOTYPE: U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63573.
DESCRIPTION (based on three whole mounts): Body
plump, 0.7-1.8 mm long, 0.4-0.6 mm wide, rather rounded
at each end. Oral sucker terminal, 0.14-0.22 X 0.20.3 mm, with its anterodorsal border projecting beyond
terminal mouth aperture. Prepharynx slit-like; pharynx
strongly muscular, 0.12-0. I 8 X 0.15-0.22 mm. Esophagus
short; ceca wide, terminating at posterior extremity.
Acetabulum prominent, 0.2-0.3 X 0.23-0.35 mm, preequatorial.
Testes sub globular, 0. 08-0.17 mm in diameter, situated
diagonally at junction of middle with posterior third of
body. Cirrus pouch claviform, curved, with its somewhat
swollen distal end projecting into base of genital atrium,
0.25-0.45 X 0.08-0.12 mm, with markedly thickened
muscular wall on one side distally, extending to ovary a
little posterior to acetabulum, containing tubular, winding
seminal vesicle and pars prostahca provided with a thick
outer layer of longitudinal muscles and a thin inner layer
of circular muscles and lined with cilia directed obliquely
outward. Prostate cells densely massed, with their ducts
converging toward the above-mentioned muscular pars
prostatica. Pars prostatica apparently opening directly
into gemtal atrium. A short muscular cirrus differentiated.
Genital atrium tubular, enlarged at base to enclose distal
end of cirrus pouch, into which extends an atrial recess
lined with folded cuticle, may be saccular when filled
with eggs, opening ventrally slightly to left of median line
antenor to acetabulum about midway between pharynx
and acetabulum.
Ovary rounded, 0.1-0.18 X 0.07-0.15 mm, situated at
base of cirrus pouch behind acetabulum anterior to
testes. No seminal receptacle. Laurer's canal opening
dorsally posterodorsal to ovary. Uterus occupying all
avail.able space of hindbody posterior to ovarian level;
metraterm running alongside cirrus pouch. Eggs elliptical,
50-53 X 22-25 µ in life. Vitelline follicles comparatively
small, distributed in dorsolateral area at ovariotesticular
level. Ex tent of excretory vesicle not determined.
DISCUSSION: This species differs from the most closely
related Proctoeces lintoni Siddiqi et Cable, 1960 from
the Caribbean Calamus ca/amus in the genital atrium
enclosing the swollen distal end of the cirrus pouch, into
which the atrium extends in the form of a recess lined
with folded cuticle. In P. lintoni the eggs measured 5457 µ by 15-18 µ, according to Siddiqi and Cable. If this
is correct there is a marked difference in the width of
eggs, because in the Hawaiian species the eggs measured
5(}.53 µ by 22-25 µ in life. We have been unable to find
Proctoeces maculatus (Looss, 1901) described by Manter
and Pritchard (1962) from Thalassoma dupe"eyi from
Hawaii.
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FELLODISTOMIDAE

~roctoeces ichiharai Shi.mura and Egusa, 1979
Proctoeces ichiharai n. sp.
Host: Batillus cornutus SOLANDER (Turbinidae)
Habitat: Misaki (Kanagawa Pref.) (type locality)
and Chikura (Chiba Pref.)
Date: Aug. 24, 1974
Type specimen: Meguro Parasit. Museum coll.
Holotype No. 19228, Paratype No. 19229
Description (Fig. 2)

Based on 24 whole mount preparations of
mature specimens. Body smooth, elongated, subcylindrical, tapering both ends, 3.82 to 8.89 mm
long by 1.35 to 2.25 mm wide. Forebody whitish
yellow or whitish pink, and hindbody yellowish
brown due to brown egg capsules.
Oral sucker subterminal, subspherical, 206573 x 382-703 µm.
Acetabulum, 490-860 x
567-912 µm, situated at posterior end of first
anterior third of body. Sucker ratio 1: 1.1 to
1: 1.5. Pharynx muscular, globular, 186-354 X
278-454 µm. Oesophagus very short, with postpharyngeal gland cells posteriorly. Intestine
bifurcates at some distance anterior to acetabulum
into two branches and terminates blindly near
posterior end of body. Testes subglobular, obliquely tandem in posterior region of middle third
of body. Anterior testis situated on the left side,
309-782 x 258-646 µm, posterior testis 330867 x 299-685 µm. Each vas efferens -uns forwards and meets together to from short vas deferens posterior to cirrus pouch. Cirrus pouch
claviform, 729-1670 x 237-355 µm, left to acetabulum and extending from level of ovary to,near
intestinal bifurcation, containing irregularly ·coiled
tubular vesicula seminalis in posterior third of the
pouch, tubular pars prostatica and prostatic cells.
Ejaculatory duct protruded into genital atrium,
short, muscular, slightly curved inwards, facing
muscular nodule, center of which possess irregularly folded cuticular pocket (Fig. 2b) at base
of genital artium: Genital pore submedian, postbifurcal.
Ovary trilobate to eJlipsoidal at pre-equatorial
level, 330-641 x 299-612 µm. Vitelline glands
finger-shaped, extending in lateral fields of body
at ovario-testicular zone. Short oviduct arising
from posterior side of ovary, giving off Laurer's
canal, and joining median vitelline duct to form
ootype surrounded by Mehlis' gland posterior to
ovary (Fig. 2c). Laurer's canal opening dorsally
in ovario-testicular region. Reseptaculum seminis
absent. Uterus long and irregularly coiled descending to posterior end of body and ascending,
occupying most of hind body and filled with eggs.
Metraterm opens at base of muscular nodule into
genital atrium. Egg embryonated and operculated, oval and brown, 71.7 x 28.3 µm (n=100) in
Jife and 72.6 x 26.2 µm (n=307) in fixed specimens.
Excretory vesicle Y-shaped, stem bifurcates
posterior to testes into two arms which extend
ventral to caeca to level of oesophages in lateral
fields of body, pore terminal.
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Discussion
Fourteen species of Proctoeces have been de1
scribed; P. maculatus (Looss, 190lto ) ODHNER
1911 111 , (syn. Distomum maculatum L.): P. ery111
thraeus ODHNER I 911
(as syn. P. subtenuis by
1
HANS0N111 , FREEMAN and LLEWELLYN' , as syn.
81
P. maculatus by PREV0T ): P. ostreae FUJITA
141
1925": P. major Y AMAGUTI 1934 (as syn. P.
231
subtenuis by FREEMAN ): P. magnorus MANTER
1940241 (as syn. P. subtenuis by FREEMAN and
261
LLEWELLYN 41 ): P. subtenuis (LINTON 1907 )
221
HANSON 1950
(syn. Distomum subtenue L., as
61
syn. P. maculatus by STUNKARD and UzMANN ,
81
161
MANTER ttnd PRITCHARD , PREVOT , LANG and
261
DENN1s181 ): P. insolitus (NICOLL 1915 ) DoLLFUS
271
1952
(syn. Xenopera insolitus N., as syn. P.
subtenuis by FREEMAN 231 ): P. macrovitellus WINTER
1954281 (excluded from this genus by FREEMAN and
LLEWELLYN 41 ): P. lintoni SIDDIQI and CABLE
291
1960291 : P. neomagnorus SIDDIQI and CABLE 1960 :
61
P. progeneticus DoLLFUS 1964 : P. buccini Loos111
FRANK 1969111 : P. scrobicu/ariae Loos-FRANK.
181
(as syn. P. subtenuis by LANG and DENNIS ): P.
301
hawaiiensis YAMAGUTI 1970 .
The distinct characteristics of P. ichiharai are
the size of the body (the long body), egg diameter
and variation of ovary. The size of body is the
largest among Proctoeces spp., a:nd the largest
specimen of our collection measuring 8.9 mm in
71
length (9.6 mm by lcHIHARA ). The other species
of relatively large body size are: P. major, 5.96 mm
(Y AMAGUTI 141 ), P. macu/atus, 4.46 mm of the
specimen of not subjected to pressure (Y AMAou1i1''), P. subtenuis, 4.8 nim (FREEMAN and
LLEWELLYN 41 ). The remaining species are smaller
211
than 4 mm. In P. maculatus, ODHNER observed
numerous eggs even in small specimens of 1 mm
in body length, however, tbe corresponding stage
in the present species is restricted to the specimens
more than 5 mm long. Notably the quantity of
egg decreased in the specimens more than 7 mm
and only one specimen of 8.9 mm in length lacking
mature eggs was also observed.
The egg size of the present species is also the
largest of all the member of this genus with the
exception of that of P. maculatus which is equal to
that of the present species. The egg size of P.
201
maculatus are: 70 x 26 µm (Looss ), 72-79 x
311
27 (0DHNER 21 \ 74 X 26 (WLASSENK0 ), 66- 76 X
26-34 (YAMAGUTlw), 74x27 (SKRJABIN and
KOVAL121 ),
64-67x21-24,
48-75x18-29
161
(MANTER and PRITCHARD ). However, the egg
size of P. maculatus from M. edulis (STUNKARD
181
and UzMANN 61 , LANG and DENNIS ) and from
101
9
R. splendida (DoLGIKH · ) are smaller, therefore
the identification of these specimens might require
re-examination. The egg size of all other species
are less than 60 µm in longest diameter, mostly
around 40-50 µm, although FREEMAN and
LLEWELLYN" observed the exclusively large egg
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of 73 x 30 µm in P. subtenuis from S. piano.
The ovarian shape shows variation which com~
prize trilobate or triangular 47 % (33/70), ellipsoidal 34 % (24/70), reniform 13 % (9/70),
bilobed 3 % (2/70) and others 3 % (2/70) (trilobate
54 % and globular 46 % [Fig. 5 and 11] by lcHIHARA 71). P. majorw and a single specimen of P.
281
subtenuis (FREEMAN ) have trilobate ovaries,
meanwhile all other species have globular or subglobular ovaries.
The other differences are: P. ostreae, P. major
and P. buccini have large acetabula compared to
body width. P. subtenuis from S. p/ana and P.
scrobiculariae have relatively protruded anterior
ends. P. magnorus and P. neomagnorus have
larger acetabula than oral suckers, P. progeneticus
has poor vitelline glands. P. insolitus has vesicula
seminalis externa. Vesicula seminalis of distal
portion of P. /in.toni being sack-shaped. P.
macrovite/lus has relatively large size nd small
numbers of vitelline glands.
Some members of the genus Proctoeces attain
maturity as adult in molluscan hosts: P. maculatus
61
from M. edulis (STUNKARD and UZMANN , LANG
181
and DENNIS ), P. subtenuis from S. p/ana
(FREEMAN and LLEWELLYN'\ P. scrobiculariae
from S. p/ana, P. buccini from B. undatum (LoosFRANK111) and Proctoeces sp. from T. (B.) cornutus
71
(lcHIHARA ). The present authors regarded P.
ichiharai as a true adult and not a progenetic
metacercaria and B. cornutus as a final host on the
following grounds; numerous mature eggs containing motile miracidia were observed in the
uterus and the metraterm of the worm, and the
larger sized specimens (more than 7 mm long),
apparently aged worm, were collected, having less
number of mature eggs as compared with those
of normal sized worm (5-7 mm long) which suggested that in these so-called "post-adult" specimens the most of the mature eggs were discharged
when collected.

Morphological observations were based on
living parasites stained by neutral red and whole
mount preparations fixed in Schaudinn's solution,
stained by Heidenhein's haematoxylin and mounted in canada balsam. Eggs from specimens fixed
in hot formalin (90° <) were also measured. In
hot formalin, living parasites instantly shrinked in
definite from. The body length of the specimens
fixed in hot formalin corresponded to about 0.7
times as large as that of mount preparations.
Drawings were made with the aid of a camera
Iucida.

Localization in Host (Fig. 1)
Almost all the parasites were found in the distal
end, some in the proximal end or middle part of
the renal <,;oelom of the kidney. Only two parasites were also taken from the buccal cavity of the
host.

Ichihara,1965

Proctoeces sp.
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Proctoeces lintoni ~ -

(FIGURE

49)

Siddiqi & Cable, 1960

Description based on 2 specimens with characters of the genus. Body
cylindrical, 1.634 to 1.968 long, 0.567 to 0.640 wide. Cuticle smooth, eyespot pigment absent. Oral sucker terminal, 0.20 to 0.207 by 0.267. Ventral
sucker 0.260 to 0.273 by 0.30 to 0.354, in fleshy protuberance about one
third body length from anterior end. Sucker ratio 1: 1.25. Prepharynx
absent, pharynx 0.160 to 0.180 in diameter, esophagus very short; ceca
swollen, extending almost to posterior end of body. Genital pore submedian,
about midway between ventral sucker and pharynx. Cirrus sac curved, extending slightly posterior to ventral sucker; cirrus short, muscular; pars
prostatica long, tubular, surrounded by prostate· cells; seminal vesicle bipartite, anterior division a long coiled tube, posterior division saclike. Testes 2,
entire, close together, diagonal to almost tandem, within anterior half of
hindbody, 0.153 to 0.233 in diameter. Ovary entire, submedian, near anterior testis, 0.127 to 0.167 by 0.113 to 0.133; seminal receptacle absent.
Vitelline follicles sparse, confined to, and confluent in, zone of gonads. Uterus
filling space posterior to ovary; metraterm simple. Eggs numerous, 0.054 to
0.057 by 0.015 to 0.018. Excretory vesicle Y-shaped with stem reaching testicular level; pore subterminal dorsally.
Host: Calamus calamus.
Site: intestine.
Locality: Caho Rojo, P.R.
Type specimen: Holotype No. 39338.
Proctoeces lintoni agrees with P. subtenue except in having a bipartite
seminal vesicle. We have reexamined Linton's material of P. subtenue, and
Hanson has done the same with her specimens and those collected by Manter. All have found the seminal vesicle to be unipartite in P. subtenue.

it

Proctoeces lintoni
Siddiqi and Cable, 1960
Host: Lagodon rhomboides ( 2 of 5) •.
Site: Rectum.
() w 'V.J']{.uf/ lf6 r

1

T

Procloeces linlom Siddiqi & Cable, 1960
Hosls: •C"'4m#S 4'Clif,ons ( J): •c. bajtnUtdO (J ) .
Site: intestine.
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Proctoeces Odhner, 1911; with generic characters. Dody plump,
3.8-5.96 x 0.86-1.31 mm. Oral sucker 0.52-0.7 mm long. Pharynx 0.33-0.5 x 0.27-0.44
mm. Esophagus very short. Ceca at first passing transversely and then turning backwards
at right angles, terminating at hind end of body. Acetabulum 0.53-0.76 x 0.72-0.96 mm,
at junction of anterior with middle third of body. Testes approximately oval, closely
oblique, at about middle of hindbody, 0.26-0.4 x 0.33-0.52 mm. Ovary trilobate, 0.310.43 x 0.36-0.53 mm, postequatorial. Genital pore a little to right of median plane, at level
of cecal bifurcation. Eggs 0.037-0.04 x 0.021-0.022 mm. Excretory vesicle bifurcating at
level of anterior end of caudal testis.
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.

Habitat. Large and small intestines of l'agroso11111s auratus.
Locality and date. Inland Sea; August 4, 1929.
Type and paratypes in my collection.

D1scussroN. This species bears a Yery close resemblance to the preceding, but differs distinctly in the size of the body, in the shape of the oYary
and in the size of eggs.
f.,. ,,, c , I , ·

Monorc hid ae

Proctoeces magnorus,

1112-~fl••••·• M ANT I! RJ

19 ft,

(Plate 45, fig. 95)

Host: Caulolatilus anomalus (Cooper)
Location: Intestine
Locality: Cerros Island, Mexico
Number: One specimen
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS OF PROCTOECES MAGNORUS

Body smooth, subcylindrical, equally wide along most of its length,
posterior end pointed, anterior end blunt. Length 2.862, width 0.412;
forebody 0.825; posttesticular space 0.640. Oral sucker 0.375 deep, 0.435
long; acetabulum on body stalk, 0.322 wide, 0.310 long, with transverse
aperture; within its cavity is a longitudinal groove with muscular edges
(fig. 95). Prepharynx very short; pharynx large, 0.307 long by 0.217
wide; esophagus very short; ceca thin walled, inconspicuous, reaching to
near posterior end of body. Genital pore slightly to the left, at base of
acetabular stalk, posterior to intestinal bifurcation. Testes spherical,
diagonal, not far apart but separated by a few eggs in the uterus, in posterior half of body. Cirrus sac claviform, slightly curved, extending only
slightly posterior to acetabulum; 0.502 long by 0.130 in greatest width
( near its base), containing a coiled tubular seminal vesicle in its basal
third; a long pars prostatica and a short cirrus. Genital atrium large.
Cirrus may be inserted in terminal portion of uterus. Ovary spherical or
subspherical, a short distance pretesticular, separated from testes by uterine coils; vitelline follicles few, in 2 lateral groups from anterior end of
ovary to anterior end of anterior testis; extending medianly dorsal to
uterus between ovary and testis ; eggs 32 to 3 7 by 15 to 19 µ,. Excretory
vesicle not traced.
The name magnorus refers to the relatively large oral sucker.
Comparisons. Two species of Proctoeces have been described, P. maculatus (Looss) Odhner, 1911 from Labrus merula and Crenilabrus pavo
from the Mediterranean ( also reported by Y amaguti from several fishes
of Japan) and P. erythraeus Odhner, 1911 from Chrysophrys hifasciata
from the Red Sea. P. magnorus is very different from P. maculatus in
sucker ratio, in extent of vitellaria, and in egg size. It is more similar to
P. erythraeus. Odhner gives a very brief description and no figure of
P. erythraeus. Compared with P. maculatus, the acetabulum is "at least
½ smaller," eggs about 45 µ, long, and the vitellaria shorter. These differences are all in the direction of P. magnorus, which, however, seems to
have a larger oral sucker, making the sucker ratio even greater than in
P. erythraeus, and also to have smaller eggs ( the largest of which is 37 µ.
long). It is probable the vitellaria are even shorter in P. magnorus than
in P. erythraeus. Assuming the other 2 species are alike in other respects,
P. magnorus shows slight differences in possessing an acetabular stalk,
shorter esophagus, cirrus sac not reaching ovary, and a longitudinal
groove within the acetabular cavity.

Fellodistomatictae

Froc toe£ es E~~g~ t !_~~~ Do l lf us , 1964
Host: Gibbula (Gastropoda F-roso";r2ncl1iata)
Locality : Atlantic co~st ~f Iorocco
Corp, ~uhcylindrique. environ 3 a ~ foir. plus long que large, a contour de lageniformr a cylindritorme en extension ~ur le vivant ; ovate, allonge au repos, attenue
anterieure~nt. elargi a la fin du deuxieme tiers de !I& lonaueur ; extremites arrondies.
Ventousc orale tenninale profonde. Ventou• ventrale plus grande que l'orale, tres
profonde en vue ..agittale : son centre est situi vers la mi-longueur du corps en extension et ven la fin du premier lien au repos.
Cuticule non spinulee, line ou un peu striee transvenalement.
Pripharym present, mais oblervable seulement sur coupes sagittales. Le pharynx
est a peu pres auui larse que Ions et un peu retrici ant6rieurement. <Esophap court,

1on...-

p011vant atteindre en Htenaion la
du pharyna. lranchn i11191tlnal11 cliwr•
geaant un peu en avant du bord antirieur de la vcnlOUN wlllralt, '6tendant lonlitudlna•
kmcnl en direction posttrieure,
terminant aans atteindrc l'eat"mlti poldrieure du

a

plu ou moin · ovaln, bord entier, Jilpoln s'n6ralement en tandem,
parfoi preaque au mtme aiwau, occupant chacua, en tarpur, environ la moi&W de
I' pace intercaecal, en partie en avant, en partil en arrlffe de la limite entre la deUa
demien tien di la ......, du ourpa. Lonque le &aticule antfrieur nt du c6t6 droit,
I posterie\D'
du cW puche. Le tnticulc antirieur. l'ovaire et la p:,che du cirre
onl IOUjoun du mime c61c. Les .,.., "'"""'"'
reunislent to~t pr de l'e,uremite
pollleriettre de la poche du cirre.
l..1 poche du cirre, trc grande. plu

OU muen iarq11et:. est ituee IOit Jonalement,
-.oil lalffalernent la ventouse ventrale. tanhit Ju 1;,,te llfllit, 111nt,\1 du
i puche ; i
elle est laterale. elle vient en contact de 1'1n1ntin ; ianter1euremen1. ellc ,·etclMI jusqu'i
la mi-larpur du corpa, mai , posterieuremenl. elle 'eh:nll ml>in lu1n vcn I• lisne
ltdiane. L'extRmite posterieure de la poche Ju cirre ~• occupte p1u la vi icule
na~ interne. tubuleuse. form1&nt d~ inu011ilt:!1 111. l II pc•" p,.,,,uw u q ui lui fail . uite
1rn devcloppee. elle sc continue p11r le canial ejaculateur qui p11!1st J11nll le cirre et
boutit a un sinm, ~nital extrcmemcnl rtduit . l.e cirre proprc~nt dit e11t tre court.
Pr~ Je l'extrem1t~ du canal .:jaculall.ur -.c tn,uH UM protuhcrance mu~uhaire (2) bien
Jeveloppee. pouvant faire saillie dan, le trt"I Cll\lrt ,mu" Fnttal l"t uu Jehon par pres-

a

0

•"'i•

sion sllr le vivant (fi~. :?-~ ).
Le pore genital est median uu ,uhrncllian. ,.:ntr:.lemcnt a ha h1lurc111ion Je l'intt.-stm. contre le bord anterieur de ta wnt<lU-.( , cntral('
L'ovaire est generalemcnl un JM=U plu, ~··· 4ue le, tc,ttcu~. ,a forme est spherique ou oy~. a hord'i ('nt1er, . ~ependant. chc, un Je ~ uemplaire,. l'ovaire etait
trilobe.-~ll - ·. situe tre<; pell en arrierc de la ventou~ vc:ntrah: ct ~me ii atteint genenlement le h<>ra posterieur de ccllc-ci . Sa po-.ition c-<\t un pcu latcrale llll suhmediane. Ju
cote droit si la poche du cirre e,t a Jro1te. Ju cote gauche ,i die c-,t a gauche (Jirn.,
inversus). II n'y a qu·un tres petit cspace entrc l'ovaire et !e testicule anterieur et celuici est toujours du meme cote que l"ovaire 1,1uanJ ce dernier est un peu lateral.
II n'y a pas de ,eaptaculum semink mais ii '! a un canal de Laurer s·ouvrant Jorsalement. presque ,ur la ligne mediane. au niveau de l'espace entre l'ova&ire et le testicule anterieur. L'ov1ducte re.,:oit le vitelloducte impair. tre!. court. Le vitellodu.=tc tran<,verse. mal distinct. pa!.se cntre rovairc et le testicule anterieur. Les follicula vilell<>1encs ,ont tre"' petih et tres peu nomhreux. ib -.e presentent sous la forme de courte,; fik,
I 1, l1 ne !>efflblc pai. y ,IVoir de v~acuk ~manale ulcrnc ; cependanl, chez 'iUClques 1ndividu1o,
11 y a, contre le fond de la p<lChe du cirre, un pclit amas de granulation!> qui pcul donner 1'1mprcssion
de reprb.cntcr une vesicule ,;eminale elltcrne, c·est. apparemrnen1, une petite dilatation du court
canal dHerent.
(2) Au sujet de cctte protuben1m.:e musculaire d~ f'roct~us qui a r~u divenes appellations,
voir Ts. Fujita (1925, p. 53. fi&. 6 • cr~tc fibreu!'>e du penis.). S. Yamquti (1934, p. 411. fig. 79
• large mu..cular nodule•· 1938, p. 103), R. f . H. freeman et J. Llewellyn (1951, p . 442, 443. fi&. I
et Jll. I. fig. 3 « muscular papille •>·

ow■ ia i1811ic,11aft. U y a. dam
le parenchymc
f■ul pa coef->ndre avec dft folli. a. ,._ Dallful • Ts. Fujla 1925, p. 54, DOie I).
,... • roalJl'e. • dlrtas ..-...... ~ n t . venlralement aux
, . . , •..._.
droil au coli pucht et de la face donale a la face vcntnlt. la ....._ -11 t str er nt la hnndle delcend■11tc. II remplit preaque 111
laUlill du
en arrike de la venloUIC ~nlrale. julqu'au pore eKl"eteW'.
daM la

1• 1- - . •

w

...mu... oelllllel lleefeef■na .,•11 •

Les ~ufs. exccssivement nombreux. ,0111 ov .. l~. a petit ,ipercule el me,;urent. a
maturite, ,;ur le vivant. dan,; la panie terminale ~ l'uteru, : 49.5 x 29.7
5 I ,<. 26.4 11 .
Au vomnage du pore genital. on rem11r4ue que le-. t-ruf., ,ont emhryonnc, et
~ont1ennent un miracidium cilie 1.11.

a

. 0) Chez lea Prt1<·t,wc·r.,. la rrod':1~.uon d'cruf, e,1 ",u,l"nt Jhondanle et prcc,~e . ("he, man,latu,1,
dit T. Odhner '19! 1, p. 108), lei. 1nd1v1du~ de_ I mm •,ont Mia rempli, d'1ruf,. I e m1rac1dium mobilt
da~s lcs cruf, a etc ob-.erve . par J. R. U,mann cl9~i'. p . 449). chc, l.i me1acen:a11e prugcnetique
11u ti a decouvcrte chez My11/u.r rd11/is I .. de meme par R. 1- . H . l-rcem1m et J I Jewellyn 0958
p. 445, pl. II, fia. _7) chc, le~r metacercaire progcnct11.1ue du rein de ScmhlC'u/ar,a piano cDa Co!itai
( I i 13 metaccrca,res par hote).
Touk;S les especes de metaccrca1~e, progeneti(lue, n'ont pa, de numh1eux u:uf, ; un petii
~bre d ~uf,; seulement a etc obsef'Ve par T,. fuJita che, ,a m~lacercaire para,ite de la 1tonadc
d 0.rtrra g1g:1.J Thunberg (I A 10 metacercaire, par hotel.

La ve,,1e -excretrice est en Y. Chez le, inJ1v1Ju, dont le tiers posterieur est en
cxten,ion. le tronc impair est plus long quc le, hranche, et la hiturcat,on e,t a peu pres
au niveau de respacc intertesticula,re . Le, hranche, ,c diriizent lateralement puis longi tuJinalement. ventralement a r;otestin : clle, attecgncnt le niveau du honl anterieur
de la ventouse ventrale, ou meme le niveau de 1'a:,0phagc.
DIMENSIONS

(mm) de trois ind1v1Jw, un peu contractc, . monte, Jans le baume du

( anada apre, coloration :
Longueur

Largeur . . . . . .
Ventou,e ora le
Phar)n"

. . . . . . . . .. . .. .

<l:sophage
.. ..... ..
Ventou,e ventrale
Ovatre
T e .. ticule anterieur
T~ticulc po~terieur
Poche du c1rre. lungueur
diamctre ...

1.541
0.670
0 ,241
0.120 " II. I 20
0.1151
ll.2h!< , (U4X
ll . 160
0.201
(UOK > o. 1x11.2x I • ll.20 I

1.634
ll.1!04

ll.22"'
11 14 7

0 , 114

11.1153
11.:!tiX •' 0 .141<

ll . .!OI
0. J 7J
n '!IJ

o..n"i

11, ! I "

O.ON

0.11""

1,742

0.670
0,174
O. IJ4 X 0.1:tJ
0.027
ll.268 X O.H,
0 ,201
0.201
v.14 "
n

ll"'

,,._

u.lbO

. , 11,"I

0.1

'

En extem,ion maximum ,ur le: , 1, .i nl. l,1 longHcur pcul attcindrc ., mm . I el> plu,

petits immature-. me'iurail'nt lJA)9
62.0N?:

ll.2h l mm
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.-,ue,~u"' pour mon1~, l'e11iaceac:e du preJlhar, "'· ,nHw"lr ,ur 1ft pectfflftll ~
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i\ lETACERCAIRE PROGt N1'.~TJQllE m: NW<:'TO f,<:J:':,
CHEZ UN r:.ASTROPOT> E PTWSOTHUNC 11E

DE LA COTE .t\TL ANTT<_)F F

mi

f' lAROC

Sl;'.e

/io, n,liC &S
i,........,., I

R. !11 I

D n r.LFt;<;

Au mois de' juin dernier, j'ai disseque 142 exemplaires de Gibbula umbilicalis (DA CosTA, 1778) rccoltes a proximite du rivage, a Temara-Gayville (Maroc). Dans 90 % des exemplaires, j'ai trouve, libre cntre la radula et l'intestin,
la metacercairc progcfoetique d'un Proctoeces. II y avait generalement une ou
dcux metacercaires dans chaque Gibbula, exceptionnellement jusqu'a 5; les immatures etaient rares, presque tous les specimens etaient remplis d'oeufs. Les
oeufs murs de la partie terminate de !'uterus contenaient un miracidium cilie,
mobile.
On connait des metacercaires progenetiques de Proctoeces chez 4 especes de
Lamcllibranches, me.is aucune n'avait ete trouvce, jusqu'a present, chez un Gas•
tr6pode.
Environ 10 espcces ont etc decrites dans le genre Proctoeces, T. ODHNER,
1911 (ind. Xenopera, W. NICOLL, 1915). Quelies especes doivent tomber en
synonymie? Les helminthologistes qui ont examine Ia question ne sont pas
d'accord.
J'ai compare mes specimens parasites de Gibbula a toutes les especes decrites
et je ne crois pas pouvoir les rapporter a l'une d'elles. Je considere done mon
espkc comme nouvelle et je propose de la nommer Proctoeces progeneticus
n. sp.; clle est ainsi caracterjsee:
·
Caracteres generaux du genre; prepharynx observable seulement sur coupes sagittales; court oesophage; poche du cirre plus longue quc le diamctre longitudinal de la vcntousc ventrale. Pore genital median ou submedian, au nivcau
de la bifurcation intestinale ou contre le bord anterieur de la ventouse ventrale.
Sinus genital extremement reduit . Ovaire et testicules a peu pres de memes
dimensions, ceux-ci generalement disposes en tandem, rarement tous les deux au
meme niveau. Ovaire median ou un peu deplace vers la droite ou vers la gauche;
s'il est vers la gauche, la poche du cirre et le testicule anterieur sont aussi vers
la gauche. Situs inversus chez environ la moitie des individus. Vitellogene tres
peu developpes. Oeufs extremement nombreux; 49,5 X 29,7 a 51 X 26,4 µ. La
plupart des specimens soot longs de 1 a 2 mm, le plus long, mesure sur le
vivant, atteignait, en extension, 3 mm; Jes plus petits immatures mesuraient un
peu mains de 1/2 mm.
L'etude de cette metacercaire m'a amene a discutcr Jes affinites du genre
Proctoeces dans la famille Fellodistomatidae (\~'. N1coLL, 1909; T. ODHNER,
1911). Mon opinion est que, dans une meme sous-famille de cette famille, ii y
a un seul type de cercaire:
Jes Steringophorinae ont. une cercaire trichocerque ;
Jes Fellodistomati11ae, T ergestiinae et Mo1za ffi 111.1 e une ccrc.1ire furcocerque;
les Rhodotremati11ae une cercaire nnoure;
Jes Proctoecinae une cercaire microcerque.

/1Md"'N6Tlt!t/5

fl,'#

2. j-Jroctoece8srrof>1rutaruu;1...a-,~. · /.oo•-l='vAr,k, /9,9
Wirt: Scrobicularia pfana D .\ ( •o~n.,.
Organ: Xiere .
Locus typicus: Kiiste vor Langv,:ardPn zwisclwn \Yc•s<'rmiindung und
Jade.
Holotypus: in Alkohol fixiertes und ruit Gowprs Carmin gefarbtes
TotaJpraparat.
Es handelt sich um <lie gleiche :\rt , die FREEMAN und LLEWJ,;LT,YN
(1958) aus dem gleichen Wirt ab P. subtenius (LINTON, 1907) beschriebcn
haben, die aber aus Grunden, diP in <'incm der folgenden Kapitel erortert
werden, aJs selbststandige Art behandelt werden mul3 . Da die Beschreibung von FREEMAN und LLEWELLYN sehr genau und ausfi.ihrlich ist,
kann sie hier auf das \Vesentliche besehriinkt werden.
Trematoden von plumpem, im Lebt>n aber 1:,ehr dehnbarem Aul3eren.
Vorderkorper spitz ansgezogen, Hinterkorper breit und dick (Abb . 2a).
Tegument unbestachelt und dick. :\<lundsaugnapf und Pharynx ldein .
Bauchsaugnapf gr6f3er, den Korper so ausbuchtend , da/3 in Seit<'nansicht die Form eines flach en. unglric-hsehenkeligen Dreiecks !'nb,teht
(Abb. 2 b). Kurzer Prapharynx , nur in SC'hnitten siC'htbar . Darms<'henkel
breit , n.icht bis ans Korper-Hint.erende reichend.
Testes rundJieh, schrag hintereinand er. Cirrusbeutel wie in anderen
Arten gebaut. Genitalatrium lang uncl schmal , Genitalporus auf balbem
Weg zwischen Mund- und Bauchsaugnapf, etwas nach liuks versehoben.
Ovar kugeJig, vor den Tei,t.es, unmittelbar hinter dem Cirrusbeutel.
Laurerscher Kanai und .:\<lchlissche Dr(ise Yorhanden. Uteruswindun<Yen
vom Korper-Hintercn<le bis an den Bauehsaugnapf reichend. Einmi.indung in das Genitalatrium Yon Ycntral, kurz vor dem Cinusbeutel. Dotterstocke aus sehr kleinen , 10- 50 µ messenden Folhkeln bestehend
(Abb. 3b), in lat-era.ler Korpt>rregion zwisc·hM \'ol'lkrra.nd des (h-ars und
Hint.errand des zweiten Hoclens. auch narb dorsal und ventral iibrrgreifend. Kleines Dott-erres(•rvoir im u•bl•n rn~td1mal si<'htl,ar.
ExkretioMblase mit flachen Z<'llt•n aus~ekl<·id<>t: langt• Sehenk<>I 111Hl
laoger Stamm, Jetztercr mit ~ro13<·r DriiRengruppe am clista,len Enue .
Eier mit knopfchenartig ver<lil'ktt•m Pol. Deekd aru anden·n Pol 111u·
aiehtbar, wenn das Miraeidium gcsehliipft ist. }liraeiclil'n laniz bewimpert,
-,hliipften einige Male ohm· mt•ehani~<'ht> l%1wirkun~. sta,rht-11 nll('r halcl
Jb. Nioht embryonierl<' Eier, 1..B. auM .Mu:-l'hcln. cli<' nur t>int>n \\'urm
-.itha.Jt.en, s~d vie! scbmaler al~ <>mhr.voni(•rfr . Eiµ:roOen n1.riierc·n stark

b. 4).
Von den ·von }''REEM.'<~ w1d LLEWELJ.Y:>; IJ.€':,.chri<'btinen Exemplaren
1intencheiden sich die 1;1.n dt•r dt'ut8chcn Kiist<' ~d11m.lf'ncn nur dur<'h
etwu breit.ere Eier, die bier 4:l ,< 20 µ· me:,.sen. dort. a l,<'r 42 X 24 (J.• Auch
die Muacheln an der ostcngliM<-hen Kust-e zu IU0°o und mit 4 bi8
6WiirmerQ_pro Wirt starkel' parasitit•rt all'i an <lcr deuts<>h<'n KiistR.
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Tabelle 2

Proctoeces buccini

Proctoeces scrobiculariae

Vorderende

breit, abgerundet

zugespitzt

Hinterkorper

schmal

breit

Form des Bauchse.ugnapfes

stark vorspringend,
Korper in Seitenansicht
Y-formig

wenig hervortrctend,
Korper in Seit-enansicht,
flach dreieckig

Lage des BauchJ&ugnapfes

auf der Grenze von
l. und 2. Korperviertel

auf der Grenze von
I. und 2. Korperdrittel

Starke der

100-150 µ

130-200 µ

Ovar

langlich

rund

Dotterstockfollikel

40-80 µ

l0-50 µ

Uteruswindungen

zwischen Ovar und
Korperende

zwischen Bauchsaugnapf
und Korperende

Eima.8e

2 Gro.8entypen:
28 X 18 µ, 50 X 29 µ

variabel zwisc.hen
34 X 24 bis 67 X 34 µ

Darmschenkel

(" "'")

t:

l:

Tabelle 1. Jfo{J,, (in !.L, 11ur Uin(J" i11
P. bucc-i11i n. sp. unri P. scrobicularir1P

Liinge
Brl'it.e iiher B1111d1s11.11g11apf

11 .

1·,,11 _i(' JfJ fi:rin/!'11 u11d r,eprr,/3/,,,1
i-!Jl, I II Kl,1111111Pr11 diP /J11rrh.~cli11ill-~1,·n1 1

11111 1 J

P. hur,·ini

I' ..~rrobiruhtrfoe

:?.1 -- :Li
(2,8)

:!.Ii -:l.:1
(:tfl)

ti:?0 - 8;,:3

~Ou- -- Lll;:I
(8~[i)

(7:mJ
Breitt• iibPr Testi;; 11

411:J

@H

liH2- ~:J11

/.i!ll)

(iii)

)l11n<lsau~11apf

224 :Mo
(2!-J;i)

192 240
(2:10)

Pharynxliinge

lliH - 248
(221)

lfi0 - 184
(LiO)

Phar_vn xhreite

184- 2fili
(22\l)

1-14-LiH
(IU2)

0:-ophagns

40- 80

!Iii

(5:3)

(Jfi:3)

:nu -- -t!W
(42:IJ

:320- 400
(:158)

BauC"hsaugnapfhreitt-

440- iif:iH
(:ilO)

400- 4\.lH
(440)

K ikpervorderenclc
his Ba1whsan~napf-Zentr.

fH:? 1184
(792)

744- !080
(Hll:3)

Ba11ch:-;a11gnapfliing<'

Qyarliinge
Ovarbreite
Testis I
Testis II

li8-- 235

14a- 2rn

(:!00)

(lll:2)

118 - 18,i

lli3- 200

(1-lfi)

(181)

lJ! 241
( 181)

184- 2-4-8
(20ti)

-2w-

ti-1

(21:J)

Eilangm

240

21i -:1:1
(2!l)
48- M

208- 3211
(241)
2!! - ti'i
(-t:J)

(JO)

Eibreiten

14- 22

22- :1.i

(18)

(29)

:W- 29
(28)

Two Adult Trematode8 /ro,n North Sea Mollu8cs:
Proctoeces buccini n. sp. and P. srrobiculariae n. sp.
Summary. Adult members of the gl'nus Prorloer,,s arc known from fishrs of
tropical and subtropical seas and from somt' marine mollusc·s. The lattRr were usually
interpreted as progenetic rnetaeen·ariae. The present author found adults of a Ill'\\"
species. P. buccini, in the kidney of the Common Whelk (1Jurrinu111 um/alum) and
adults of another species in the kidney of the bivalve Scobirnlariri planr,, This last
one has already been described by .1<'10:EMAN and LLEWBLLY]I; (1958). They referred
the species to P. suhlenU?·s (LINTON, 1907). a parasite of Bermuda fishes from which.
however, it can be distinguished clearlv. It is, therefore. consiriered as a 8('paratl'
species, P. acrobiculariae. The new speciies arc c:omparccl with each other and with
the already known ones.
Both trematodes are interpreted as true adults and not as progcnc•ti<' mctacercariae for they have never been found as natural parasites in fishes of Northern
Europe where the main vertebrate hosts of the genus l'rocloeces (Labrids and
Sparids) arc lacking. P. buc.cini seems to complc>tc its whole life cycle within the
whelk as ca,n be concluded from the large number of worms per snail (up to 180) and
the low rate of infection (5 out of 9:J whelks). On the other hand only a few specimen
of P. acrobiculariae are to be found in each bivalve (l-4) whereas the infec-tion rate
is high in the host population (62~o). Thie indicates an infection through ccrcariae
shed by an intermediate host.
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Fellodis tomidae

A Metacercaria of the Genus Proctoeces (Felloclistornatidae: Trematoda)
from an Abalone, Haliotis discus hannai, of Rebun Island, Hokkaido
Takeshi

SHIMAZU*

/\ single mctacercaria of the genus P1·octoeces ODHNER (Fellodistomatidac: Trematoda) from an abalone, Haliotis discus hannai INO (Archaeogastropoda: Gastopoda),
is dfscribed. The metfercaria was found in a new locality in the northern regions of
the Sea of Japan and o1 a new second intermediate host for the genus Proctoeces.
The abalone was collected along the shores of Funadomari, Rebun Island, Hokkaido.
The·metacercaria, from between the epipodium and mantle of the host, was unencysted
with well developed internal organs but was observed to be not of the progenetic form.
Althogh it seemed to be morphologically related to P. maculatus (Looss) ODHNER or
to P. subtenuis (LINTON) HANSON, specific identifications did not provefuccessful because
of only a single specimen and its Jack of eggs.

Fig. 1. Metacercaria of Proctoeces sp. from Haliotis discus hannai. whole mount,
ventral view (A), and its terminal reproductive organs. ,·entral Yiew (B).
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T.\KESIII Slll'.\I.\Zl'

\ letacercaria u nenc ysted, not

progenetic.

Body

subcylindrical,

elongate,

3.16 3,52 mm

long

by 0.78 1.07 mm

wide at

level.

beneath

aspinose

.

,'

«I'.

l'rocloe,·es s1,. Melacercaria

o,·arian

J?r:;1,p;1
0

Large gland cells scattered
cuticle

throughout

'

body.

Oral sucker 0.37 0.43 mm long by 0.43 0.48 mm
wide.

Prepharynx very short.

Pharynx pyri-

form, 0.33 0.38 mm long by 0.31 0.33 mm wide.
Esophagus short, surrounded by small gland
cells.

Intestinal ceca terminating near pos-

terior end of body.

\"entral sucker slightly

pre-equatorial, 0.5, 0.63 mm long by 0.71 0.80
mm

wide: sucker width

ratio

I: 1.54 1. 74.

O,·ary usually subglobular or rarely, trilobed,
lying between ,·entral sucker and anterior
testis, median, 0.17 U.27 mm long by 0.24 0.29
mm wide.
o,·arian.

.,•
I\ 9

ceptacle absent.

'

Seminal re-

',

forward, distally forming a simple metraterm
opening at base of hermaphroditic duct, which
is tubuiar and long, about 0.5 mm long, and
contains cirrus and muscular protuberance at
Genital pore slightly to the left of

midline of body at intestinal bifurcation. Testes
entire, oblique, near middle of hindbody, posterior one usually larger than anterior one,

0.2'.2 0.37 mm long by 0.30 0.-18 mm wide. Cirrus
pouch club-shaped, extending posteriorly to
ornrian level, 0.61 0.72 mm long by 0. 18 0.22
wide, enclosing coiled

tubular seminal

,esicle, which is constricted at about proximal
one-sixth of total length and provided with a
sphincter there, and cla,·iform pars prostatica
accompanying prostatic cells.

\"as deferens

outside cirrus pouch short. Spermatozoa seen
in seminal ,esicle.

\'itelline follicles small.

dispersed in o, ariotesticular zones, a few oi
them

enterin).{

post-testicular

space.

' cretory \ esicle ) -shaped, rilled with

['I:-

reddish

granular_ material, cli,·ided in testicular region:
its two arms reaching esophageal le,·eJ: pore
posteroterminal, encircled by small gland cells:
tlame rel! formula not studied.
The smallest of the rlattened whole mounts
obtained measured: bod)· U.~5 mm long by 0.2fi
111111
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Lterus rnea~dering, passing

backward to near end of body, then turning

mm

0

·:.·,

-

its base.
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Ootype-complex immediately postLaurer's canal preser.t.
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Fellodistomidae

A ~etacercaria of a Digenetic
Trt>matode of thl' (;enus l'roclm·c,,.,;
1 Fellodistomidael Parasitic to the
Sea t·rchin, Stro11m1lm·<•11/rol11s

LJe~r ri /1/ i1111.

) ,

wide; oral such.er 0.16 mm Ion).{ by 0.18 mm

\\'ide: pharyn\ 0. J:l mm long by Cl.11 mm wide:

,•.t"f.

-. ·__
~

.·. A

·'

'

,entral sucker o.:!:! mm loni,t by 0.:!9 mm wide.
with sul·ker width ratio being 1: 1.61: trilohed
ll\ ary o.ll I mm in diameter: and symmetrical
testes o.oti mm in diameter.

\"itelline glan<.ls

were not yet obsened in this tluke.
Ui.,;i-11ssio11. This metacercaria belongs to
the 1-{enus Pnnlocn·s Odhner. 1911 , Fello<.listomidael.

It

that 1\S\IT

is morµhologically
Pl

19111

similar to

reported by Shimazu

1197:!1 from the abalone. 1/alioli., dis, 11s ha1111ai.

of Rebun Island. about till km off \\'akkanai. in
the Sea of Japan.

It occurs also in the sea

urchin there I Tajima. personal communication\.
They are presumably the same species.
impossible

at

present

10

identify

species, because the, are sexually

It is

them

to

immature

and lark t'ggs. the shape and size of which are
important diagnostic characters in the genus;
and because the taxonomy of the genus has
been in a state of confusion (Shimazu, 1972).
The specific determination

will

remain

un-

clarified until gra\'id adults are available. This
is probably the first record of a f'rodoeces sp.
metacercaria from the sea urchin.

:\Ir. Ken-ichiro Tajima of the Hokkaido
\\'akkanai Fisheries Experimental Station found
a parasite in a sea urchin and sent it to the
author for identification.

It is described belo,\·

as a metacercaria of a digenetic trematode of
the genus Proclones Odhner'. 1911
tomidae .
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IDEAL f"OR CLASSIFYING,OR SEPARAT-ING STUDIES, VARIOUS
SUBJECTS OR MISC·
ELLANEOUS DATA.

DURABLE
IND£K
01 VI DE RS.SUITABLE
f"OR SCHOOL OR

COMMERCIAL USE.

l

Telephone

Name
Address
School

Class

Course

Year

SUBJECTS

CLASS SCHEDULE
PERIOD
COURSE

ONDAY

INSTRUCTOR

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR

COURSE

EDNESDAY

INSTRUCTOR

COURSE

HURSDAY

INSTRUCTOR

COURSE
INSTRUCTOR

COURSE

SATURDAY

INSTRUCTOR

FIRST

SECOND

THIRD

FOURTH

FIFTH

SIXTH

SEVENTH

EIGHTH
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FELLODISTOMIDAE

Genus PRONOPRYMNA Poche, 1926
Pentagramma Chulkova, 1939, nee Van Duzee, 1897.
Pseudope11ta1:rc1m11,n Yamaguti, 1971.

DIAGNOSTIC FEATURES. Body small, fusiform. Body-surface smooth. Cirrus-sac elongate; thinwalled; closely applied to surface of seminal vesicle. Seminal vesicle internal; bipartite. Pars
prostatica short; surrounded by few gland-cells. Ejaculatory duct short. Cirrus absent as a
permanent structure. Ovary median; post-testicular; irregularly trilobed. Laurer's canal opening
on dorsal surface close to posterior extremity. Canalicular seminal receptacle present. Vitellarium
two symmetrical compact masses composed of small follicles; masses may occasionally be
dispersed; lateral or just posterior to ventral sucker. Parasitic in intestine, caeca and ('?)stomach
of marine teleosts.
TYPE-SPECIES. Pronoprymna ventricosa (Rudolphi, 1819) (by original designation).
COMMENT. The name Pronoprymna was introduced by Poche (1926) as a replacement name for
Pronopyge Looss, 1899. Looss (1899) had erected and defined Pronopyge, quoting the type as
being 'Pronopyge ocreata (Rud.) (=Dist. carolinae Stossich)', and in the definition and a footnote
had made it clear that he was using the description of 'Apop!ema !!creatum' by Monticelli (1891),
which is clearly of a fellodistomid, in formulating his conception. Monticelli (1891) included not
only D. carolinae, but also D. ventricosum Rudolphi, 1819, as a synonym of his 'Apoblema
ocreatum'. The history of Distoma ocreatum is rather involved and will be discussed in more
detail elsewhere when discussing Hemiurus luehei Odhner, 1905 (Gibson & Bray, in preparation),
but its early records are from, the stomach and intestine of Clupea harengus and Rudo Ip hi ( 1809),
the author of the name, makes it clear that it is an appendiculate (ecsomate) form. Molin (1861)
described 'Distoma ocreatum Rudolphi' from the stomach of Alosa alosa at Venice, and then
Monticelli ( I 891) presented his description of 'Apoblema ocreatum' from the stomach of an
·atose' dissected at Naples. Odhner (191 lb : 528 footnote) was unable to understand why
Monticelli (1891) considered D. ocreatum and D. ventricosum synonymous, and, on a re-examination of Rudolphi's specimens, declared that D. ocreatum of Rudolphi belongs to the genus
Hemiurus Rudolphi, 1809, and is in fact synonymous with his own species H. /uehei.
Distoma ventricosa was originally recorded by Rudolphi ( 1819) from the intestine (p. 108) or
stomach (p. 398) of Alosa alosa at Rimini. Odhner (191 lb) also re-examined the types of this
~pecies and was convinced that they were a species of' Pronopyge'. The type-species of the genm
Pronopyge, however, was originally designated as P. ocreata (Rud.), and, as Article 42(b) of the
JCZN makes clear, the genus is 'objectively defined only by reference to its type-species· and that
(Article 70) 'it is to be assumed that an author correctly identifies the nominal species that he ...
designates as the type-species of the new or of an established genus'. Poche ( 1926), anticipating
these provisions of the ICZN, produced the new name Pronoprymna with the type-species
Distoma ventricosum Rud., which, it appears, must stand as the valid name of this genus. In short,
although Looss' concept of Pronopyge is the same as Poche's of Pronoprymna, the name Pronopyge is objectively based on Rudolphi's D. ocreatum, which is now known to be a Hemiurus and,
therefore, automatically becomes a synonym of the latter genus.
An examination of the description of Molin (1861; as Distoma ocreatwn) and Monticelli
(1891 ; as Apoblema ocreatum: Looss' conception of Pronopyge is based upon this description),
and a comparison with our own material, shows that we are dealing with a fellodistomid genus
close to Bacciger. It must be more than a coincidence that Rudolphi ( I 8 I 9) described Distoma
ventricosum and D. baccigerum next to one another. It is also apparent that the same species
has been figured by van Beneden ( 1871 ), who called it Distoma ventricosa (p. 68) and D. l'entricosum (p. 69), and by Stossich (1888, 1889) under the name Distomum carolinae. The latter two
records are from Alosa Jal/ax (=fin ta) off the Belgian coast and Trieste, respectively. The picture
of this sp~cies that is built up from these various descriptions and figures indicates that it is the
same species as was described under the name Pentagramma symmetricum by Chulkova ( 1939)
and Margolis & Ching ( 1965) from shads in the Black Sea and as Orientophorus caspialosae by
Kurochkin (1964) from shads in the Caspian Sea. The name Pentagramma carolinae (Stossich)
has been used for specimens from the Black Sea region by Koval et al. ( 1973). Pentagramma
Chulkova, 1939, is pre-occupied and has been replaced by Pseudopentagramma Yamaguti, 1971;
but both of these names now become synonyms of Pronoprymna.
There appear to be two known valid species of the genus Pronoprymna. These are:
(I) Pronoprymna petrowi (Layman, 1930) n. comb. [syns. Monorcheides ( ?) petrowi Layman,
1930; Orientophorus petrowi (Layman) Mamaev, Parukhin, Baeva & Oshmarin, 1959; ~ Bacciger petrowi (Layman) Zhukov, 1959; Pentagramma petrou•i (Layman) Margolis &
Ching, 1965; Pseudopentagramma petrowi (Layman) Yamaguti, 1971; Orientoplwrus sarori
Yamaguti, 1942; Faustula sayori (Yamaguti) Yamaguti, 1958]; from various fishes, notablv
clup~ids. from the North Pacific. This species is reviewed hy Margolis & Ching (1965). Sc~ 6/&~0AI, ll/fO
also p. 259).
(2) P. l'entricosa (Rudolphi, 1891) Poche, 1926; type-species
the genus (see below).
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~uhf.unilv diagnosis.
F,·ll,l(li:-tomi,i:u·: H1Nh· rlunJ;.th'. Ceca not
rl'ad1ing to. posterior t>xtn·mity .. \n•talmlum wt·ll de\·dupt·,1. in anterior
half of body. Tt• ... tt·s rn·arly -.,·mmt'lricc1I. mtt•rc t'r,11, JN1!olact"t.,hular. O\·ary
mt•tli.111. post tt·sticul:ir. \' 11t·ll.1ri,1 f'omp.11 t. nnmetrkal. entirely or
m,tinly t>xtract>eal, anfrrr,l.tteral tn tc-...11,,. l ·1,•ru 01xupying whole
hin,lb,,dy.

(,etwric diagnosis.
Ft'llo<iistnm11l,1l' : H,ul\' t•l11ng-~ll' , n•ry ,mall,
with <inmal gland cell._ str11ngl,· dt•\'l'l11pt•cl .llnn~ ,·.,ch ult· "f fur<>hody.
Oral :-urkn suhtt-r111111,tl. pharynx -,111,tll . t·suph.u,:11-. of moderate length,
LL'( a narrow, terminat111g somt' di-.tanct· shnrt 11f l"'stt-rior extremity.
A,t't,tbulum a littlt• larg"n th,lll oral -.uckt·f. ,thout one third of body
h·ngth from antt-ni,r t· xtremit,·. Testt·, 1warl\' ~ymnH'trical, postacetabular . in midJlc third of hod~· just lll<'<hal to l"t•r,t. "irrus puuch anterodon,al to ,tcetabulum. (~l'llll,tl pore 1mm1•di.1td~· po~thifurcal. Ovary
nw<lian. pustequaton,u, po~tk:,ticul.tr. \'1tt'llaria cump,tt·t . apµroximatdy
rl'111form, nnP on c·a,h :-it.le of bod\' l)('t Wl·t·n a,,•talmlum and k~ks, entm,Jy or ma111ly ('xtracecal. l't c ~u ... ,,c<: upying t·ntirt· hindbo<ly : q ..a.~~
~m.ill. Para:--1ti, in marine fisht•s.

Gt•notypc: /'. symmdnca Chulko\'a , 1!)39 (Pl. :3-l, Fig. 4-U) in Caspi-.
alosa caspica; Russia.

Review Qf PnttOINfflntO
Chulkov.1 t-' , 1>1111• ,,.·cl l'nitairaffl...a for thrtt apecifflftla of a trematodt·
from the pylorit c.1t·1 ,1 ut . llosa lus.,/rr, po,,l,ca (Eichwald) ( = Caspialoja
po,,lica) from the Hljt k Se.1, which !lht' nam~ P. sya..ulricu•. Further
records of this trem.uudl' m the type and other hoats from the same area wenpublished by Pol(orl'ltst-va (Bl, Chcrnyshenko . (3), and Sikolaeva (16, 17).
Chulkova assi~netl l'rntcJira'"""' to the family ~teringophoridae ( = Fe! ~
lodistomatidaeJ. ( >n the basis oi ( "hulkova's S(1mt•wh.1t incompletl' ,ll'l"otlllt 111
/'. ,_vmml'/ric11m, Y.rn1 .1guti l4() , < rt \t tl-d tlw ,-,ul.t.1111ih· Pl't1l .11.?.r,1n1111in,1e, c 11nt.1ining nnly J>enlqJ!,''llmma, " ·ith111 thl' Fl'llod1,.,t1111 1a t id .11 .
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Pentag,amma
Fellodistbmatidac .. Body ovoid to elon~.ttt·, sm..ill, non-spined. Conspicuous
dermal gl,mds in forebody. Suckt·rs l->imil.11 s1zt•, cithl'r ..onl' larl{er . Or.ii sucker
tt.-rminal or subterminal. acet,d,ulu111 ,Lt junction of :inh'rior and middk
thirds of body. Preph,1rynx ahst·nt, ph,tn nx sm.tll. Esoph.,~us lon~t·r tha11
pharvnx; caecal fork prcacl't,thul.1r . ( ·,,cca <·xt<'ndini,: posteriorly to ClV,tri.1n
level. Genital pore median, behind c,u.·c.,1 fork. ( 'irrw, !>, ti' indistinct. dors;tl ,
post<'rodorsal or antcro<lors.tl to ,HTt.lliul11111; thin-w.11lt•d, adlwrini,: t lust·h
to bipartite srminal V<'side. Pro,.,t.1tic tells few . Tc·stes s,·111111dric.tl , irnmcdi,,tl'l y !>ost,tn·tabul.tr. (~~ary ~rilobed. posttesticular. Semin,tl receptacle
and .L1Un·r s canal prc.·St·nt. \ ttellaraa two compact m~s. lateral, in acetabulott'st 1cular zone. I "terns tilling ri10st of hindbody. Eggs small. Excretorv vesicle
\'-sh,1pcd or Y-shapl·d with very short stem, arms reaching to or aimost to
ph:1~ynx . P.,r.,siti,· in pylori,· cat·t·a and intestine of marine fishes.
I ype sp,·cies: P.
'hulkova, t •H~.
Othrrspuies: I'. pn,ou,, tl..ayman, 1930) n. E8R1h. MAllt;o1.1.s ,.Ml C11 1A1t;,i'u~s-
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The species of Prntagramm<1 .,h,o h,,v<' l<m ho~t ~pt•<·itfrity . .•\lthnugh tht·
type species. l'. symml'fruum, has het·11 rc•portt·d tro111 two clost·h rc·L1tcd
clupe,iform families (( ·1u1x-id,1e r<'prt·s..·ntt·d In . I to,,, and Clupcont'l(a, and
Engraulidae reprt>scntt"d bY J•:nJ!.raulisl, I'. pdr'1'W1 h.1:- hl'en lound tn such
diverse orders as Clupciformes t< >smcrid,,e. n·pr<·M•nt<•d hy Osmaus. llypomesus, .\Iallntus, and SpLrincJ11/\ : ~"i,tl111onid.1e, n·prt·l)t'lltt·~ hy Sah-clznus
and Oncorhvnchus; Clupeidac represc.•ntt•d by Clup1•11 1. BL·lomforntt.'s (/frmJrhamphu .\: Hernirh.imphidae), Gad if orn1es tGudus: ( ;,ldi~ac_ I, l~t·rcifnrmcs
(llexagrammos: I Iexagrammid.ie and lfr_m1tr1pta11~ .. I l~·1111tnptend'.tl· 1 , .1.nd
Pleuronertiformes (Liopsetta: Hippoglossidacl. Low mudt•nce and 111tc.-11!i1t~·
of P . petrowi in non-clupeiform tishe-; (30, 43J indicate that such fishes o1n ·
<)nly of minor importance as definitive hosts of this trem·a tode. The principal
hosts appear to be the smaller, pelagic, zooplankton-feeding clupeiforms.
The discontinuous geographical distribution of Pentagramma is, indeed,
interesting. Penta?,ramma symmetricum is known only from the adjoining
Black and Azov Sc-as. whereas the very closely related P. petrO'Wi occurs
,\round the '.\;orth Pacific rim from about 36° ~. latitude on the roast of Japan
(Tsuchiura) to about 66° ~. latitude on the Bering Sea roast of the l '.S.S:R ..
,rnd southward to ,thout 49° '.';. latitude on the coast of British Columbia. \\'c
know of no other helminth genus with a similar distribution. Perhaps Pentagramma ocrurs in other Euro1~an and Arctic wat<'rs, hut has not , ·ct been
reported there.
·
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FELLODISTOMIDAE

Pronoprymna ventricosa (Rudolphi, 1819) Poche, 1926
Distoma vemricosum Rudolphi, 1819.
Apoblema 11entricosum ( Rudolphi) Monticelli, 1893.
Pronopyge ventricosa. (Rudolphi) Odhner, 1911.
Distoma ocreatum (Rudolphi) of Molin ( 1859; 1861)
Apoblema ocreatum (Rudolphi) of Monticelli ( 1891).
Pronopyge ocreata (Rudolphi) of Looss (1899).
Distomum carolinae Stossich, 1888.
Pronopyge carolinae (Stossich) Dollfus, 1968.
Pentagramma carolinae (Stossich) Koval, Paschkevitschute, Boschko, Kovalenko & Stavrovsky, 1973.
Pentaf{ramma swnmctrimm Chulkova, 1919.
Pseudopelllagramma symmetricum (Chulkova) Yamaguti, 1971.
Orientophorus caspia/osae Kurochkin, 1964.
Pseudopentagramma caspialosae (Kurochkin) Yamaguti, 1971.

TYPE-HOST AND LOCALITY. Alosa alosa, Rimini, Italy.
RECORDS

(i) Material studied
(a) From the NE Atlantic
Alosa alosa [pyloric caeca] SW Irish Shelf, Celtic Sea (Dec., 1974). Donated by A. V. Gaevskaja.
BM(NH) 1978.2.22.1-2.
Alosa fa/lax [intestine] River Severn, England (May). Collected by C. R. Kennedy. BM(NH)
1977.10.11.1-20.
- - [?] Scarborough, North Yorkshire, England (Jan., 1978). Collected by D. Whittaker.
BM(NH) 1979.2.14.20-22.
(b) From elsewhere
Alosa pontica [?] Black Sea (1968). Studied for us by A. V. Gaevskaja.
Engraulis encrasicolus [pyloric caeca] Black Sea. Collected by V. M. Nikolaeva. Material of L.
Margolis.
(ii) NE Atlantic records from the literature
Alosa alosa [intestine] Belgian coast. van Beneden (1871 : 69; as Distoma ventricosum, but not
figured or described).
- - [stomach, intestine] River Rhine at Basie, Switzerland. Zschokke (1896: 775; as Distomum
ventricosum, but not figured or described); Hausmann (1897 : 6, 20; as D. ventricosum, but not
figured or described).
Alosa fa/lax [stomach] Belgian coast. van Beneden (1871 : 68; as Distoma ventricosa, figured).
Sprattus sprattus [pyloric caeca, intestine] Belgian coast. van Beneden ( 1871 : 67; as Distoma
ventricosum, but not figured or described).
ASPECTS OF BIOLOGY. Nothing is known of the life-history of this worm. It appears to be a
rdatively common parasite of shads (Alosa spp.) and occurs less commonly in other fishes,
notably other clupeids. It is found in the Mediterranean, Black and Azov Seas, as well as in the
NE Atlantic region, and is said to occur in the South Atlantic and Red Sea (Parukhin, 1975).

•

PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS. Molin (1861 : 209; as Distoma ocreatum); van Beneden (1871 : plate IV.
Fig. 11; as Distoma ventricosum); Stossich (1888: 101; 1889: 26; as Distomum carolinae);
Monticelli ( 189 I : 508, as Apoblema ocreatum); Chulkova ( 1939 : 22; as Pentagramma symmetricum); Nikolaeva (1963: 411; as P. symmetricum); Kurochkin (1964: 166; as Orientophorus
caspialosae); Margolis & Ching (1965 : 391; as P. symmetricum); Naidenova ( 1970 : 95; as P.

symmetricum).
DESCRIPTION (Fig. 15). This description is based upon 33 whole-mounted and 7 sectioned specimens. Our observations have been supplemented by measurements and figures of specimen~
from both the Celtic Sea and Black Sea carried out by Dr Gaevskaja. The worms are ~mall
and have a fusiform outline (Fig. 15a & b); the dimensions are given in Table 11. As far as could
be ascertained the surface of the body is smooth and does not bear spines. The subterminal,
globular oral sucker is usually slightly smaller than the globular ventral sucker, which is present
just inside the anterior half of the worm. There is a short prepharynx, a small, oval pharynx and a
Fig. JS Pronoprymna ventricosa: (a) specimen from Celtic Sea; (b) specimen from River Severn;
(c) cirrus-sac; (d) diagram of female proximal genitalia and part of excretory system. Bar scale:
a, b=0·5 mm.
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distinct o.!sophagus, which is longer than the pharynx. The caecal bifurcation occurs in the
posterior forebody, and the narrow caeca reach back dorso-laterally to just beyond the testes
where they end blindly.
The excrerory pore is terminal. It leads into a vesicle which is essentially 'V'-shaped, although it
has a short, narrow stern. The arms reach into the forebody to about the level of the oesophagus.
The irregularly oval to globular testes lie symmetrically in the anterior half of the hindbody.
The vasa efferentia enter the cirrus-sac separately, but close together, The cirrus-sac is elongate
oval, lying dorsally or dorso-laterally to the ventral sucker. Its thin wall adheres closely to the•
surface of a large, internal, bipartite seminal vesicle, the posterior part of which is usually the
larger ( Fig. 15c). The pars prostatica is short, difficult to differentiate, in fact it is almost nonexistent, and there are a few external gland-cells. The ejaculatory duct is also short, and we found
no evidence that a cirrus is formed, as occurs in Bacciger. The ejaculatory duct opens into the
base of a long, narrow genital atrium (Fig. 15c); some authors have regarded this as part of th~
ejaculatory duct. The genital pore opens just anteriorly to the ventral sucker, and is more or less
median, although it may be displaced slightly in some specimens.
The 01 ary lies in the median line just posterior to the testes. It is trilobed, although the lobes
may be somewhat irregular and the lobation is often not clearly visible in poorly preserwd
material, or the whole ovary may be obscured by eggs. The short oviduct leaves the ovary
ventrally and almost immediately receives Laurer's canal (Fig. 15d) and the common vitelline
duct. The proximal region of Laurer's canal is dilated to form a canalicular seminal receptacle
1

posterior to the ovary. It then continues posteriorly dorsal to the uterine field, before op~ni ng
to the exterior on the dorsal surface close to the posterior extremity. There is no uterine seminal
receptacle. The uterus fills most of the hindbody posterior to the testes and contains nurnerou5
operculate eggs. It is not possible to discern how the uterus coils, but the narrow distal region
passes anteriorly between the testes and dorsal or dorsolateral to the ventral sucker, and unites
with the ejaculatory duct at the base of the narrow genital atrium (Fig. 15c). The rit<'llori11111
consists of two symmetrical masses of tightly packed follicles, lying laterally or postero-latcrally
to the ventral sucker. Occasionally the follicles are dispersed, and more often only on one side:
this effect occurs much more frequently in poorly preserved material. The thick main vitelline
collecting ducts form a conspicuous 'V'-shaped structure in the middle of the body, the ducts
meeting ventrally or antero-ventrally to the ovary to form a distinct vitelline reservoir of variable
size (Fig. 15b & d). This reservoir is the dilated common vitelline duct.
DISCUSSION. The description above agrees closely with that of Margolis & Ching ( 1965) except
for the interpretation of the terminal genitalia. The latter authors, when describing Pe11tagra111111a
petro1ri, considered that the ejaculatory duct is long and thin, did not apparently detect the union
with the uterus at the base of the genital atrium, and thus seem to have confused the ejaculatory
duct and the genital atrium. The early descriptions of Monticelli (1891) and Stossich (1889)
show minor discrepancies with ours, but we have little doubt that these descriptions refer to the
same species. The length of the caeca shown in the figures of these two workers is rather puzzling;

but, as in all of our whole-mounts the posterior extent of the caeca is obscured by eggs, it is likely
that Monticelli and Stossich misinterpreted these structures. In some of the early descriptions,
and in Looss' (1899) definition of Pronopyge, a small, button-shaped ecsoma is referred to; but an
examination of the figures of Molin (1861) and Monticelli (1891) suggest that this is nothing more
than a small protrusion surrounding the excretory pore: such a protrusion is visible in a number
of the specimens from the Celtic Sea which we have examined.
Pronoprymna petrowi (Layman, 1930) is similar to P. ventricosa. Margolis & Ching (1965)
cite three distinguishing features: sucker-ratio, position and shape of oral sucker, and position of
seminal vesicle relative to ventral sucker. The combination of these three features, particularly
the first two, would appear to constitute, at the present time, sufficient reason for recognizing
both species although it is apparent that well-preserved specimens of the two species have not
been compared in detail. Margolis & Ching suggested that there is a discontinuous distribution
in the genus, with P. ventricosa in the Black and Azov Seas and P. petrowi in northern Pacific
waters. The reports of P. ventricosa in the Mediterranean Sea and northeast Atlantic (see above),
the Red Sea and South Atlantic (Parukhin, 1975), and of P. petrowi in the Black Sea (Naidenova,
1974) and Indian waters (Madhavi, 1975), questionable thoughsorne of these records are, decrease
the likelihood that geographical isolation actually occurs.
Distoma catervarium Looss, 1896, for which Yarnaguti (1971) erected the genus Walliniella,
from the intestine of Alosa fa/lax at Cairo, is superficially similar to P. ventricosa and comes from
one of its normal hosts. These parasites were, according to Looss ( 1896), poorly preserved, and it
is possible, therefore, that certain of the features were misinterpreted. The supposedly postovarian testes, however, preclude our adding this name to the synonymy of P. ventricosa.
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FELLODISTOMIDAE
Pronoprymna ventricosa (Rudolphi, 1819) Poche, 1926

(continued)

Orotrema pontica Pigulewsky, 1938, from the intestine of Engraulis encrasico/us in the Black
Sea, is also morphologically similar to P. ventricosa. It differs, however, from specimens of P.
rentricosa, which we have examined from the same host in the Black Sea, in that it apparently
possesses a dispersed, follicular vitellarium not extending into the hindbody, a submedian genital
pore, and oval ovary and no distinct oesophagus. This species has been discussed on pages 233
and 254.

Table 11

Dimensions of Pronoprymna ventricosa from the present material and from the literature

Authority
Name used
Host
Locality
Length (mm)
Breadth (mm)
Length : forebody
ratio
Oral sucker (mm)
Ventral sucker (mm)
Sucker-ratio
Pharynx (mm)
Oesophagus (mm)
Cirrus-sac (mm)
Testes (mm)
Ovary (mm)
Eggs (µm)

Margolis &
Ching (1965)*
Pe11tagramma
s.1·mmetrlc11m
£11graulis
e11crasicolus
Black Sea
0·41 - 0·94
0·17- 0·32
1 : 0·26-0·3 I

Gaevskaja
(in litt.)
Pe11tagramma
s.1·mmetric11m
Alosa
pontica
Black Sea
1·02- 1·56
0·34- 0·36
(I : 0·30)

Present
material
Pro11oprym11a
11e11trico.1·a
Alosa
Jill/ax
River Severn
I ·24- 1·80
0·40- 0·74
1 : 0· 24- 0· 30

a/osa
Celtic Sea
I ·30- 1·66
0·51 - 0·67
I : 0·25-0·27

Present
material
Pronoprymna
ventricosa
Alosa
Jal/ax
Scarborough
I ·3- 1·4
0·43- 0·48
I : 0·25-0·27

0·071-0·094;
0·09-0·10 X
0·08- 0·10
0·09- 0·12;
0·09- 0·14 x
0· 10- 0·12
I : 1·1-1·25
0·039 ;,,
0·029-0·039
0·026- 0·030

0·13-0·15 X
0·15-0·16

0·13- 0·20 /
0·15-0·17

0·12- 0·17 /
0·14- 0·18

0·11 - 0·15 , ,
0· 14-0· 16

0· 18- 0·20 >-..
0·18- 0·20

0· 13- 0·23 .,
0·14- 0·24

0· 15- 0·25 /
0· 17- 0·23

0·16- 0· 18 /
0· 14-0·20

( I : I ·5)
0·059 / 0·05 I
0·046-0·059

I : 0·9- 1·3
0·055- 0·060 ,,,
0·060-0·077
0·13- 0·15

0·071 0· 15 ·
0·066- 0·1 I
0·075- 0· I 3;
0·13 0·12
20- 32 , 14- 18

0· 11 0·16 ·
0·081 - 0·12
0·16 ,·.
0 · 12 0·15
27 , 14

0· 18
0· 13- 0· 15

I : I ·02- 1·20
0·07- 0·10 /
0·06- 0·07
0·10- 0·13
0· 14-0·23 ,,,
0·05- 0·07
0·20 0·29 ,·
0·17- 0·21

I : 1- 1·25
0·05-0·08 /
0·05- 0·06
0·06- 0·07
0· 18- 0·25 , ,
0·05- 0·07
0· 17 0·22 ·
0· 10- 0· 17

26- 33 ,,, 16- 18

27- 30 / 16- 18

23- 28 ,,, 16- 18

Present
material
Pro11oprymna
11e11tricosa
A!O.\'{I

* These data include our measurements of Margolis' material.
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Fe llodistom~tidae

CHULKOVA, .t 939
tFigs. 7, 8, 14)
In the original description of the type species Chulkova (4) did uot 111 e nt1c,11
a cirrus sac or a seminal receptacle. Examination· of specimens collecte<l 11,
Dr.\·. !\1. :'\ikolaeva from Engraulis enrrasicholus from the Black Sea reve,dc·rl
that a thin-walled cirrus sac is present. It adheres closely to, and is largeh
filled by, the bipartite semin.11 vesicle, and contains a few prostatic cdl -.
(Figs. 7, 8). .-\ seminal rcceptade lies ventral to the posterior portion of th e·
ovary (Fig. 7).
:'\ikolaeva tl 7) briefly desnihed and gave measurements of P. symmetricum
from Engraulis encrasicho/us ponticus. Presumably the specimens she sen t
us are part of the collection on whit·h her measurements were made ..-\s sh<
noted, the specimens from f:,.graulis are somewhat smaller than those re
covered from Alosa by Chulkova. This size difference undoubtedly accountc.
for the fact that the uv.iry in Chulkov..1's illustration is well separated from
the testes, but in the spt•l·i111t·n~ from t,,rgruu/ij it is immediately posttesticular
in fact, the antf'rior llljrgin of tht' ov.ar~ reacht-s slightly anterior to the posterior margin of the teste~ . ( ' hulkova statt-d th..tt the ovary was iri-egulctrh
lobed and her illustr.1tion i1u.lit ates three or four lobes. I\ikolaeva's ( 1i ·
, descri1>tion and our own obM"n .it1om, 1 l- iK, 7) point to a basically three-lobe<l
ovary.
In Table 111 a comp.ui-.cm 1s llladt> of till' 111 t·, t. l1rt· 111t-nh Kivf'n hy Chulko,·.1
(4) and ~ikolat-va 117 1 \\1th our o \\ll from tht· Bl.,d,. "it-.l specimens fro lll
E11iraulis.

1. Pentagramma symmetricum
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COMA.

9 I~ ,

S,·n.: .\fo•ortlsetdr.\(? 1 pt'lrow1 Lt) 111,rn, I IJJO . <J,,,.,.lop•o,us sayori Yamaguti
1942: ~austula sayorz 1\'.1nugut1 , I q•1 , \'.un,,"uti, 1958; Orientophoru
prt,owi (La) 111.111, 1930 1 \1dm.tt•v d ,,/ , 195'>, Bacoir, ptt,owi (Lavman
1930) Zhul.:11\', 1'>5 1J,
.

Rn,iew of T axonom v
This. species "..t~ initi,1lly desail>t-<J l,y La, m.tn ( 10) as Mo#o.,cheides( ,
Ptlrowi from two specimens from (h,nt1rtn- rpnlanus dentex Steindachnt:r
caught in Pt'tcr the Creal Hay on the Japan St-a coast of the l 1 .S.S.R. Th ,
assi~nment to .llononhl'ldt·s was made with rescr\',ttions ,Hld Li) 111.111 n,,tt-d
that possibly it hdon~ed to a new ~enus.
·:\tun.Lt'\" fl al. (11 J condu<lc<l flut JI. prtrow1 w.1s identical ,,ith On1'11 f, 1
phorus .~oyor1 \'amahuti, 1942 which W,\s described from Jlem1rl111m/1/i 11·
sajori Tt•mminck ,ind SchlcKcl from Japan. They n·cogni,wd that tht• ..,Pl''"' ...
\\as not a mt>mher of .\lononhl'idt•s because of I he abst.·ncc of a spined 11w1 r.i
term and the pos!¾.•ssion of a posttesticular ov.1n, ,tnd trans_lnr<>d ,t t11
Orientophorus as 0. petrou1i {Layman, 1930). Other reasons for cxduding th i
specit•s from .\Jonorcht•idn arc the! ahst•ncc of bod, spines and of ,\ sp11wd
cirrus. The only ditlci:-t.•ncc th,\t \l.un.u·v el al. could detect betWt'<'ll 1111
description · and illustration of .\/. pl'l,owz .rnd 1ho.;e of O.· sayon was 1'11
round o\·arv in the fornwr ,md tht• trilobt•d o,·.1n· Ill the latter. Although im mature s~imensl'ollt."·ted hy \l.unat•v e/ al. from Sdt·cltntH ma/ma (\\'alb.tum j
from the east coast of tht· Kamch.,tk,l P(>ninsul.l of tht• Far Eastern {1.S.S.H. .
had trilobed ovaries. tht• loh.ation in some t ,lst'S "',ls we..tkly demarc.1t<>d, <.;n
that the differenct• was not runsi<krt-d important.
Yama~uti (40) introdun·d .tnotllt'r n.une for this sµerit."s when ht.: synon, mized O,irnlophoru .( S1iv,Hol,l\',1, 19.4.5 with fiiu,tula PO(·he, 1926, which h•·
placed in the Fl'lludist11111.1ti,lat• . 1 e>,irnlopho,us w1yori Ul'."C:ame Fau.,tula sayori
(Yamaguti, 19421 \',1111,ll(Utt, tt)SK.
Zhukov {43J 2 translt>rrt-tt .\/ . prtrt1W1 to Baa,ge, on the hasis of his collection
from fishes, espe<"i,,lh 1/vf••••rJu, ol,du ., , from tlw \'ic·inity of Shikotan lsl,md .
South Kurile lst.1ncls \lthnu~h Skrj,ahin .tnd Koval (19 J cited Zhukov':,
transfer from hi!I 1'1$,J tht•si:-., th,·,· did not indudl' this specit·s in their rcvi(·,,
o{ Baccige,. Earlit·r, Sohul,·, l .H J lud r..t.1i1u·d l..1, 111,rn's spt.•t:ies in Monor
cluides, a wholly untt>n,,hlt' dt."t·ision. Hvkhovsk,,ya-P,,vlovskaya el al. ( 1
used the binonwn ( lr1,·ntoplw,u ., pt'l,uwz ti .. 1, rn .111, 19.40 I .mcl listt-d Ba(I igr,
#)elruun (l.aym.tn, llJ.IU1 Zhuko\' , 1'>60 ,ts., synurl\ 111 .

Description nf .Rrt/t\h ColumhtcJ Spn l#Jt'N.5
Mc•.15ur~mt·11ts ,trt· h..tst·d on 20 sli~hth fl,lth·th·d 111.1tun· sr)(·1·inwns rt>c·oven:d
from Jlypor,u-,o p,rtw,u~ 1t ~ir .1rd) ,&11d Sp,nntl,u, d1 !,Jlu\ S. hultz and Ch,tp•
man, and art' in 111,lhrnt·tt•r?J, t.:Xl t·pt for

l'l(I(~

"'hi, h .,, t· 111 111inons; nw,111

values clfl' in p,lrt·nlht·St·:-.
a. Ge,r"al ,Jppr1J,,m, t

Bod\' 11\'0l(J in !',Ol.lll ~pt·t i11lt'11,, dolll'clk in l.1q~e1
, nes. len~th ti h \ to 1.-':i , I 1-i \\',dth ,tt lt·wl 111 K•111,,d!'I II. 1<> to 0.54 (0.37 )
Forchody !lhort, O.ll to ll~'J (ll .W •, with nurnt·rou!', ~I.and cells opcninK ,ll
urf,11 ·t•. <"utid,· thin ,111d d,·li, .lit', hnt•h- wrinkl,·d .11 ,111krior t>nd . ~o ~pint•~
pres.;·nt.
b. Sudu,, ,uzJ ,/,11,, llt"t' ,v,lotl ()1,1I blllkt.'f tt-rn1i1ul. \\l',tkly lllllS('Ul.11 .
yphoid, oftt•n .,..p.11.iti·d 110111 n·11t oi ho,!\ I,~ ,onstri,·te<l Ol·rk region
t1ansvt•rse di.11111·1t-r II.I-! l11 II . lb (0.1H, . l't'l,1hulum at junction of .mteriu1
and middle thirdi. n{ hod~, tr.tll!t\l'r~· di.t11u.·1t-r O. U to 0.18 l0,16J. Ratio o t
1Skrjabin ( lH still n·•·•tt,C1111t"fl th,· f.11r11h ~.111~1ulul,11 1',11 lw, l'Hf>. and "t1prat,1111ilial c,11,
includrng a ·p,1r.11r ord .. r FJ11,.t11l11i.J , 1111 f',110l11./11 t, • .,.,,,., ( :\l,11 Callum, 19181 J•.,, h,
1926 Thi tll tion i~ un~ Jrr,rntecl 111 , 11•~ ,,I l'ri, 1-' :, 1 H J • .. rr, .. 11011" o{ tht· original dt>st'rip1in 1,
of F 1,,1o11>11i.
·
'In thi paper Ha rur.,, pttrt1t11i d.,1~ 111J11. l'HO, ~ .,, :,,l ,lll·<I 111 l1l' a n<'w ,·0111bi11atioll , bu
c&Ctually it apJJear~d 111 a publil,Uiou t,y lht· .111u· .1111h111 /.hukm ~.! , ) ih th~· prn'tous \ l 1'
l{Orie,i,
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oral sucker to acetabulum t :0. 71 to 1 ·t .O" (I ·O. ~i 1. l'h.,n n, 11,11it1, 11.04
to 0.078 by 0.039 to 0.058 (0.061 l1\' 0.0461. F.imph.1i,:11• 1,·nli(th II . Ct45· t•
0.15 (0.080). Caeca terminating pa t the po!!tt•rinr rrl..:t• 11f t,, It·•. r t.-ndin
more than half of ~ody length.
c. ReproductifJI' syslem.-- Genilcll por<• irnnt('(li.1trlv .111tnirn 111 ,u rt.1lmh111
inconspicuous. Cirrus sac. thin-•·,1IIKI. adh.-rinK dniwh 111 •·min.ti vr!-id,
difficult to see best viewed at .-ont11tric-ti,m nf ,·e•i1 I•· ' Fit.! . 11 "'ie·111111.1I , 1·s1d•
bipartite. dor~,I to acet.1hulum. ma, rdt·nd t!1· 11 11d 11-. 1'""1"11"1 111.1rci1
1
sometimes displacN:I and eli,chtl\' ,t -tf'r<Jffor~al tn 1t..i .,li11l11111 1 11.-.1.,1..- n·II
scarce, near anterior tip of !llf'flli ,1 v<•~idt' Fj,,, 11l.1ton d11c t 11111~. 11,trnrn
delicate (Fig. l l ). Testf'l4 rou hiv ' nv,11, po~t.l<·t•t.1h11l.1r. , 11111wt1 ic .1I. 0 . 1
to 0.29 bv 0.085 to 0.20 O. lf h: 0. U). Ov,1n 1rilnlH·d l,11t 111.t, .tppt·.1.
irregular in outline dt>f>t·rKfin~ o n an~lt> from wlt11 h 11 1-. , 11·" '"I. medi.tn
slightly posterior tote-st~.010 toO.tS h\' O.OS5 ,., 11.?I t0141"· 11 U t. S..·111in,t l
receptacle small .uut p~riform. a r i,.;inli( from Rt>rm1d11c t \'t•11t1.1! lf1 n,·.try. nar
rowing to form l..um·r'!-1 c·,tnal p~t<'riorly . Lm1n·r·._ , .,n.d l,,nlt.!. \\111ding t ,
posterior end of hody, often turninl{ antf>rimh lit fnl( · 111•·11111..: dor~tll\'
Vitellaria p.,irrd romp.td masM's, mainh <'xtr.,, .w, .d. 111 ·" 1·t.1h11lo-t1•sti,·ul.u
area, not extrnding .rntt-rior to midrll<' of an·t.1h11l1111 1 n . 11 ton 21 t,, 0 . 057
to 0.11. \"itelline duds joining to form commo11 d1H t 1:~~" 11um<•11111-.. completel)· filling posttt"stic-ular ,trea. 2.l ]J h, 13 21: nw.tn ~11<' t 11w.1-.un•d fro111
about to eggs) in t>ach of 20 specim<'ns. 26- 2() t,, 14 I" . \h-tr.,t<'rm thin walled, uniting with t'jaculatory duct at genital port• .
d. F.xcrrtory 1ydrm (Fig. 12). Exnetor\' hl.Hhlc.•r '"'" ~hort '-h'lll .•dmost
V-shaped. arms f'Xft>ndinl{ anterior to c,tecal fc>rk . m .l\ rt· .u h pll.lr~ n~ . Initial
branches t·iliatf'd, A.amt" cell fOf'mula from 1111111.,tur(' s1'K-.111wn,. 1(1.l + J )
(3)).
e. /mmalu~t .1/Jf'n,,,ens. Rcxly mort' often ovoid th.tn d111q,:,,tt'. ch .d -.ucker
scyphoid. frequt:"ntly supportt>d t)\ con~trict«·d 1wck n·i,:,nn \ct'l.1hulum al
mid,body. Gonads OffllJ)yini,t JMl'i:tninr h.,lf .of hody, .11l t·q11.d 1n "'"'' Tl'Sk:-.
symmetrical; ovary medi.rn. trilnlwrl. -.lil(hth· po-.tt•rior to tt',h'" \'itdlari,L
.compact. not t>xtt-mfing anttrior to mid-.w4'1,1h11l11111 ( ·,rru, ... u· ,lll 1,,·oid ma~s
containing div.i dt·d ~min.ii Vt-side.
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Fe l lodi stomot i0a e

Pentav,ramma petr ow i

(.Lia;yman , 1 930 ) Margol i s and Chin , 1 96 5

( continued f rom prc c cdin~ pa~e )

Occurrenu in Brilzsh Columbi<i and I fa ,lt,t
. In British Colu111hi.1 P . pl'trmt•, h,1s ll\·t.·n fnund in llyf>"'"o11., pr,·tio.rns.
silver smC'lt; C/upea pallaH, P.11 ilt< lwrrin1<: Spirin,hu~ d1fot1n, long-tinned
smelt; and Jfa/lolu ., t•illorns (\hillt·r . 1 .q>C'lin T.,hlt• I\. !'>l11m~ tlw fn·qut·nn·
and intensity of p,1r,1sitis111 in thcS4.· hosts from thl' ~.111.1i1110 .111d ,·.mn>U\'f.:r
areas. '.\:ot included in this table bet ,lUse of l,ll k of d,11.1 .1n· r,•cords irorn
juvenile C. pallasi from the lower e.1st .rnd west co,1sts of \ , 111< nun·r lsl.rnd
In :\laska we have found 2 matun· spccinw11s i11 mu· pink s.d111on. Ontorhynclws gorbiorha (\\'albaum ), fr,>m h:ing Cm·1• . .\lask.1 l'eninsul.1. an<l 1 23
imm.1ture specimens in six s<l<'kl', t· salmon. On, orhvnc-/,u ~ ncrlm l \\',1lh.111m 1
from Bristol Bay. These few records of l'. petrowi in l'acitic s.11111011 resultt'lj
from examin;:itions of ,1hout 11,000 sot keye ,1nrl 2000 pink c;almon collt•1 ·tt>rl
throuRhout the :'\orth P.u:ifi(' region. The low incidl'nce of tht.· p.ira~itc i11
these two s~\lmon species .i:n dicates the unimportant role of these tislw~ ,\-; ho~ts
of P. Pf'lrou"l.
;:,
t

In all c:aaea P. f>d,tnbi was found in the pyloric ,·a('(·a or intestine.

Discturimt
From the foregoing it appean that one and tht- Mmf' ~1w-cif't1 of trematod
from fishes taken in waten adjacent to the n<,rthwt"!ltPrn ~orth Pacific Ocea n
haa been given eeveral different nama. Our &IJ"('imPn• fmm Hritish Columbi.i
also belong to thia apeciee. They are ldentkal with th":!'fM'f'illlf'!}S of Bacrigt',
f'd,m from Hy/Hn'"JMS oli4,u and Clu,ta fHJlla,i r _ C. '1nm,gu.i pa/las,
obtained from. Dr. Zhukov. Specimen• of 0 ..,ayo,i v, t•r~unavail,,ble for com •
parison, but Dr. S. Yamaguti examined tome of our m,itarttNi fll)l"('imens and

found them to agree exactly with hi■ deec:ription of O u1.wwr'. Yamaguti (38 )
deacribtid minute apinea aa occurrin1 on 0 . .,a_yo,r, • ·hprf'at1 in our British
Columbia material we did not find body 1pinH. hut only a fine wrinkling of
the cuticle which may give the appearance of defo·.,te IIJlinH. We assume that ·
,pines are not prearnt on Yamaguti'11pecimen1 of t> ,11.wwi.
Of the various -de.criptions and illu1trationt1 th ,1t han bttn published, .
only tho. of 0. Jayori 1ive detail■ of the male t~rminal Kf'nitalia and of the
excretory veeicle. Yamaguti (38) deecribNt and illuatrated a thin-walled
cirrus sac cloaely adhering to a bipartite wminal vnide and containing a
few proatatic cella and a ■imple e_jaculatory duct, a1 has been obeerved in
our ■pecimen■. The excretory ve11icle was \' -■haped or Y -shaped with a very
short item, and the arm1 extended forward to thf' pharynx; this is identical
with the condition in the British Columbia matrri.11.
The apecific name of the apeciet1 undff < ont1idffation must be petrowi
since it takes prN"edence, by date priority, over ia_vor,. but this tre~atode is
not a member of any of the three genera to • ·hich it has been assigned.
Yamaguti (40), ~lamaev ti al. (tt), and Zhukov 1U1 have already stated that
it does not beloni to ,t,/tnUWcltn#ks. It i■ not a memher of Faustula ( = Oriento1>lwrws) becauw the ovary i■ basically trilobNJ instead of multilobed; the
aeminal vesicle is bipartite rather than tubular and sinuous; the cirrus sac
is inconspicuous and contain■ few pr011tati<' cells instead of being prominent
with abundant &land <'ells; and the vitell.ari,l are compact maues instead of
more or less diacretely spread follidn. ~or dON it belong to Bacciger because
of the abeence of body 1pinea, the poaeeNion of .m inrnnspicuous instead of a
well-developed ,· irru■ sac containing ft-w ratht-r than abundant prostatic
cells, the poettesticular rather than intertNticular ovary, and .the vitellaria
consisting of two compact ma...-. compared to two dusters of large follicles.
From our studies of Sfl("f'inwns of PenlaKra,nma symmetricum from tht·
Black Sea, it is rvident that />,t,O'Wi 1hould be placed in Ptntagramma as
P. Pftrou>i (l .. l\·m.rn, 1930) n. comb., with thf" synonyms as listed above.
,C~/1'1

/Y).11,et;eJ.t.lf ,;IMl'l)

C'Jo,I~ {t,~.S)

Pentagramma petrow1 (Layman, 1930)
syn. Orientophorus sayori Yamaguti,1942
Size 0.57 to 0.82 by 0.21 to 0.33 mm.; truncated anteriorly
Cuticula spined
Oral sucker 0.096 to 0.2 wide
Acetabulum 0.096 to 0.150 wide
Sucker ratio:
subequal
Esophagus slender, 50 to 80 u long; ceca running between
vitellaria and testes ending slightly behind latter in
middle third of body
Testes ovoid, slightly asymmetrical behind acetabulum,
ventromedial to ceca.
Cirrus sac from left side of right testis to genital pore,
containing a distended seminal vesicle constricted into
two unequal portions, a short but distinct pars prostatica,
and a simple ductus ejact.
~enital pore median immediately preacetabular.
Ovary divided into three oval lobes, median or slightly to
the left at posterior end of middle third.
Seminal rec. retort-shaped, obliquely backward from ovary.
Uterus filling most of posticular space.
Eggs 27 to 32 by 18 to 20 u.
Vitelline follicles small, forming a compact mass, anterolateral
to testes, not reaching beyond anterior margin of acetabulum.
Ex~retory vesicle V- or Y-shaped arms reaching forward to the
pharynx.
Host: Hyporhamphus sayori
Japan; Tutiura
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Fellodistomidae

Protomonascus ~ - Tl,u/,,.

::>iagnosis

1

/'l'T3

Fellodistomidae: Monascinae. Body elongate,
,ubcylindrical, nonspinous. Oral sucker with longi11dinal opening. Prepharynx and esophagus short,
ntestinal bifurcation preacetabular; ceca two,
·nding blindly near posterior extremity, Genital
)Ore preacetabular, slightly to left. Cirrus sac pyri:om1, containing coiled seminal vesicle, numerous
:)l'ostate gl .. nd cells, long tubular pars prostatica,
md cirrus. Testes two, diagonal. Ovary lobed,
prdcsticular. medial or slightly to right. Laurer's
canal present. Vitellaria follicular, in lateral fields
·.:onfincd to hinclbody, not reaching posterior extremity. Ut1'rus extensive, filling most of hindbocly.
Excretory vesicle Y-shaped, with anm reaching
,ices of oral sucker. Parasites of marine fishes.
Type and only species:

JJunng _1anua1y HJ72, Professor O1var Nyli<'lin examined five specimens of the teleost,

F,/ops scncgalcnsis Regan, 1909, from the fish
•narkct in Bathurst, Gambia. At the openings
1f the pyloric ceca in three of the fishes, he
:ouud one, three, and seven specimens of a
ligcnean, ,vhich he presented to the writer
:or examination. The worms had hecn fixed
n 4% formaldehyde solution and stored in
,en., alcohol. Four whole mounts were stained
.~:ith :\laver's carmalurn and two specimens
.v(•re sectioned and stained with Heidenhaill·s
1zan. Figures were drawn with the aid of a
:amera lucida and measurements are in mi:rons unless othe1wise specified.

collecl

Tlw wonns were taken trom openings of the pyloric ceca of Elnps senegalensis
on the Gambian coast. Pmtomonasc11s is chara<'t('rizi>d by an or:11 \ucker with a longitudinal opening,
coiled st>minal vesiclf', a long pars prostatica, diagonal testes, and a trilobed O\'ary, The genus
semhles l\lonasc11s, from which it differs primarily in having 2 intestinal ceca ending blindly, tht
pyriforn, cirrus sac with coiled seminal vesicle, and the long pars prostatica. The new gl·nus is placet)
in the subfamily ~fonascinae within the family Fellodistomidae.
·
ABSTRACT:
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Felciodistomidae

Protomonascus nyl>ef1n,
(Figs. 1, 2)

.......--T~u \, 1\ \q 'r 3
'

Description (based on 6 specimens)

o:

With characters
the genus. Body tapering
posteriorly more than anteriorly, 3.31 to 11.00 mm
long by 0.905 to 2.030 mm wide at level between
ovary and anterior testis. Oral sucker subtem1inal,
620 long by 450 wide in largest specimen. Acetabulmn ~pherical, 270 to 320 in diameter, approximately h body length from anterior extremity.
Ratio of sucker lengths I : 0.14 to 0.53. Prepharym
,·ery short; pharynx 260 to 300 long by 260 to 270
wide; esophagus half length of pharynx, ceca extend
almost to posterior end of body. Test('<; round to
oval, smooth, about ½ body length from posterior
end, anterior testis to left with uterus and excretory
vesicle to right. Anterior testis 189 to 380 long
by 216 to 3R0 "iJe; posterior t<'stis 200 to 410
lung hy 227 tu 4:20 \\,·ide. Vasa efferentia extending
antt>riacl tu posterior t·rHl of cirrus sac. No vas
deferens seen. Cirrus sac overlapping left border
of acetahulum, 540 long by 238 wide in largest
specimen; posterior third occupied by coiled seminal vesicle; pars prostatica about 1 ~ as long u
cim1s sac, followed by short, muscular cirnts;
prostate cells numerous, filling most of remaining
space in cirrus sac. Genital atrium small. Ovary
trilobed, slightly smaller than testes, pretesticular,
medial or to right, just posterior to body midlevel.
Laurer's canal and well-developed .Mehlis' gland
immediately preovarian and slightly to left. Uterus
fills intercecal space from level of acetabulum to
posterior end of body. l\fetraterm ascending out..
side along postcrornntral side of cirrus sac, opening
into genital atrium immediately posterior to cirrus
opening. Vitelline follicles in lateral fields frOIJI,
posterior margin of acetalmlum to region of testcVitelline reservoir preovarian. Eggs numero~
oval, yellowish-brown, 47 to 54 by 20 to 25. Exi,.
cretory vesicle \vith stem dividing between test~
and ovary; anns t:rossing ceca in acetabular regio~
each dividing slightly posterior to intt'stinal biful"~
<·ation to form a \entral branch ending blindlyj
·_midlevel of oral sucker and a dorsal one end· · ·
blindly at anterior extremity of body.
·
Ten-pounder, Elops sencgalensis

~;st:

Travassos et al. ( 1965) proposed th<' famil
:\Jo11ascidae "'ith on<> subfamily \fouascina
Dollfus, 19-17, and \lonascus as the ouly genm
HowC'ver, the 11('\\. genus Proton1011ascus ma:
make the status of \lonascidat• questionable
The main argu1ne11t not to plact· Protomo1iascu
in the subfamily !\Iona.scinac according t,
Yamaguti's ( J 958) diagnosis is the: difference
in the digesti\'e system. The author's opinio1
is that a subfamily could contain two gener.
with differences in the digcstiYe system anc
the proposal of a new subfamily at presen
does not seem to he warranted. Profomonascu
11ybelini gen. et sp. n. is included in the sub
f.unih .\1v11ac;ci11ac \\ 1l hin Ill<' slill \'alid famil,
Fellodistomidae.
·
The name Pmtomonascus ( protos: first
before; monasc11s: one cecum) reflects th,
author's opinion that the new genus is mos
closely related to Monascus, but is less modi
ficd, retaining the two C'<'Ca characteristic o,
other Fellodistomidae. The specific nam,
11ybclini is given in honor of Professor Orval
Nyhelin of the Natural History :\luscum, Goth,
cnhurg, Sweden. I am indebted to him foi
donating the specimens and for his advic(
during this investigation, and to Dr. Ken :\[acKenzie, ~larine Laborato1y, Ahercleen, Scot•
land, for help ,vith the English.

RegJ~.,

19

Habitat: lnt<·stine at openings of pyloric ceca. ·
Locality: Coast of Gambia, \Vest Africa.
Type speci111en1;: Depo~ited in Natmal Hist
Museum, Gothenburg, Sweden: Trem. 1486-149
DISCUSSION

Prof.omonascus nybelini has the characters
of the fomih- Fellodistomirhc. The longitudinal
opening of the oral sucker and the distribution
of the vitelline follicles suggest a close relationship to the genus Monascus Looss, 1907. How<'ver, it differs from this genus in having two
intestinal ceca, a pyriform cirrus sac with
coiled seminal vesicle, a long pars prostatica,
and a trilobed ovary. Other main differences
are the diagona.llv sit@ted testes. the :mtPrior
branching of the excretory canals, the
body, and longer eggs.
The Cl'C'a ending blindly near the post
end of P. nybdini lllay indicate that P
mo11ascus 1-; a more primitive genus
,\lmwscus with a ~ingk cecum opening i
the excretory , t'siclc near the excretory po._
Orw s1wcie-., .\ I. ,,. loi Travas,os, Freitas, ari
Buhrnlr<·irn, J96,5, has a lobed ovary as in I
nuhdini. hut thP remainillg four sp<'cies o
Mm,ascus have oval or spherical ovarie~.
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FELLODISTOMIDAE

Genus PRUDHOEUS gtm.

REW.

F3RJJY

AND

G!BS01'J1

J'liO

Body small, elongate oval. Body-surface smooth. Oral sucker globular; subterminal.
Ventral sucker transversely oval; much larger than oral sucker; inside anterior half of body.
Hindbody longer in mature specimens than in immature worms. Prepharynx small. Pharynx oval,
well developed. Oesophagus short. Intestinal bifurcation near middle of forebody; caeca end
blindly close to posterior extremity. Testes two; irregularly rounded to oval; more or less
symmetrical in anterior hind body; post-ovarian. Cirrus-sac oval; containing bipartite seminal
vesicle, wide pars prostatica with external gland-cells and filamentous lining, and well-developed
ejaculatory duct [wide and diverticulate in other members of subfamily]. Well-developed cirrus
often present. Genital atrium present; shallow. Genital pore ventrally submedian, sinistral; at
about level of intestinal bifurcation; may be wide when cirrus everted. Spermatophores may be
present. Ovary trilobed; anterior to right testis or approximately median. Laurer's canal and
uterine seminal receptacle present. Uterus mainly post-testicular; reaches to posterior extremity.
Eggs small; operculate; without spi ncs, filaments or ornamentation on shell. Vitellariu m follicular;
in two lateral fields; mainly in ventro-lateral plane; between the level of the posterior margin of
ventral sucker and a level posterior to the middle of the hind body; fields may almost unite
ventrally. Excretory pore terminal; vesicle 'V'-shaped, with arms reaching into forebody. Parasitic in upper intestine of marine teleosts.
DEFINITION.

TYPE-SPECIES. Prudhoeus nicholsi sp. nov.
COMMENT. This new genus is probably most closely related to lomasoma Manter, 1935, and
Lissoloma Manter, 1934. It differs from the former in lacking any lateral lobation of the body,
from the latter in body-shape, and from both in possessing a trilobed, rather than a multilobate,
ovary, in lacking polar processes or filaments on the eggs and in having much of the vitellarium
in the ventral plane.
This genus is named in honour of our colleague Mr S. Prudhoe OBE for contributions to
helminth-taxonomy and the years of advice from which we have benefited.
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FELLODISTOMIDAE
Prudhoeus 11icholsi~

8RRY ,+Nb G /f;SDN1 J9eo

TYPE-HOST AND LOCALITY. Polyacantlwnotus rissoanus, off W of [~eland (55°N, I0'' W).
RECORDS
( i) Material studied
(a) From the NE Atlantic

Pol_racanthonotus rissoanus [upper intestine] Off St Kilda, Scotland (5T'N, 09 W; depth 9801030 m; June, 1974). BM(NH) (paratype) 1977.6.14.366.
- - [upper intestine] W of Tory Island, off W of Ireland (55°N, I0°W; depth 800- 825 m;
June. 1974). BM(NH) (holotype) 1977.6.14.365; (paratypes) 1977.6.14.367.
- - [intestine] Flannan region, NW of Scotland (58"N, 10°W; depth 1300- 1320 m; Oct., 1978).
BM(NH) 1979.2.14.7-11 (paratypes).
Asl'l:crs 01- moLOGY. According to Wheeler, in Hurcau & Monod ( 1973), Polyaca111/wnows
rissoanus, the host of this species, is benthic, occurring in deep waters of the Mediterranean and
eastern Atlantic off Morocco. Our observations indicate that this fish also occurs on the edge
of the continental shelf further to the north. It appears that, like Steringophorus pritchardae and
O/ssonium turneri, this species is a deep-water form. It appears that spermatophores are used in
sperm-transfer.
PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS. None.
DESCRIPTION (Fig. 13). Fifteen worms were found, two of which were serially sectioned. Three
of the worms are in an early mature condition (Fig. 13b). The larger adult worms are elongate
oval, and it is apparent that the hindbody increases in size relative to the forebody at a much
faster rate as the worm grows (cf. Figs 13a & b). The body-surface ;s smooth, and the subtegumentary parenchyma contains many gland-cells. The body-length varies between 1·24 and
2·90 mm and the maximum width between 0·37 and 0·86 mm. The forebody, which tapers sharply,
is less than a quarter (0· 17-0·22) of the body-length in the largest specimens, but a much greater
proportion (0·26-0·37) of the body-length in the smaller specimens. The hindbody, when filled
with the voluminous uterus, has roughly parallel sides with a rounded or slightly indented posterior
margin, but in the smallest specimen it is broadly oval. The subglobular, subterminal oral sucker
(0·11-0·20 / 0·10-0·17 mm) is smaller than the transversely oval ventral sucker (0·23-0-40
0·26-0·43), the ratio being I : 2·3-3·7. The aperture of the ventral sucker may be directed anteriorly. There is a very short prepharynx, which leads into a globular pharynx, measuring about
0·064- 0·09 mm in diameter. The short oesophagus (0·05-0· IO mm in length) bifurcates at about
the middle of the forebody, and the caeca, which are narrow and straight, reach into the posterior
half of the post-testicular zone, where they end blindly.
The excretory pore is terminal and leads into a short, narrow glandular duct which leads into
a 'V'-shaped vesicle. The arms reach dorso-laterally into the forebody to the level of the cirrus-sac.
The irregularly rounded to oval testes (0·16-0·29 x 0·08-0·19 mm) lie symmetrically or slightly
obliquely in the anterior hindbody. The vasa efferentia pass close together, but separately through
the wall of the cirrus-sac . The cirrus-sac(0· 16-0·24 x 0· 12-0·20 mm) lies in the posterior forebody.
slightly overlapping dorsally the anterior margin of the ventral sucker. It is globular to oval, and
contains a bipartite seminal vesicle, a wide pars prostatica with external gland-cells and filamentous lining and an ejaculatory quct. The proximal region of the seminal vesicle is globular and the
distal region is oval. In two of our specimens, including the sectioned specimen, the cirrus is
everted, thus modifying the normal arrangement of the contents of the cirrus-sac. The pars
prostatica is typical of the subfamily, but in the everted specimens it is pushed forward into
the cirrus (Fig. 13c): this movement may also be partly responsible for the elongate oval shap;!
of the distal part of the seminal vesicle. The ejaculatory duct of the everted specimens forms the
outer wall of the cirrus. When the cirrus is withdrawn the ejaculatory duct is wide and diverticulate, as it is in other fellodistomines. When everted the cirrus is a large conical structure which
extends through the genital pore. In the sectioned specimen a spermatophore can be seen lying
close to the end of the cirrus. The genital atrium appears to be shallow, although like the genital
pore, which is situated just to the left of the median line at about the level of the intestinal
bifurcation, it appears to be wide when the cirrus is everted.
The trilobed ovary (0· 16-0·26 / 0· 13-0·24 mm) lies antero-medially to the right testis, or in the
median line, close to the posterior margin of the ventral sucker. The short oviduct passes anteroventrally from the ovary to Mehlis' gland. Prior to its entry into Mehlis' gland it receives Laurer's
canal and the common vitelline duct (Fig. 13d). Laurer's canal passes over the posterior surface
of the ovary and opens dorsally at the level of the testes. A uterine seminal receptacle is present,
formed by the initial loops of the uterus, the majority of which is coiled in the post-testicular zone.
Fig. 13

Pructl10eus nicho/.si: (a) large specimen, ventral view; (b) small specimen, ventral view;
(c) cirrus-sac; (d) diagram of female proximal genitalia. Bar scale: a, b=0·5 mm.
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The loops of the uterus extend from the posterior end of the body forward through the intertesticular region to the level of the ovary and a single uterine sling reaches anteriorly towards the
genital atrium into which it opens to the left of the cirrus-sac. The numerous, operculate eggs
(36-44 " 21-25 µm) lack spines, filaments or ornamentation on the shells. The vitellarium is
follicular, lying in two lateral fields reaching from the level of the posterior margin of the ventral
sucker to just inside the posterior half of the hindbody. The follicles lie mainly in the ventral
parenchyma, but pass laterally to the caeca and just into the dorsal field. In the anterior region
of the hindbody the vitelline fields come close together ventrally as they are wider in this region.
The main lateral vitelline ducts unite ventrally to Mehlis' gland to form the common vitelline
duct, which is enlarged proximally to form a distinct vitelline reservoir.
D1scuss10N. Probably the most similar species to P. nicholsi in our region is Steringophorus
furciger. The two can, however, easily be distinguished by the shape of the excretory vesicle, the
~hapc of the ovary, the length of the rnel:a and the distribution of the vitcllarium. This species
is also similar to Steringotrema sp. of Armstrong (1974) from the macrourid Ventrifossa atlantica
in the eastern Gulf of Mexico. The sucker-ratio of this unnamed species is smaller [' I : l ·8-2·2
(2·8 in one specimen)']. The supposed claviform nature of the seminal vesicle and the absence of
Laurer's canal also serve to differentiate it from P. nicholsi.
This species is named in honour of Mr John H. Nichols of the MAFF Laboratory, Lowestoft,
for his help to one of us (R. A. 8.) on numerous occasions.
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Fellodistomatidae

Pseudobaeci{erG.-8- N1ut•H~S
J.?i(l[!,1lO.r(r: Fe!lodistom tidae. Body short;

//IND c,..,.E,

et_mcle spmose; eye-spm pigment absenr ;
d1stomate, ventr.il sucker in anterior half of
body. Pharynx and esophagus present; ceca
not extending to. posce -ior end of body.
Testes 2, symmetrical, p, ,stacecabular; cirrus
sac absent. Ovary incem. ;cicular; seminal receptacle_ present ; uterus c niefly poscresticular.
V1tellar1a compact, lacer, I masses in acecabular region . Eggs small. Excretory vesicle Vsha ped. P,uasites in in testine and ceca of
marine fishes. Type sp{cies: Pseudobaccifier
hare11g1dae ( Y~magut, 1938) n.comb.;
(_Synonym : Bt1cc1ger ha engulae) . other species: Pseudobaccrger m. •nteri n.sp.

n-,e S'jsl-ema.h'e f?.,U.s/f,'on t1f .Sf't'C.it'S
"ss,c;ned /-o fhe !lnt1.J '8acc1qt'r 1s con fvsed
lo'f

f1ie ~b-

sence of a distinct cirrus ir B. harl!11g"lal·
which led Yamaguti ( 1958 , co assign that
genus ro the family Crypt< gonimidae. He
stated that a cirrus sac is absent bemuse
Scossich did not show chat structure in B.
bacciger even though both Nicoll (1914>
and Palombi ( 1934) clear Ii described a cirrus sac in species in Bae' ;iger. We have
found a well-developed cir ·us sac in a species trom Opisthonema o.::linum bur it is
absent in another from Sa , dine/la maaopl.,thalnwr. Evidently rhe tv '0 cannot be assigned co the same genus and therefore w<:
restrict to the genus Baccrf!.c:r chose species
having a cirrus sac and en ct a new genus as
(follows}for chose in whicl it is absent:
1001'~

·•1n their dial(n011is of I's,tulobaHit.er, Nahha1 ;and Cab!. (14> deacribed the ovary a1 intertr ticuLir and the ,·itt"ILuia J-4 compat t, lateral ma111r1. tfowf'ver, the publi1hed illu1tration1
of P. l11irt11cllliu ,uul P. 1114111,,i ind,catt- that a large s>t,rtion of the O\'ary liH poeterior to the
If\'(•! of the pnstrriur 111Jqci11 of the tt•a;trll, .md th.it tht· , itt"llaria t·on•ist of two lateral clusters
of discrt'te follicl~,..
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o.4-0.63 mm
0.2-0.5 mm at middle
c
· 60-84µ in diameter

~~

, -

s~

58-85µ in diameter

Equal
abv.lu : Just in front of midule of body
f
ynx: rlbsent
81
Narrow, 0.04-0.12 mm long
Loe tlon en1ta P0~ ' At intestinal bifurcation

Fo~1~1on \aet• : Just behind middle of body and mediodorsal to
cecal ends
Ov-ar7: :iiedian, between and a little behind testes
Egga: 21-29µ long X 15-19µ broad. Oval, light brown, thickshelled,containing segmented ovum
featt.e: :,.: ''tvo ~~ c.Wuu._ p.a.c ,,

Hoat: Harengula zunasi Bleeker
Loe lit:,,. Lake Hamana and Sea of Ariake, Kyusyu, Japan
~aterenc. Studies on Helminth fauna of Japan. Part 21.

Re1~ted e

Kyoto, Japan
o
B. bacciger (Rud.0
e

Fig. -40.
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Bacciger harengulae Yamaguti, 1938
Host.-Harengula clupeola (Cuvier), bigeyed sardine.
Location.-Pyloric ceca.
Locality.-Off Lerner Laboratory pier, N.
Bimini, B.W.I. [new locality record}; other
localities are Tortugas, Florida, and Japan.
Discussion.-There were usually two B.
harengulae per cecum. The worms were
usually located in the middle of the cecum
and were separated from each other by at
least one body length. The worms were
easily observed in situ as the host's ceca were
almost transparent.

o•

,. &accit" 1,a,,.i,.14, Y UUvl' Tl, t 93X : B. lk&rtflf ulae
\I A ST~ll. t 94 7 ;
B .,,,~,ulae OF SoGANOAllf-:s-Ht:ll!li ." . t 'ISQ
Theer att-all §\'non~rns of Puudobtun,:rr species. :'\ahha" ;and ( ·.1blt• (14)
tnuwferred B. "''t'•f"'4Y Y.uuaguti, 19,H~ to their n<.·w )(enus l'leudobau,ger,
the epecies hrn>minl( /'. Jt.,,,,."(uiM (Y,unaguti, l~JX1 . l'""""""-<nie, manJer,
Nahhas and--C1hlt'. l'H>t 1 = "Barrage, harengu/at'" of \l,rnter J w.u M"parated
from P. 1,a,n,,,.ld, on tht> basis of "nmsi&tt-ntlv 1011.c.-r ,._,....., .rnd arms ol
the bladder t'~trmlm,c f.utht"r anteriorly." :\notht·r d1tf1·n·1u .- ctppt•.irs to Ii,·
in the post..-rmr lnht· 111 1tw ~min.ii veside bein~ th,· .... ,.,lln ot tht• two lotx.·~
in P. lra,niu'4u. t.ut ttw l.&r~l'"r of the two in J>. mtJn/,•p , \t.,ntf'r·, (12) Fit,:. 71>
clearly sho•• ct mttt h l.,r •,· r posterior lobe ,rnd in 1lu ~1•·• 1111t'n of ~lanter\.
"B. llarneiulcu" •hu·h 111,r 1·J1.,unined the posterior lof,.. 1 h,·nt dor11ally and j:,.
decidedly lolf'lf'r t hdn t ht• .rn terior lobf'.
Ba.uiin ltarn1111k.u " •'"' n·t·ordt"<J but not dt"!in1ht-.l .,, 1llu!itr.att'CI hy Sogan dares-Bern.il 13! 1 from 11,u,·nrula dupeo/a from Himuu. hut on the basi!of host and lof.ilitv hi ...., .., 1111ens. ,11110 should ht· 1·cm!iidc·n.. 1 .,. />. ""'"~ri.
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P,:seu d O b acc1geI n,'g•c~bfa.ff''(
Diagnosis: Fellodistomatidae. Body short;
cuticle spinose; eye-spot pigment absent;
distomate, ventral sucker in anterior half of
body. Pharynx and esophagus present; ceca
not extending to posterior end of body.
Testes 2, symmetrical, postacetabular; cirrus
sac absent. Ovary intertesticular; seminal receptacle present; uterus chiefly posttesticular.
Vitellaria compact, lateral masses in acetabular region. Eggs small. Excretory vesicle Vsha ped. Parasites in intestine and ceca of
marine fishes. Type species: Pseudobacciger
harengulae (Yamaguti, 1938) n.comb.;
(Synonym: Bacciger harengulae). other species: Pseudobacciger manteri n.sp.

Fellodistomatidae

Pseudobacciger manteri n.g., n.sP,.

f

Fi~ure 8 iV'a.'1.Ju..s .,ftr{frL,
Synonym: * * Bacciger harengulae o Manter, 1947, nee Yamaguti, 1938.
Host: Sardinella macrophthalmus (J).
Site: ceca.
Holotype: U.S.N.M. 60256.
Description based on 20 specimens. Body
oval to pyriform, 0.373-0.747 long, 0.2660.420 wide. Entire cuticle spinose. Oral
sucker terminal, 0.045-0.068 in diameter;
ventral sucker preeguator:al, 0.057-0.090 in
diameter; sucker ratio I: 1-1.3. Prepharynx
not evident; pharynx 0.033-0.045 in diameter; esophagus 1-2 times length of pharynx;
ceca extending a short distance posterior to
testes. Testes 2, equatorial to somewhat preequatorial, symmetrical, 0.060-0.090 long,
0.065-0.105 wide; cirrus sac absent; seminal
vesicle indistinctly bipartite, extending
slightly posterior to ventral sucker; pars
prostatica indistinct. Ovary irregular to
lobed, 0.060-0.090 in diameter, intertesticular,
median, at about posterior level of testes;
seminal receptacle small, overlapping ovary
or not; uterus chiefly posttesticular; metraterm simple. Genital atrium small; genital
pore median, near intestinal bifurcation. Vitelline follicles in 2 largely extracecal groups
of 7-10 each at about level of ventral sucker.
Eggs 21-24 by 15-20 µ.. Excretory vesicle Vshaped, with arms passing ventral to ceca,
to terminate at esophageal level; excretory
pore terminal.
Manter ( 1947) reported this species as
Bacciger harengulae Yamaguti, 1938, from
3 specimens of which one was partly crushed.
He noted its resemblance to Yamaguti's
material but indicated that it differed in
having more rounded eggs and somewhat
longer ceca; he was unable to see the excretory vesicle. Measurements given by Yamaguti overlap those of the present species
which has consistently longer ceca and arms
of the bladder extending farther anteriorly
than in the Japanese species.
The next species is named with hesitation
beca
it may be the one that Price ( 1934)
describe
Steringotrema ovata from a
single specim
Both occur in the same
host species and a
in all respects except
the topography of the
ads. Price's specimen was examined but it w
aded and the
gonads were so indistinct that t · identity
and arrangement could not be dete · ed
with certainty.
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PSEUDOSTERINGOPHORUS Yamaguti,1940
Fellodistomatidae.
Body small,unarmed. Oral sucker terminal
with longitudinal aperture. Prepharynx very short.Esophagus
moderately long. Ceca simple, half long. Acetabulum far from oral
sucker. Testes symmetrical, postacetabular. Cirrus sac preacetabular,
srongly muscular, containing bipartite seminal vesicle, prostatic
cells. Cirrus projecting into genital atrium. Genital atrium
muscular, developing at its base anterodorsal outgrowth surrounded
by compact mass of gland cells. Genital pore in left submedian
line bewteen acetabulum and bifurcation. Ovary entire, pretesticular
dorsal or posterodorsal to acetabulum on right of median line.
Seminal receptacle absent. L.canal present. Uterus filling all
available space of hindbody.
Eggs thick-shelled.
Vitellaria
follicular, massed around anterior wwollen part of excretory arms
and be~inning of intestine. Excretory vesicle Y-shaped with arms
reaching to esophagus or pharynx. Parasitic in marine fishes.
Type species P.hoplognathi
Pseudosteringophorus hoplognathi Yamaguti,1941
Body fusiform, 1.1 to 1.8 by 0.3 to 0.48 mm.
Oral sucker 0.16 to 0.28 long; 0.1 to 0.2 wide
Acetabulum bowl-shaped, 0.175 to 0.31 mm. wide, near midbody.
Ceca end at acetabulo-ovarian level.
Testes rounded, one on each side behind acetabu1um.
Ovary oval, dexdrodorsal to acetabulum.
Metraterm not distinctly differentiated.
Eggs 27 to 34 by 15 to 20 u as fixed in alcohol and measured
in water.
Host: Hoplognatus punctatus
Japan; Hamazima
Differs from Steringophorus in more anterior vitellaria and
by the atrial outgrowth and glands.
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